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The President's National Energy Plan combives proposed
legislative, administrative, and budgetary actions aimed at
solving the Nation's energy problems. This plan is an important
first step towurd developing a national energy policy.
Findings/Conclusions: Prompt passage of effective legislation is
essential if the country 4s to deal with energy problems in the
remainder of this century. The plan proposed by the
administration is not deigaed to achieve many of the stated
goals without unspecified voluntary actions or, if necessary,
fur+her mandatory conservation actions. The plan will probably
fall short of meeting some of the goals, such as reduction of
oil imports, to an even greater extent than the administration
estimates. Projections for coal production and nuclear energy
levels to be achieved by 1985 appear to be unrealistic.
Recommendations: The Energy Committees of the Congress, in
cooperation with the administration and others who are
knowledgeable in energy forecasting, should work from a 1985
forecast that is as accurate as possible. Congress should adopt
a set of national energy goals, establish milestones upon which
to judge progress toward meeting the goals, and adopt an energy
program which is designed to meet the goals. A set of standby
initiatives, many of which will have to be mandatory in nature,
should also be drawn up for quick implementation in the event
that the milestones indicate that satisfactory progress is not
being made. (Author/SC)



REPORT TO THE CONG RESS

BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL
OF THE UNITED STATES

An Evaluation Of
The National Energy Plan

The President's National Energy Plan com-
bines proposed legislat.ve, administrative, and
budgetary actions aimed a :o'lving the Na-
tion's energy problems. The Plan is an impor-
tant first step toward developing a national
energy policy. GAO believes it is a good start.

GAO agrees with many of the Plan's specific
initiatives and offers recommendations to
improve others.

GAO believes that the Plan, even if approved
in its entirety by the Congress, will, in some
cases, fall short of its established goals. GAO
calls for the Congress to

-- adopt a set of Natiornal Energy Goals
and design a program that meets these
goals,

-- establish a set of milestones to judge
progress in meeting these goals, and

--establish a set of standby initiatives if
satisfactory progress is not being made.
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To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report, developed at the request of the Chairman,
Subcommittee nra Energy and Power, House Committee on Inter-
state and Foreign Commerce, presents our analysis and comment
on the President's National Energy Plan. The report is in-
tended to assist the Congress in considering the legislation
that the administration has proposed to implement the plan.
Consistent with the Chairman's request, the report contains
our evaluation of he plan from the perspective of our past
and current energy wrk. We made our review pursuant to the
Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and te
Accounting and Auditing Act of 1950 31 U.S.C. 67).

We believe that the administration has taken an impor-
tant first step in formulating a National Energy Policy by
submitting a comprehensive set of proposals to the Congress.
We aree with many of the specific actions that have been
proposed. In a nur5er of cases, however, we believe modifi-
cation of the administration's plan is needed and we are
recommending proposed actions.

National Energy Goals

In our opinion, the plan has one major flaw. As we noted
in a letter report dated June 8, 1977, to the Chairman, House
Committee on Government Operations, the proposed plan to the
Congress is not designed to meet many of the administration's
goals without unspecified voluntary actions or further manda-
tory actions not specifically identifies except by example.
According to the administration's own estimate, the plan,
as proposed, is not strong enough to meet four of the seven
established goals.

We have now e-o dd on our analysis of this point and
have, where practicce, quantified the possible results.
Our estimate is that the plan, even if approved in its entirety
by the Congres-, will, in some cases, fall short of its goals
by greater amounts than the administration has estimated. One
of these areas is the important goal of reducing oil imports.
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The administration has established a goal of reducing imports
to 6 million barrels of oil a day (MMB/D) by 1985. By the
rdministration's estimate, the proposed plan would reduce
Imports to 7 MMB/D. To achieve the other 1 MMB/D reduction,
the administration is counting on voluntary conservation.

Under the administrat.on's plan, however, most of this
reduction would be accomplished not by conservation, but by
Switching to alternative fuels--primarily coal and nuclear
power. It is, therefore, more of a fuel switching program
than a conservation program. Further, we believe that the
aduinistration's estimate of tLh supply of alternative fuels
is too optimistic to be depei:dable for national energy
planning. To the xtent that the supply of these fuels falls
significantly short of the administration's estimates, imported
oil will haie to be increased--unless more conservation is
achieved.

On the basis of work that we have nderway, we have con-
cluded that the obstacles to coal production which are not
dealt with 4in the plan are such that it appears highly unlikely
that U.S. coal production in 1985 will reach 1 billior tons,
let alone the administration's goal of 1.2 billion tons with
the plan.

We believe also that the administration's upply estimates
for natural gas and nuclear power are overstated.

In summary, our work indicates that the administration's
estimates for domestic energy supplies are overstated in the
following amounts:

MMB/D oil equivalent

Coal 2.3
Natural gas 1.0
Nuclear power _

Total 3.9

We believe that the estimate of oil production is possibly
overstated. The administration expects its plan to increase
oil production b 0.1 MMB/D over what would otherwise be
expected in 1985. Our discussion on oil pricing and taxing
points out that this may be questionable since producers'
revenues and presumably capital available for exploration
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and production will be less under the administration's plan
than under a continuation of current policy.

The net result of the supply shortages discussed above
plus the 1 MMB/D shortfall built into the plan, offset to a
degree by higher imports of liquefied natural gas than
estimated by the administration, is that oil imports are
likely to be 4.3 MMB/D higher than the administration's oal
of 6.0 MMB/D. In 1985 this would amount to importing 47
perc,;nt of the Nation's oil consumption. We believe this
will be the case unless significantly more conservation is
achieved than is expected to result from the administration's
plan.

Because of the significant policy implications of oil
imports reaching that level, our report includes recommenda-
tions or suggestions, some of which are listed below, for
increasing energy conservation if satisfactory progress is
not made in achieving the energy goals.

--Legislate mandatory ir.sulation standards for existing
buildings to ccmplement the administration's proposal
on new buildings.

--Require that utilities institute peak load pricing
and the installation of appropriate metering devices.
The ost of the meters would be included in the regular
utility billb,

-- Recuire that certain industrial processes ,:hieve a
particular level of energy efficiency.

--Consider incentives to encourage scrapping inefficient
used cars.

We are also making recommendations which we believe
should be enacted at the present time to strengthen the plan:

--Reauire that the gas-guzzler tax or rebate be visible
to the consumer at the point of sale.

--Take steps to expand and improve public transportation.

--Phase out the heating oil rebate and allow higher
natural gas prices to be charged to consumers.

--Require leaseholders of Federal energy resources
to actively develop them.
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Finally, we believe that of equal importance to the
specific actions discussed above are the following recom--
mendations that the Congress

--adopt a set of National Energy Goals and design a
program that meets these goals,

--establish a set of milestones upon which to judge
progress in meeting these goals, and

--establish a set of standby initiatives, many of
which will have to be mandatory, if the milestones
indicate that satisfactory progress is not made.

A draft of this report was provided to the Energy Policy
and Planning staff in the Executive Office of che President.Their comments are discussed in chapter 9 and ae included
as appendix II.

Copies of this report are being sent to Mr. James R.Schlesinger. Assistant to the President; the Director, Office
of Management aind Budget; the Administrators of the FederalEnergy Administration and the Energy Research and Development
Administcation; the Secretary of the Interior; the Chairman,
Federal PLwer Commission; the Chairman, Nuclear RegulatoryCommission; and to the Chairmen of energy-related gres-
sional committees.

Comptroller General
of the United States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S AN EVALUATION OF THE
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS NATIONAL ENERGY PLAN

DIGEST

On April 29, 1977, the Whice House released
its Nat.onal Energy Plan which combines
legislative, administrative, and budgetary
proposals aimed at solving the Nation's
energy crisis. The plan sets out seven
Na-onal Energy Goals, and outlines a broad
program to achieve those goals between now
and 1985. It calls for meas"res ranging
from both mandatory and voi.4,tary conser-
vation actions to expanded research on
nonconventional energy sources.

In view of the extensive work that GAO has
done and is doing in the energy area, the
Chairman. House Subcommittee on Energy and
Power, requested that GAO analyze the National
Energy Plan from GAO's acquired perspective.
This report is based on the plan as it
was released by the White Huse; it does
not comment on any subsequent congressional
actions on the plan. (See p. 1.2.)

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

GAO agrees with the basic concepts of the
administration's plan, an effort long
overdue. The Nation's energy problems are
long term in nature. Finding solutions
acceptable to all areas of society is dif-
ficult and will require political consensus
and compromise among competing areas of
national concern. While GAO makes recommen-
dations and suggestions for improvements in
the administration's plan. it firmly believes
that the prompt passage of effective legis-
lation is essential if this country is to
deal with energy problems in the remainder
of this century.

GAO notes that the administration did not
design its plan to achieve the stated goals
without unspecified voluntary actions or,
if necessary, further mandatory conservation
actions. GAO believes that it is incongruous
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to ask the Congress to establish a set of
National Energy Goals, and then propose a
plan that is not expected to achieve them.
(See p. 2.1,)

GAO believes that the plan will fall short
of meeting some of the goals to cn even
greater extent than the administration
estimates, including that of reducing oil
imports to 6 million barrels of oil a day
by 1985. The administration acknowledges
that the plan will fall short by 1 million
barrels a day unless voluntary conservation
actions are effective. GAO believes that
the plan could fall short by 4.3 million
barrels a day because GAO doubts that
the plan's 1985 domestic production forecasts
for coal. nuclear power, and natural gas
can be achieved. This means that, even
with the plan, 1985 oil imports would
be 10.3 million barrels a day, or 4?
percent of oil consumption. To the extent
that domestic energy production in these
three areas falls short of the goals,
oil imports will have to be increased
unless further significant conservation
is achieved. (See p. 2.3.)

With respect to coal, GAO concludes that
there are serious problems in and obstacles
to achieving a production level of 1 billion
tons by 1985. This the administration's
base case estimate, the amount of coal
the administration says would be produced
without its plan. With the plan, the
administration expects coal production to
increase by .2 billion tons over its base
case to a total of 1.2 billion tons in
1985. The problems with coal include serious
environmental obstacles, enormous capital
requirements, and a deficient rail transpor-
tation network. These are not dealt with
adequately in the plan. (See p. 5.30.)

While the administration has stated tnat
it will use nuclear energy as a last resort,
it, nevertheless, expects tc in 1985
nuclear energy will be four times the
current level. GAO believes that achieving
such an increase in 8 years is very doubtful.
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It would require that by 1985 all 77 nuclearpowerplants now licensed for construction
be completed and that all nuclear powerplantswould have to operate at an average annual
capacity of 69 percent. GAO believes such-an achievement to be highly unrealistic.
GAO also believes that 1985 natural gasproduction has been overstated by about10 percent. (See p. 2.5.)

On the demand side, GAO disagrees withadministration estimates of the ectoralcomposition of energy demand i no furtheraction is taken. This is important sincethe energy initiatives would address notmerely total energy roduction and demand,but production f individual fuels and demandby individual use sectors. (See p. 2.7.)

Since energy forecasting is, by definition,an inexact science, no accurate estimatecan be assured.

However, GAO recommends that the EnergyCom.itt~es of the Congress, in cooperation
with the administration and others who areknowledgeable in energy forecasting. workfrom a 1985 forecast that is as accurateas possible.

GAO recommends that the Congress

--adopt a set of National Energy Goals,

--establish milestones upon which to judgeprogress toward meeting the goals, and

--adopt an energy program which isdesigned to meet the goals. A set ofstandby initiatives, many of which willhave to be mandatory in nature. shouldalso be drawn up for qguck implementa-tion in the event that the milestonesirndicate that satisfactory progress
ie not being made. (See p. 2.16.)

SPECIFIC PROGRAMS

GAO's past and current energy worK relatesto many of the specific proposals in the
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administration's plan. GAO agrees with
many of the proposals and believes some hould
be modified. There is one major disagreement.

GAO disagrees with the administration's
proposal to drastically reduce funding for
the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFSR)
program and, in particular, its decision to
cancel construction of the Clinch River
Breeder Reactor. (See p. 2.16 and 6.3.)

CONSERVATION

The President has stated that conservation
is one of the cheapest forms of "'producing'
energy and should be the cornerstone of the
Nation's energy policy. Therefore, the
administration's plan calls for both leg-
islative and administrative efforts to
increase energy conservation in transporta-
tion, buildings, appliances, industry, and
utilities. (See p. 3.1.)

GAO is concerned that the conservation
initiatives in the administration's plan
are too modest and that they rely too much
on voluntary actions in some areas. GAO's
work has shown that, although there is sub-
stantial potential for energy conservation,
there is (1) not enough public concern with
the need for it and (2) a general lack of
incentives to promote it.

Based on the administration's estimates, it
does not appear that the conservation pro-
visions of the plan will cause much reduction
in energy demand. The administration pro-
jects that if no action is taken, energy
demand will grow by 31 percent between 1976
and 1985, while demand will still grow by
25 percent with the plan fully implemented.
This equates to a reduction of roughly 1.9
million barrels of oil each day, or only
4 percent of total demand after 9 years.
The major impact of the plan, as proposed,
seems to be reducing oil imports by shifting
to coal rather than by conserving energy.
GAO's analysis of the problems of using
more coal leads it to conclude that it is
unlikely that the administration will
achieve even its base case estimates if it
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does not deal with the problems that GAO hasidentified.

GAO agrees with the concept of a gas guzzlertax and rebate. GAO believes the tax and
rebate should be highly visible at the
point of sale, e.g., on the mileage label
."tached to each car. (See p. 3.2.)

GAO supports the proposal to expand the
automobile fuel efficiency standards pro-
grams. In a prior report, however, GAO
concluded that improvements in automobile
fuel efficiency largely depend on how well
Federal fuel efficiency standards can bebalanced with environmental and safety
standards. (See p. 3.5.)

While GAO agrees with the concept of astandby asoline tax, it does not
believe the proposed tax would be large
enough to significantly reduce gasoline
consumption. GAO further urges considera-
tion of the option of using a portion of
the taxes collected to expand and improve
public transportation. (See p. 3.8.)

GAO supports the concept of a Federal van-
pooling program and urges that it be extendedalso to the private sector. (See p. 3.12.)

GAO recommends that the Congress:

--Assure that the gas guzzler tax and
rebate legislation provide that the
amount of tax and rebate for specific
cars be identified on the mileage
rating label and in mileage guide
booklets.

--Enact a standby gasoline tax.

--Provide incentives to promote
vanpooling in the private sector.
(See p. 3.27.)

GAO generally agrees with the proposals to
increase energy conservation in buildings
and offers recommendations to strengthen
the program if the milestones indicate thatsatisfactory progress is not being made;
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for example, establishing mandatory insula-
tion standards for existing buildings.

GAO also recommends that the proposed energy
efficiency standards for Federal buildings
be aopted as minimum criteria, and that
energy audits be used to establish specific
criteria for each building. (gee p. 3.28.)

GAO generally agrees with the administration's
plan for reform of utility rate structures
and has recommended similar actions in prior
reports. (See p. 3.30.)

OIL AND GAS

To simultaneously encourege oil and natural
gas conservation and stimulate new domestic
production of both, the administration pro-
poses specific actions covering oil pricing,
oil taxes, natural gas pricig, and other
measures, (See p. 4.1.)

While the oil pricing initiatives would pro-
vide greater production incentives than are
now available, GAO found they are no greater
than would exist n 1985 with a continuation
of current policy. Moreover, the plan will
reduce revenues to producers and thereby ay
reduce capital availability for further
exploration and production. By ot increas-
ing the financial incentives for additional
exploration, the plan fails to come to
grips with the problem of increasing dom-
estic crude oil production. (See p. 4.3.)

GAO is also concerned that the rebate pro-
cedures for the wellhead taxes may be admin-
istratively cumbersome and may result in
duplicate payments in some cases. (See
p. 4.11.)

GAO believes that the refunds to users
of home heating oil work against the plan's
overall conservatin thrust and engender
serious inequities and administrative
problems. GAO recommends that the refunds
be approved for only a brief period of
time and phased out to protect consumers
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from a sudden increase in heating bills
without continuing the protection irdefin-
itely. (See p. 4.12.)

GAO recommends that the Congress consider
alternatives to the oil pricing and taxing
proposals, such as:

--Allow the price of newly discovered
oil to receive the world price for the
actual year in question rather than
the 1977 world price plus domestic
inflation. Standby authority could
be retained in the event world prices
increased unreasonably quickly. (See
n. 4.15.)

GAD believes that the administration h:
overestimated natural gas production for
1985 by aoout 10 percent. To the extent
that natural gas production falls short of
expectations. the difference will have to
be made up through additional imports or
additional conservation. (See p. 4.17.)

As is the case with the home-heating oil
rebate, GAO believes that keeping natural
gas prices to residential users lower than
to industrial users is contrary to the
principles of conservation and replacement
pricing. Since natural gas is sold in
long-term contracts, the increased prices
will be absorbed slowly so there is no
need for temporary protection against
steep price increases. (See p. 4.17.)

While GAO generally agrees with the other
oil and natural gas measures, it raised
the following questions concerning the
proposed 1 billion barrel Strategic Petro-
leum Reserve:

-- Is a reserve of this type really
needed?

-- If so, how will the oil be purchased
to fill it?

--What ways other than general tax revenues
are available to finance it?
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--Can industry stockpiles (about 72U
million barrels) be used to offset
part of the reserve? (See p. 4.23.)

COAL

The administration proposes four major
initiatives to greatly increase coal use,
including an oil- and natural gas-users tax,
a coal conversion regulatory policy, a
strong environmental policy for coal, and
an expanded coal research and development
program.

The administration expects domestic coal
production to reach 1.2 billion tons annually
by 1985 with its plan. Without the plan,
it estimates that 19-85 coal production will
reach 1 billion tons. (See p. 5.1.)

GAO sees some disadvantages in ne oil- and
gas-users tax.

-- The ntural gas-users tax will result
in large regional differences in taxes
charged per Btu of gas used.

--Utilities and industries which cannot
use coal for environmental or other
reasons would still be required to pay
the users tax.

GAO believes that the Congress should consider
modifications to the users tax which would
impose the tax on a Btu basis for natural
gas use and allow users who are exempted
from the requirement to use coal to also
be exempt from the users tax. (See p. 5.7.)

The coal conversion regulatory policy would
prohibit industry and utilities irom burning
natural gas or petroleum n new boilers,
with limited environmental and economic
exceptions. The proposal to place the
burden of roof on the utility or industry
to show why conversion to coal is not pos-
sible his potential to wake the regulatory
program less complicated to administer.
However, if many companies file exceptions,
the administrative burden could be greater
under the administration's plan. If the
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proposed regulatory program is approved,
GAO believes that procedures should be
established requiring administrative
resolution of the requested exception
within a specified time from the date of
application for exception. GAO recognizes
that judicial delays may still occur.
(See p. 5.2.)

GAO believes that coal conversion legisla-
tion should include Fdral facilities thus
allowing the Congress to act on a total
coal conversion package. (See p. 5.2.)

GAO su-ports the administration's goal
of ¢ &panded coal development without
endangering the environment. However, it
seems apparent to GAO that the expanded use
of cal even to 1 billion tons in 1985 will
not tke place if all air quality regulations
are stritly enforced. In addition, GAO
believes that if coal production is in-
creased significantly. further environ-
mental degradation will take place despite
thn strong pollution control measures in
the plan. In the long term, assuming an
aggressive and successful coal research
and development program, the need or
trade-offs may be substantially diminished.
See p. 5.16.)

GAO believ'J that a plan which calls for
an increase in coal Lse by 1985 to 1.2
billion tons needs a research budget that
emphasizes finding solutions to the environ-
mental problems associated with the direct
burning of coal. (See p. 5.24.)

GAO recommends that the Congress expand the
plan for coal to include actions dealing with

--the need for capital to upgrade large
portions of the Nation's railroads,
particularly in the eastern States,
and to expand existing capabilities;

--the need for resolving uncertainty
concerning rights-of-way for slurry
pipelines;
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--the need for improving labor relations
to prevent wildcat strikes and improving
miner health and safety conditions,
recruitment, and training; and

--the need for greater manpower and
equipment productivity. (See p. 5,30.)

NUCLEAR POWER

The administration's plan for nuclear power
appears to GAO to have two main objectives.
The first involves the so-called "plutonium
economy" and consists of several actions
aimed at stopping proliferation of nuclear
weapons, while the second objective aounts
to greatly increasing the use of present gen-
eration nuclear powerplants. (See p. 6.1.)

As stated above, GAO disagrees with the
administration's proposal to drastically
reduce funding for the LMPBR program and,
in particular, its decision to cancel the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor. GAO sees
these actions as reducing the Nation's
ability to influence breeder safety and
safeguards concerns worldwide.

GAO recommends that the Congress continue
the LMFBR program on a schedule which
recognizes that it is still a research and
development effort, and that the Clinch
River project be continued. (See p. 6.3.)

GAO agrees with the decision to defer, at
least temporarily. nuclear fuel reprocessing.
GAO's recent work indicates that the economic
benefits of reprocessing do not now outweigh
the proliferation and domestic safeguards
concerns. (See p. 6.2.)

The administration made five specific pro-
posalis aimed at improving the option of present
generation commercial nuclear pcwerplants.
Those proposals are:

-- Increased "surprise" inspections and
"resident" inspectors at each nuclear
site.
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-- Mandatory reporting of minor mishaps
and component failures at powerplant
sites.

-- Improved powerplant siting criteria.

-- Improved powerplant licensing procedures.

-- Detailed review of the nuclear waste
disposal program. (See p. 6.13.)

GAO generally agrees with all of these pro-
posals and has previously recommended some
of these actions. It should be noted, however,
that a recent GAO report pointed out numerous
problems in attempts to streamline the nuc-
lear powerplant licensing process. In that
report, GAO concluded that it was doubtful
whether the time frame could be significantly
shortened. (See p. 6.16.)

NONCONVENTIONAL ENERGY ROURCES
AND ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The administration's plan emphasizes increased
use of solar and geothermal energy applications
that have Leen or are being demonstrated
commercially, and increased research and
development on other solar and geothermal
technologies. (See p, 7.1.)

GAO agrees with promoting solar energy uses,
and generally with the administration's
proposals. While solar tax credits should
encourage middle- and upper-income homeowners
and businesses to install solar-heating
units, GAO does not think they can help low-
income homeowneLs and small businesses.
These latter two groups may need low-
interest loans or grants. (See p. 3.21.)

To stimulate geothermal energy development
and use, the administration proposes (1)
a tax deduction to stimulate geothermal
drilling and (2) a streamlining of Federal
geothermal leasing and environmental review
procedures.

GAO agrees with the proposals to stimulate
geothermal energy development and use and
has made similar recommendations in previous
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reports. GAO believes tiat, in order to
properly manage energy resources on public
lands, the Government must establish certain
policies and procedures, including

--basing leasing decisions on national
energy needs and not primarily on private
inCustry initiative and

--insuring that leaseholders actively
attempt tc develop the resources.
(See p. 7.3.)

GAO also agrees with the administration's
plan to increase funding and improve
management of research and development
efforts on other renewable resources.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

The administration's plan proposes a three
part energy information program including
a Petroleum Production and Reserve Informa-
tion System, a Petroleum Company Financial
Data System, and an Emergency Management
Information System. The details of all
three systems are still being formulated
and the administration does not contem-
plate that any additional legislation is
necessary to put these systems into effect.

GAO believes that certain matters should
be considered by the administration when
it develops the specifics of the energy
information program. These include the
need for a complete appraisal of domestic
uranium resources and the need for data on
the oil and gas potential of certain Outer
Continental Shelf areas. Also, GAO believes
that the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion and the Federal Energy Administration
need to continue to work cooperatively to
develop petroleum exploration and production
data. (See p. 8.1.)

ADMINISTRATION COMMENTS

In commenting on a draft of this report,
the Energy Policy and Planning staff,
Executive Office of the President,
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expressed concern over possible mis-
interpretations by readers of this
report and stated that there is one
crucial matter on which it differs with
GAO. GAO believes it is appropriate
that the administration wishes to avoid
misinterpretation of the report.
It was not GAO's intention to establish
its own 1985 energy forecast or a
revised estimate of what the plan
will achieve, but to comment on
the plan from the perspective of
its past and ongoing work.

The area of crucial difference concerns
the necessity of designing a plan to
meet its goals. The administration
believes that a national plan should
not be just a Federal plan but should
call for a response from the States
and citizens as well. GAO believes
that a national energy plan
should insure to the maximum extent
possible that the response desired from
all sectors will be achieved, and not
rely so heavily on unspecified
voluntary and other actions.
(See p. 9.1.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

On April 20, 1977, the President addressed a Joint Session
Congress and presented the outline of a National Energy

an containing proposed legislation and other initiatives
,rimed at solving the Nation's energy crisis. These Presiden-
tial initiatives evolved from the rapid changes in the world's
energy situation over the past 3 to 4 years.

During thesc ears, the United States has (1) seen growth
in the strength of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries, (2) undergone an oil embargo by those countries,
(3) seen international oil prices increase by over 400
percent, and (4) come to a more widely accepted realization
of the finite nature of conventional energy sources. In that
time, the Federal Government has responded to the energy
problem with new regulations, new programs, and new
legislation.

Unfortunately, the short-term effects of Federal actions
'ave not been what we might have hoped. The Nation is more
dependent upon foreign energy today than it was 3 years ago,
and commercial development of renewable energy sources is
still only a distant expectation. A longer term assessment
of these effects is more difficult. Certainly the Federal
response has not been disciplined by a clearly enunciated and
cohesive national energy policy.

As a first step in developing such a policy, the new
administration has prepared a National Energy Plan combining
legislative, administrative, and budgetary actions designed
to set the Nation on a course toward achieving proposed energy
goals.

Energy is a critical national problem for today and the
foreseeable future. It has proved to be a particularly dif-
ficult problem to analyze because it is so complex and because
solving the energy problem requires political consensus about
sensitive issues, such as balancing economic and environmental
objectives. In such areas, consensus is difficult to achieve.

In view of the extensive work that we have done and are
doing in the energy area, the Chairman, Subcommittee on Energyand Power, House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
requested that we evaluate the President's energy plan by:

--Comparing the administration's energy proposals with
the results of work we have already completed.
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--To the extent possible, comparin the proposals with
any tentative conclusions we have reached in work
underway.

-- Identifying our planned work that will be completed in
time to assist the 95th Congress in evaluating and re-
sponding to the proposals.

-- Identifying those proposals, if any, which we have not
previously addressed and for which no work is currently
planned.

The remainder of this report discusses the important
elements of the plan and contains a description of our past
work, including conclusions ad recommendations, and our
current and planned work which pertains to the administra-
tion's plan. This report relates only to the proposals con-
tained in the plan; it does not comment on any subsequent con-
gressional action on the President's proposals.

The chapter oLganization of this report reflects the ma-
jor elements of the plan. Chapter 2 contains an overview of
our overall observations, conclusions, and recommendations.
The subsequent chapters discuss conservation, oil and gas,
coal, nuclear, and other matters. Where appropriate, these
chapters include conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTER 2

OVERALL OBSERVATIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The National Energy Plan was issued by the White House
on April 29, 1977. It contains the details of the proposals
made in the President's address to the Joint Session of
Congress on April 20. Subsequently, on May 2, H.R. 6831
(S. 1469 and S. 1472), the National Energy Act was introduced.
This bill, which would carry out those parts of the plan re-
quiring legislative changes, contains two titles--(l) pricing,
regulatory, and other nontax provisions and (2) tax provisions.

The administration has taken a very important first step
in developing a national energy policy. It is a good start.
Although the results of our past and current work lead us to
different recommendations in some areas, we ari in agreement
with the general thrust of the program and most of the
specific initiatlies proposed. Our comments and recommenda-tions are explained in detail in the following chapters with
the intention of helping the Congress improve upon a program
which we believe is moving in the right direction, but unfortu-
nately is not strong enough to meet many of its objectives, in-
cluding a major reduction in oil imports.

ADMINISTRATION'S ENERGY GOALS

The plan proposed that the Congress adopt specific nation-
al energy goals to be achieved between now and 1985. We com-
mented on these goals in a recent report. 1/

We said that we were in general agreement with the goals,
but noted that a fact which had not been clearly recognized
was that, on the basis of its own estimates, the administration
had not designed its energy plan to achieve all of the statedgoals without unspecified voluntary actions or further manda-
tory actions not specifically identified except by example.
The administration's goals and its estimate of what the plan
can accomplish are as follows.

I/Letter report (EMD-77-45, June 8, 1977) to the Chairman,
House Committee on Government Operations.
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Administration's estimate of
Administration's proposed what the plan can accomplish

energy oals for 185 through 1985

1. Reduce total energy growth Reduction to 2.2 percent
to below 2 percent/year (note a)

2. Reduce oil imports below Reduction to 7 million
6 million barrels/day barrels/day (note a)

3. Reduce gasoline consump- Reduction of 10 percent
tion by 10 percent from from 1977 levels
1977 levels

4. Increase coal production Increase by 565 million
by at least 400 million tons
tons over 1976

5. Insulate 90 percent of Insulate approximately
all buildings 60 percent (note a)

6. f'se solar energy in 2.5 Use sc'.ar energy in 1.3
million homes million homes (note a)

7. Acquire Strategic Oil Acquire 1 billion barrels
Reserve of 1 billion of oil
barrels of oil

a/Four of the seven goals are clearly not intended to be met
by the plan, as specified to the Congress.

As stated in our June 8 report, we believe it is incongruous
to ask the Congress to establish a set of National Energy Goals
and then propose a National Energy Plan that is not expected
to achieve them.

In addition, we believe that the gap between the goals
and what the plan can accomplish is greater than the above
figures indicate for two of the goals. These are the goals
of reducing total energy gowth to below 2 percent a year
and reducing gasoline consumption by 10 percent from current
levels.

The administration has calculated the estin.ated effect
of the plan in these areas from a base which is as of the enL
of 1977 nd includes a projected 1977 growth rate for each
of the items of 5 percent over 1976. The actual growth rate
that will be experienced in 1977 is, of course, unknown at
this point bt, based on past experience, 5 percent would be
on the high side. If 1976 is us2d as the base, the plan
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only reduces the energy growth rate to 2.5 percent a year
and gasoline consumption by only 5 percent.

We believe it would be better to establish a goal which
is based on the latest actual experience for a full year, i.e.,
1976. his eliminates the problem of starting from an esti-
mated base.

The administration is proposing a biannual report to the
Congress on progress towards the goals. However, there are
no proposed milestones on which to judge the rate of progress.
We strongly urge that the Congress require that the admin-
istration establish such milestones not only as a basis for
evaluation but also as a trigger mechanism for making any
necessary adjustments in the plan.

Again, based on the administration's estimates, it does
not appear that the conservation provisions of the plan will
cause much reduction in energy demand. The administration
projects that if no accion is taken, energy demand will
grow by 31 percent between 1976 and 1985. Howeve-, demand
would still grow by 2 percent with the plan fully implemented.
This equates to a reduction of roughly 1.9 million barrels
of oil/day (MMB/D), r only 4 percent of total demand after
9 years. The major impact of the plan, as proposed, seems
to be reducing oil imports by shifting to coal rather than
by conserving energy.

ENERGY SUPPLY/DEMAND BALANCES

A more detailed analysis of the administration's plan
since our *Tune 8 report and our past and current work lead
us to conclude that portions of the plan dealing with domestic
energy supply ae not likely to achieve the results that have
been projected. Unless energy demand is reduced, the level
of imported oil is likely to be about 4.3 MMB/D more than the
administration's goal of 6.0 MMB/D.

In essence it appears to us that imports could be as
high as 10.3 MMB/D--or about 47 percent of oil consumption
in 1985. This is outlined as follows.
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MMB/D
oil equivalent

--Administration's goal for oil imports
in 1985 6.0

--Administration's estimate of reduction
due to voluntary actions +1.0

--Our estimate of additional imports
required to compensate for lower amounts
of domestic production for:

--coal +2.3

--natural gas +1.0

--nuclear power + .6

--Our estimate of reduced oil imports
as a result of higher imports of
liquefied natural gas - .6

Total 1985 oil imports 10.3

This estimate assumes that there would be no savings asa result of voluntary public response from which the admin-istration hopes to save 1 MMB/D oil equipment. On the otherhand it also assumes that the full conservation goal of 1.9MMB/D oil equivalent will be achieved.

Tha administration estimates that oil imports would be11.5 MMB/D if the plan is not adopted. We did not evaluate
that estimate. Our approach was to evaluate whether theadministration's goal of 6 MMB/D in oil imports can beachieved, and we have concluded that the domestic supply
of energy that would be required to achieve such a reduction
is not likely to be realized.

Oil imports will have to compensate for the shortfall indomesi:ic production--unless further conservati n is achieved.

The choice that is available to compensate for any lossin domestic production is either more imports or more con-servation. This is why we believe that milestones should beestablished to provide a signal in the event that the Nationis falling short of the goals, and to have stronger, mandatory
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conservation actions ready to be implemented if they areneeded. It would also help if it were known ahead of timewhat type of mandatory actions would be implemented if thegoals are not being met. The effectiveness of the voluntarymeasures included in the plan might be enhanced if thespecifics of the mandatory actions were known.

We have serious doubt whether the production levels fore-cast in the plan for coal, nuclear, and natural gas can beachieved. We have work in progress dealing with the outlookfor future coal production which leads us to conclude thatthere are serious problems and obstacles to achieving a pro-duction level of 1 billion tons by 1985. This is the amount
of coal the administration says would be produced withoutthe plan. The plan calls for 1.2 billion tons by 1985.If coal production is only 1 billion tons in 1985, this would
equate to rduced domestic energy production of about 2.3MMB/D oil quivalent from the level forecast in the plan.

We discuss these problems in more detail in chapter 5.They include very serious environmental obstacles, involving
both mining and use of coal, the need for enormous amountsof capital, a deficient rail transportation network, un-certainty for both slurry pipelines and railroads concerningpending legislation, and labor relations and productivityproblems.

Even though the President has stated that he will usenuclear energy "only as a last resort," the nuclear objectiveis also extremely ambitious and will also be difficult, if
not impossible, to achieve. The 1985 production projectedin the plan is nearly four times current levels. That thisincrease can be achieved in 8 years is very doubtful. As ofDecember 1976, there were 62 nuclear plants in operation,and an additional 77 plants had either limited work author-izations or full construction permits from the NuclearRegulatory Commission. In order to achieve the output inthe plan, all 77 plants would have to be licensed and oper-ating by the beginning f 1985 and all nuclear plants wouldhave to operate at an average annual capacity factor 1/
of 69 percent.

l/Capacity factor is a term used to depict the percent oftime thdt a plant is actually producing electricity. Itis defined as the ratio of the amount of electricity pro-duced to the amount that could be produced if the plant
operated continuously at full power.
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An examination of the nuclear powerplants introduced into
commercial operation in the years 1973-76 indicates it is un-
likely that nuclear powerplants which did not have construction
permits as of December 1976 could be in the commercial grid at
the beginning of 1985. As of December 1976, only 66 of the 77
plants had construction permits.

To generate the 762 billion kilowatt hours projected by
the administration's analysis for 1985, these 66 plants and
all existing plants would have to operate an average annual
capacity fac-or of 77 percent. However, on an annual basis,
the capacity factor for nuclear powerplants in the United
States has not exceeded 55 percent since 1973. We believe
an optimistic upper limit for the average annual capacity
factor of all nuclear powerplants in 1985 is about 65
percent. Using this capacity factor, our analysis indicates
that the United States could expect to produce the equivalent
of 3.2 MMB/D of electric power, which is .6 MMB/D less than
is projected in the plan.

We also believe that anticipated natural gas production
is overstated by about 10 percent. This is based on an an-
alysis we did last year 1/ on the amount of reserve additions
required to achieve a given level of production in 1985 and
the historical experience on reserve additions. We concluded
that, even with higher prices, the highest amount of natural
gas production which one could reasonably expect by 1985
(outside of Alaska) is 15 trillion cubic feet (tcf). The
administration's plan anticipates a supply of 17 tcf. The
difference of 2 tcf equates to about 1.0 MB/D.

If coal production s 1 billion tons in 1985, natural
gas production is 15 tcf and nuclear power is the equivalent
of 3.2 MMB/D (all of which we believe is the maximum one can
expect), this would result in an energy supply shortfall
of about 3.9 MMB/D oil equivalent over that forecast in the
administration's plan which would have to be made up by ei-
ther additional imports or conservation. This is in addition
to the 1.0 MMB/D shortfall already estimated by the admin-
istration.

However, as explained further in chapter 4, we believe
that the administration as underestimated 1985 imports for
liquefied natural gas (LNG) by about half, or about .6 MMB/D

l/"Implications of Deregulating the Price of Natural Gas,"
OSP-76-11, Jan. 14, 1976.
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oil equivalent. Therefore, unless energy demand is reduced,
the level of imported oil is likely to be about 4.3 MMB/D
more than the administration's goal of 6.0 MMB/D.

Demand

Although we have not verified the energy demand reduc-
tions that are estimated to accrue as part of the plan, we
have reservations concerning the administration's estimate
on the amount of energy demand in 1985 if no further action
is taken--in other words--if the plan is not implemented.

The following discussion of energy demand will be on the
basis of the energy actually consumed in each sector. Elec-
trical generation losses are reflected in the electrical
sector and not allocated to the consuming sectors, as is done
in the administration's plan. We feel that this is necessary
for an analysis of demand patterns because the growing amounts
of electricity use reflected in the plan (and its related
generation losses) create distortions when comparing actual
energy consumption patterns in each of the sectors with his-
torical experience.

The administration's energy forecasts are based on a
high economic growth scenario for the next 9 years. Gross
National Product (GNP) is expected to grow at an annual rate
of 4.3 percent from 1976 through 1985 which is comparable
to tl.- growth rates that were experienced during the 1960s.

The administration's forecast for energy consumption in
the industrial sector reflects the anticipated high economic
activity, but it should be noted that the forecasted industrial
energy growth rate is higher than that ever experienced over
any 9 year period since World War II. Energy consumption
in the industrial sector is projected to grow at an annual
rate of 4.9 percent without the plan being implemented.

This appears to be excessive when compared with past
experience. Between 1960 and 1973, a period of economic
growth similar to the administration's forecast (a 4.0-per-
cent GNP growth rate) and a period of decreasing energy prices
relative to other prices, n ustrilaT energy consumption grew
at a rate of about 3.0 percent. We believe that this rate
should be considered the upper limit for industrial energy
growth over the next 9 years.

The high industrial energy consumption forecast appears,
however, to be offset uy forecasts which we believe are
understated in the residential/commercial and transportation
sectors. Between 1960 and 1973 energy growth in the
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residential/commercial sector grew at a rate of about 3.6
percent. This was reduced to about 1.5 percent during the
1973-76 period which Included recession, significantly
reduced construction of new buildings, and large increases
in energy :. The administration's forecast of a growth
rate in the L ,iSential/commercial sector of only .6 percent
(and zero growth with the plan), with no further action
appears uestionable, since this is coupled with a period
of high economic activity and rising energy prices, but at
a slower rate than was experienced over the past 3 years.

Similarly, the growth rate in the transpurtation sector
is quite small when compares with the 19S5-73 period which
averaged 4.3 percent. The administration is projecting a
growth rate of only 1.4 percent with no further action and
1.1 percent with the plan.

As part of the plan, the administration has set a target
of reducing gasoline consumption to 6.6 MMB/D in 1985 which
is a 10 percent reduction from estimated 1977 levels.
Automobiles consume about 70 percent of all gasoline and
this is about 50 percent of the total petroleum consumption
in the sector. Trucks and vans consume most of the remaining
30 percent of gasoline consumption.

Under current policy, xplicit vehicle efficiency stand-
ards affect only vehicles under 6,000 pounds, which is pri-
marily automobiles. The plan would extend these standards
to light duty trucks up to 10,000 pounds, but no schedule
has been determined and it undoubtedly would take several
'ears before the effect on gasoline consumption would be
observed.

From 1965 through 1974 total gasoline consumption grew
at an annual rate of 3.8 percent, while gasoline consumption
by trucks and vans grew by 5.1 percent. The lack of explicit
efficiency standards at the present time coupled with a full
employment economy indicates that gasoline consumption by
trucks will continue to grow. This will make the goal of
reducing gasoline consumption to 6.6 MMB/D exceedingly
difficult to attain.

For example, if truck and van gasoline consumption grows
at historical rates, automobile gasoline consumption in 1985
would have to be reduced to 3.7 MMB/D, which is 28 percent
below 1976 levels. Even if the rate of growth in gasoline
consumption by trucks and vans is reduced to only 3 percent,
automobile consumption would still have to fall by 19 per-
cent below 1976 levels.
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One conclusion that flows from the preceding analysis
is that, even with lowe: energy growth rates in the future,
the objective of reducing oil imports to 6.0 MMB/D will beexceedingly difficult to meet. This is primarily due to the
fact that increased domestic production in the quantities
implied by such a goal will be difficult, if not impossible,
to achieve.

Oil imports currently constitute about 20 percent of
total energy consumption. The administration estimates
this would be reduced to 15 percent, with a goal of 13 percent.
An issue which should be addressed, however, is whether it
is necessary to make such a drastic eduction in imports
while pricing natural gas below oil and increasing coal
and nuclear production in the amounts called for in the plan.
Is there room to import moie oil, and preserve our own
natural resources, while still limiting our exposure in the
event of another embargo? As the 10 month strategic reserve
is implemented, this option may appear more attractive. In
any case, it my be inevitable.

The purpose of this discussion is not intended as acriticism of the administration's estimates. Energy fore-
casting is, by definition, an inexact science and no estimate
can be assured of accuracy. However, it is important to work
with as accurate a picture as possible of what the energy
situation is likely to be if no further action is taken
because this provides a basis for determining the initiatives
necessary to attain certain goals. Any energy initiatives thatmight be considered would not merely address total energy
consumption or production, but would address a particular use
sector or a particular energy source. Our analysis raises
questions regarding the composition of the administration's
supply/demand estimates.

We believe that the Energy Committees of the Congress,
working with the administration and others who are knowledge-
able in energy forecasting, should work from a forecast whichthey believe portrays as accurate a picture as possible of
what the energy situation is likely to be if no further
action is taken. As a second step, a set of National Energy
Goals should be adopted, along with appropriate milestones
upon which to judge progress. And finally, an energy program
should be adopted which is designed to actually meet the goals.A set of standby initiatives could also be drawn up for quickimplementation, if the milestones indicate that satisfactory
progress is not being made.
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STRATEGY AND SPECIFIC INITIATIVES

Strategy

The administration's plan sets forth the following
energy objectives:

1. Immediate--reduce dependence on foreign oil and vul-
nerability to supply interruptions.

2. Medium--keep U.S. imports sufficiently low to weather
the period when world oil production approaches its
capacity.

3. Lor:g term--have renewable and essentially inexhaus-
tib' sources of energy for sustained economic growth.

The principal strategies used to meet the immediate- and
medium-term objectives are to encourage energy conuervation
by pricing energy to consumers at its replacement value,
in most cases, plus taxes and other incentives. Ancther part
of the strategy is to encourage fuel switching away from oil
into coal by a combination of regulation and pricing incentives.

As in the past, we continue to endorse the concept of
pricing energy at its replacement value. However, as
explained above, we are doubtful that the initiatives designed
to generate additional domestic supplies and fuel switching
will be as successful as is contemplated.

We would also urge a certain degree of caution with re-
gard to the application of the energy taxes. The stated
objective is to conserve energy and reduce oil imports,
not to raise revenue. The administration is estimating
that the combination of energy taxes and rebates will net
the Treasury about $2 billion over the period from 1978
through 1985. However, and of potentially greater significance,
is that $8 to 9 billion a year is subject to the degree of
public response to the various tax credits and other
initiatives involved in the pn. If the administration
has underestimated the degree of public response, the annual
surplus could e quite large. There are some areas where
physical limitation rather than the public's desire to con-
serve could be the determining factor in limiting the degree
of public reponse. Examples are the (1) industry capacity
on the insulation program, (2) industry capacity and environ-
mental restrictions with regard to coal conversion, and
(3) delays in the nuclear licensing and construction process.

The principal strategy to b employed in meeting the long
term objective is to expand the Lesearch and development (R&D)
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program and to provide other incentives to develop solar,
geothermal, and other renewable energy sources. The admin-
istration has also announced a policy of not subsidizing
existing technology.

We are in general agreement with this strategy and policy.
In a report 1/ dealing with the question of Federal assistance
for financing commercialization of emerging energy techno-
logies, we recommended that emerging and promising technolo-
gies which are not co t effective should receive high
priority for R&D assistance but questioned whether commer-
cialization assistance should be given such technologies.
The pricing of fuels at replacement value will also assist
emerging technologies to be more effective.

Specific initiatives

While our past work has not addressed all of the admin-
istration's specific energy proposals, many of the initia-
tives are similar to recommendations that we have made in
the past or are supported by tentative conclusions that we
have reached on the basis of our ongoing work. Some proposals
we agree with in concept, but believe that modifications
should be made. In a few instances, we disagree with the
proposals. The following is a smmary of our recommendations
on sonme of the key items in the plan. Details are in the
following chapters.

Initiatives with which we agree

Deman-.reducing actions

In the conservation area we are in agreement with most
of the administration's proposals, such as:

--Mandatory efficiency standards for new buildings.
We first proposed such standards in a March 1975
package of alternative energy proposals which was
prepared at congressional request.

-- Utility conservation service. A key factor will be
the extent to which homeowners choose to participate.
Preliminary results of our ongoing work on energy
conservation indicate that at least two factors have
discouraged homeowners from making investments in
conservation measures--lack of information on the

l/"An Evaluation of Proposed Federal Assistance for Financing
Commercialization of Emerging Energy Technologies," EMD-76-
10, Aug. 24, 1976.
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potential dollar savings and an inability to obtain
the necessary capital to mke improvements. The pro-
posed program should help to eliminate the effects
of these factors.

--Tax credits for energy conservation measures. We re-
commended such measures in our March 1975 package of
energy proposals.

--Cogeneration proposals. We believe the administra-
tion's proposals should deal effectively with
the factors which have been inhibiting further
use of cogeneration. Our work in progress on energy
conservation has identified the principal inhibiting
factors to be declining block rates and reluctance
on the part of utilities to provide supplementary
service or purchase surplus power.

--Utility rate reform. In our March 1975 package of
energy proposals, we recommended that a model rate
o'ructure be established based on the concept of
peak load pricing and designed to reward the conser-
vation of electricity. The administration's proposal
is more forceful in that it would require the adoption
of these principles. We endorse this approach.

Utility rate reform is one of the few mandatory features
of the plan. There may have to be more if the plan is to be
successful. Basically, there are three degrees of conservation
activity, starting with the purely voluntary which is predi-
cated on a response to puLlic appeals, awareness, and education.
This has been the prevalent form of conservation activity
to date. Work which we are completing on past energy con-
servation actiors shows pretty clearly that voluntary actions
are difficult to encourage and sustain over a long period
of time. The second level of conservation activity is of
the market intervention nature which operates through tax
and other financial mechanisms. It is this area that most
of the administration's proposals are centered. The third
level of conservation activity is the mandatory type.
There are very few proposals of this nature in the admin-
istration's plan, but they may be necessary in order to
meet the goals.

SuEly increasins actions

On the supply side, we are in general agreement with
the following proposals:
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--Improving the operation of present generation
nuclear powerplants. While we have previously
endorsed many of these actions, we pointed out in
a recent report 1/ that, due to numerous problems
involved, it was-doubtful whether the licensing pro-
cess could be appreciably shortened.

--Strategic Petroleum Reserve. In March 1975, we first
recommended that a stragetic petroleum reserve
be e lished, so we are in agreement with the
aiministration's plan in concept, but we have several
unLsolved questions regarding Federal Energy Admin-
istration's (FEA's) plans to implement the plan.
These questions deal with (1) the ownership of the
reserve--whether total Government stocks as proposed
by FEA are necessary or whether industry stocks
can be used, (2) the decision by FEA to purchase
all oil on the open market rather than using Federal
royalty oil, and (3) whether the reserve should
be financed from general tax revenues as proposed,
or from user charges, associated with petroleum
products. We discuss these questions in more detail
in chapter 4.

--Nuclear proliferation. We generally agree with the
proposals aimed at stopping the spread of nuclear
weapons--except the deferral of the Liquid Metal Fast
Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) which will be discussed be-
low. We agree with the decision to defer, at least
temporarily, nuclear fuel reprocessing. Our recent
work indicates that the economic benefits of repro-
cessing do not now outweigh the problem of nuclear
proliferaticn and domestic safeguards.

Other proposals with which we agree include:

--expanded coal R&D and

--incentives for the development and use of solar
energy.

l/"Reducing Nuclear Powerplant Leadtimes: Many Obstacles
Remain," EMD 77-15, Mar. 2, 1977.
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Initiatves with which we agree,
but with modification

--Gas guzzler tax and rebate program. We proposed
such a program in March of 175, but one of the
differences in the two proposals is the point at
which the tax would be applied. In our 1975 pro-
posal, the tax and rebates would be imposed
at the point of sale, while with the administration's
proposal the tax and rebate is to be imposed on the
manufacturer. Our proposal was based on the premise
that imposing a tax o' rebate at the point of sale
would be more visible to the consumer and thus
result in increased purchases of more fuel efficient
cars. The administration's approach would facilitate
management of the program but it might be less
effective. An alternative that would continue the
features of both proposals would be to impose the
tax o the manufacturers and require that the amount
of tax or rebate associated with each vehicle be
posted on the mileage sticker on each car.

--Gas tax. While we agree with the tax, we believe
that consideration should be given to applying a
portion of the receipts to expand public trans-
portation opportunities instead of providing full
rebates.

--Expanded use of coal. While we agree with this
objective, our work in progress on the potential
for increased coal use indicates that there are
several major problems that are not addressed
in te administration's plan. In addition to
env'ronmental issues which we have identified in
our work as key constraints to expanded coal use,
other potential constraints include: the con-
dition of the Nation's railroads, the uncertainty
regarding rights-of-way for slurry pipelines,
unsatisfactory conditions regarding labor relations,
productivity, and miner health and safety. We
believe the administration's plan will have to be
exp3nded to address these and other issues, even
to achieve the production levels indicated with-
out the plan. This expansion could include pro-
viCding more financial assistance to railroads,
maiing improvements in mine safety, and increased
funding for pollution control research.
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Further, we are not convinced that the administra-
tion's goal can be achieved without recognizing the
need for energy and environmental trade-offs in the
near term. It seems apparent that the expanded use
of coal will not take place as proposed by the admin-
istration if all air quality regulations are strictly
enforced. Tn addition, we believe that if coal use
is expanded, further environmental degradation will
take place despite the strong pollution control
measures proposed in the plan. In the long term,
assuming an aggresive and successful coal research
and development program, the need for trade-offs
may be substantially diminished.

--Oil pricing and taxing. While we agree with the con-
cept of pricing energy at its replacement aiue and
share the administration's concern for windfall profits,
the specific actions proposed have several problems.
These include: producers' revenues are expected to
actually -e lower than they would be with continuation
of current policy, which may affect the availability
of capital for exploration and development; virtually
no increase in production is expected; retail prices
are expected to increase only slightly; and there
will be only a small decrease in demand, yet the in-
equities and administrative burdens involved in the
tax and rebate program are substantial. It may well
be however, that the administrative burden will be
less than under the present entitlements program.
We would urge the careful evaluation of alternative
means to accomplish the objectives, such as to set
the price of newly discovered oil in accordance with
the world price for the year in question rather than
1977.

--Oil and gas users tax. These taxes together with
the rebate/investment tax credit proposals would
encourage conservation, would be self-financing, and
would encourage conversion to coal mainly through
the rebate/investment tax credit mechanism. However,
the tax has the following disadvantages: (1) the
natural gas users tax would result in large regional
differentials in taxes charged per Btu of gas used,
and (2) some utilities and industries which cannot
use coal would still be required to pay the users
tax. We believe the Congress should consider
modifications to the users tax which would (1) impose
a tax per Btu on natural gas use, and (2) allow
users which are exempted from coal use also to be
exempt from the tax.
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Incentives with which we disagree

--Deferral of the LMFBR. The administration's
plan and our position differ in degree and
purpose. Our position, in essence, is that
the LMFBR should be treated as a research and
development program, which emphasizes reli-
ability, safety, and economics instead of
commercialization; and, which moves the Nation
to a point where a decision can be reached on
commercial deployment. The Clinch River Breeder
Reactor demonstration project is, in our view,
a logical step in such a program. The admin-
istration's plan is based on the concern that
increased plutonium availability will encourage
nuclear proliferation. The administration
hopes that its decision to terminate the Clinch
River project and otherwise reduce and redirect
LMFBR R&D funds will encourage other nations
to defer their plutonium breeder program and
seek alternative methods of meeting their
future energy needs.

All of the above issues, as well as comments on virtually
all of the specific initiatives included in the administra-
tion's plan, are discussed in more detail in the following
chapters.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In addition to addressing the specific initiatives pro-
posed by the administration, we believe that the Nation's
energy policy should be developed in a broader context. We
therefore recommend that the Energy Committees of the Congress:

-- Work with the administration and others who are know-
ledgeable in energy forecasting ana wrk from a forecast
which they believe portrays as accurate a picture
as possible of what the energy situation is likely
to be if no further action is taken.

--Adopt a set of National Energy Goals, along with
appropriate milestones upon which to judge progres
in meeting the goals.

--Adopt an energy program which is designed to meet
the goals. A set of standby initiatives, many of
which will have to be mandatory in nature, should also
be drawn up for quick implementation in the event that
the milestones indicate that satisfactory progress is
not being made.
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CHAPTER 3

CONSERVATION

TRANSPORTATION PROPOSALS

The administration's plan to conserve energy in the
transportation sector includes seven major actions:

--A gas-guzzler tax and rebate for fuel-efficient cars.

-- Expansion of the auto fuel-efficiency standards pro-
grams.

-- Increased enforcement of the 55 miles per hour speed
limit.

--A standby gasoline tax.

--Fuel-efficierncy standards for light trucks.

--Removal of the 10-percent excise tax on intercity
buses.

--An aviation and marine fuel tax.

These actions rely heavily on financial incentives ana dis-
incentives to reduce automobile gasoline consumption either
through consumer urchases of more fuel-etticient cars or
through reduced driving. In addition, the proposals for
efficiency standards will administratively expana programs
previously enacted. The proposal involving he J: miles per
hour speed limit is a restatement of commitment to enforce
tie speed limit and requires no new action by the Congress.

The administration also incluoad anew initiatives by
the Federal Governmenyr under the Federal Energy anagement
Program to reduce gasoline consumption. Finally, the
administration proposed a Federal vanpool demonstration
program.

We have previously taken positions on, or have work in
progress related to, many of the administration's proposals
for transportation energy conservation, including the
gas-guzzlex tac an! rebac program, the auto fuel-efficiency
standards proposals, the 55 miles per hour speed limit, the
standby gasoline tax, the tax on aviation and marine fuel,
and Federal vehicle acquisitions.
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Gas-guzzler tax for inefficient cars
and rebate or uel-efricien cars

The administration's plan includes an excise tax on less
fuel-efficient automobiles and a rebate for new cars which
are fuel efficient. These provisions were proposed to help
achieve a national goal to reduce gasoline consumption
10-percent below current levels by 1985.

Both the excise tax and the rebate would be based on the
existing requirement placed on motor vehicle manufacturers to
meet average miles-per-gallon standards for new motor
vehicles. The standards were included in the Energy Policy
end Conservation Act (EPCA) (Public Law 94-163). According
to the plan, the excise tax would be imposed as a graduated
tax on new automobiles with fuel-efficiency ratings below
the legislated standards. The tax for each automobile
would be fixed by statute depending on its miles-per-gallon
rating as compared to the standard. The less fuel efficient
the automobile, the greater the amount of the tax. Under
the proposal, the excise tax would be paid by the manufacturer
but would be expected to be passed through to the consumer.

The proposed rebate would be implemented as a graduated
rebate for new cars which exceed the miles-per-gallon rating
set by the legislated standards. The rebate would be fixed
by the Internal Revenue Service in advance of each model
year so that rebate payments would be equal to the estimated
auto excise tax receipts. The rebate amount would depend
on the extent to which the new car miles-per-gallon rating
exceeded the standard; the maximum would be paid for electric
vehicles. The rebate would be provided to the manufacturer
and passed through to the co,sumer as required in the
proposed legislation.

In the past we have supported the concept of excise taxes
on inefficient cars and rebates for the purchase of fuel-
efficlent cars. In March 1975 we developed, in response to
a congressional request, a package of alternative energy pro-
posals 1/ which included these measures.

In addition to our ongoing review of Federal efforts
to achieve energy conservation, which we plan to complete in
the next 2 months, we have found that while automobile-

l/hiternative Energy Proposals Developed by the General
Accounting Office in Response to Congressional
Inquiries: Statement of Comptroller General before
House Ways and Means Committee on March 17, 1975.
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efficiency standards should have a significant impact on
reducing the growth of transportation energy use in the
longer term, options are available for reducing such energy
use in the shorter term. Our preliminary conclusions are
that indirect market intervention means, such as excise
taxes on the purchase of inefficient cars and rebates for
the purchase of efficient cars and/or raising the price
of gasoline, could reduce energy use in the transportation
sector between now and 1985. In a separate effort which
we plan to complete late this year, we intend to further
analyze these options in terms o energy savings and other
effects between now and 1985 and 2000.

There are three major differences between the adminis-
tration's plan and our 1975 package of proposals

--the point at which the excise taxes and rebates
would be applied,

--the tax aria rebate balancing feature of the
administiation's proposal, and

-- the eligibility of electric vehicles for maximum
rebates included in the administration's proposal.

In our 1975 package of proposals; the tax and rebates
would be imposed at the point of sale while with the admin-
istration's proposal, the tax and rebate is to be imposed on
the manufacturer. Our proposal was based on the premise that
imposing a tax or rebate at the point of sale would be
highly visible to the consumer and thus result in increased
purchases of more fuel-efficient cars.

' We have been advised that the reason for the adminis-
tration's approach was the limited amount of administrative
burden of this approach over others, especially in view of
the "balancing" of tax and rebate amounts each year. Al-
though it is not so stipulated in the language of the draft
bill as introduced, we have been advised informally by FEA
representatives that the regulations for this program would
require that the amount of the tax or rebate be identified on
the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA's) mileage-
rating label which is required to be placed on all new
cars. This is intended to assure that the tax and rebate
be passed through as levied on each model car. This would
be an important feature of the program by providing some
necessary visibility at the point of sale. We believe that
language should be included in the legislation which will as-
sure that this feature will be a part of the program.
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Under the administration's plan, tne total amount of re-bate funds provided to manufacturers is intended to equal thetotal amount of taxes imposed on manufacturers. The amountof rebate applicable to individual automobiles will depend toa great extent on the number of automobiles produced whichexceed the mileage standard and the number which do not meetit. Thus, as the number of automobiles produced which exceedthe standard increases, the amount of rebate applicable toeach automobile would decrease.

Our March 1975 package of proposals did not include a"balancing" feature in our tax and rebate program for thepurchase of automobiles. Our intent in proposing the tax andrebate program was to demonstrate the type of financial incen-tives and disincentives which could be used to encourage thepurchase of more fuel-efficient automobiles. However, ourproposal provided that the revenue generated from excise taxeswould be used in programs to improve the efficiency of auto-mobiles and to expand public transportation opportunities.Unfortunately, public transportation receives very limitedmention in the administration's plan. This will be discussedfurther in the section dealing with the standby gasoline tax.
We would like to point out that there is a trade-off in-volved concerning th9 administration's approach to electricvehicles. While widespread use of electric vehicles couldsignificantly reduce the Nation's oil consumption, electricvehicles designed with current technology are generally onlyas energy efficient as a typical compact car when overallvehicle energy efficiency from primary source to ultimateutilization in the vehicle is considered, including energylosses in power generation and distribution. Thus, any move-ment to electric cars primarily results in fuel switching,not energy conservation.

A key factor affecting the proposed excise tax and re-bate program relates to consumer awareness of the program.Under the administration's proposal, the identification ofany tax or rebate amount on the EPA-mileage label attachedto each car will presumably serve to make consumers aware.Preliminary results of our review of Federal efforts toconvince the public o buy more fuel-efficient cars indicatethat new car buyers who were aware of the mileage labelsand mileage-guide booklets experienced a 20- to 2 5-percentincrease in gas mileage when replacing their old cars.However, only about half of new car buyers were awareof the mileage labels and only about 7 percent were awareof the mileage guides. Additional efforts, such as paidadvertising campaigns and a more timely distribution ofmileage guides to prospective new car buyers, could increasethe public's awareness of gas mileage information and
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encourage consumers to buy more fuel-efficient cars.

In addition, we believe that any excise tax and rebate
amounts for new cars should be included in the mileage guide
publication so that consumers can compare mileage and tax
and rebate information for various car models.

We believe an issue concerning the tax and rebate pro-
gram's applicability to foreign cars should be considered.
According to the plan, rebates would be provided for cars
manufactured in foreign countries only after agreements were
reached with indiviudal countries. Should rebates ultimately
be offered on foreign cars at the same rate as American cars,
it is likely that increased purchases of foreign cars would
result because of their generally higher efficiency as
measured in miles per gallon. On the other hand, should
rebates not be offered on foreign cars, the rebate would
favor the purchase of generally less energy-efficient
American cars over the foreign cars and might result in
charges of unfair trading from foreign manufacturers. From
an energy conservation standpoint, we would favor extending
tax and rebates to all cars without regard to manufacturer.

The administration's plan does not address he used car
market. Between 1968 and 1973 purchases of used cars aver-
aged over 62 percent of total automobile purchases on an an-
nual basis. One possible result f the plan ight be that
consumers desiring to purchase bigger, less fuel-efficient
cars may turn to the used car market, o alternatively, keep
their less efficient automobiles longer than they might other-
wise have done. Should this occur, it could substantially
slow down the process of upgrading the average mileage of the
Nation's atomobile fleet.

A possible further step which could be taken if the goals
are not being met would be to provide financial incentives
for the purchase of fuel-efficient used cars as well as
new cars. One approach could be to extend the tax and
rebate program to the used car market on some equitable
basis, such as vehicle weight, or an annual Federal excise
tax to be collected at the time automobiles are registered
in the States.

Automobile fuel-efficiency standards

Under the proposal the Secretary of Transportation is
to begin the analytical work necessary to examine how his au-
thority should be used to raise mileage standards above 27.5
miles per gallon for the years beyond 1985. In addition, the
Secretary has been directed to promulgate mileage standards
for trucks weighing between 6,000 and 10,000 pounds. The
general authority for the Secretary of Transportation to
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accomplish these directives is contained in the Energy Policy
and Conservation Act.

We have raised questions about leaving the responsibility
for the automobile fuel-efficiency standards within the De-
partment of Transportation. In our recent report on energy
organization 1/, we stated that the proposed Department of
Energy should be esponsible for setting goals for the
automobile fuel-economy standards program with the Secre-
tary of Transportation as an advisor. In our opinion,
it is desirable to have energy functions in an agency having
energy responsibility, rather than to have them in an agency
with no basic energy responsibility. This would insure that
energy functions receive proper priority within a single de-
partment. The implementation of this program could, however,
be carried out by the Department of Transportation.

We have also reviewed Federal efforts to improve the fuel
economy of new automobiles. In a letter to the Chairman, En-
ergy Resources Council 2/, we stated thac improvements in
automobile fuel economy depend largely on how well Federal
emission and safety standards can be balanced with fuel-
economy standards. We concluded that unless emissions,
safety, and fuel-economy standards are assessed together and
trade-offs considered, conflicting decisionmaking will likely
continue. We recommended that the Council develop and recom-
mend to the Congress a balanced set of automobile standards
that address the feasible levels and timing of Federal
emissions, safety, and fuel economy standards beyond 1980
which will best meet the total needs of the Nation.

We recently issued a report 3/ concerning the Interstate
Commerce Commission's activities n reducing energy use by
trucks. We concluded that the Commission's initiatives have
been limited because of its traditional regulatory objectives
of protecting regulated truckers and making certain that
service is adequate. In general, we recommended that actions
be taken to resolve the sometimes competing objectives of
industry regulation and energy conservation.

l/"Energy Policy Decisionmaking, Organization, and National
Energy Goals," EMD-77-31, Mar. 24, 1977.

2/Letter report (EMD-77-13, Jan. 13, 1977) to the Chairman,
Energy Resources Council on automobile fuel efficiency
and environmental standards.

3/"Enf rgy Conservation Competes with Regulatory Objectives
for Truckers," CED-77-79, July 8, 1977.
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Vigorous enforcement of the
55 mires per-hourspee e - itit

The administration called for the public to observe the
55 miles per hour speed limit and requested State and local
governments to vigorously enforce the law. Additionally,
it pointed out that the Secretary of Transportation, under
existing authority, can withhold highway-trust-fund revenues
from States not enforcing the limit.

In our report to the Congress on the 55 miles per hour
speed limit 1/, we identified significant problems and issues
relating to the enforcement of the speed limit:. We found
that many drivers are exceeding the maximum speed limit.
Although State police have tr4ed to enforce the limit, the
large n'mber of speeders have resulted in speeding tickets
being issued only in the moot blatant violations. Limited
money and staff and more pressing problems have precluded
any more emphasis on speed enforcement.

We concluded that there are two controversial questions
regarding Federal law that need to be resolved before the law
can be fully effective: (1) what specific criteria should be
developed and used to udge State enforcement efforts? and
(2) is the penalty provided by the law, for all practicality,
an empty threat?

Establishing Federal enforcement criteria could have an
impact on the States' historic role in traffic enforcement.
If satisfactory criteria cannot be established without intrud-
ing on State prerogatives, the Department of Transportation
should take this problem to the Congress, considering the
impact that the lack of criteria may have on the practical
application of any positive or negative incentives provided
by law.

The Federal Aid Highway neniments of 1974 (Public Law
93-643) gives the Secretary of Transportation authority to
withhold approval of all Federal-aid highway construction
projects for any State that fails to establish a 55 miles
per hour maximum speed limit or fails to certify enforce-
ment of that speed limit. This sanction is the only legal
tool the Secretary has to encourage States to establish
and enforce a 55 miles per hour speed limit.

1/"Speed Limit 55: Is It Achievable?" CED-77-27, Feb. 14,
1977.
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In our opinion, the sanction is so severe that

--if it were invoked it would impose extreme hardship on
the State and be counterproductive to safety,

--the States generally regard it as an empty threat, and

--it interferes with achieving a cooperative State-Federal
relationship.

We recommended that the Secretary of Transportation:

-- Establish criteria to evaluate if speed reduction
efforts taken by te individual States are sufficient
or report to the Congress if such criteria cannot be
established without intruding on State prerogatives.

--Institute a widespread, positive public information
program emphasizing the continuing need for the
national speed limit in terms of energy conservation
and safety. This program should be a cooperative
effort with the individual States.

We recommended that the Congress enact legislation to
enable the Secretary of Transportation to implement a program
of variable incentives or sanctions that provide each State
with maximum flexibility in reducing driver speeds.

Standb~yasoline-tax

The plan includes a request to authorize a tax on
gasoline in the event that specified annual gasoline consump-
tion targets are not met. The gasoline tax would amount
to annual increases of 5 cents per gallon of gasoline
(up to a maximum total of 50 cents per gallon) if each year's
consumption target was exceeded by at least 1 percent. In
the event that yearly consumption targets are met, no ad-
ditional taxes would be imposed and any previous tax which had
been imposed would be reduced by 5-cent increments.

The objective of this program is to reduce gasoline con-
sumption to 6.6 million barrels per day by 1985. Gasoline
consumption in 1976 amounted to about 7 million barrels per
day. The proposal also provides that funds collected from
the gasoline tax would be rebated to he public on a per capita
basis.

Our March 1975 package of energy proposals prepared at
the request of congressional committees also included a gas-
oline tax. The amount of our proposed tax was 20 cents a
gallon to be imposed in increments of 5 cents at 6-month
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intervals. At that time we said that the revenue generated
from the taxes should be used for programs which would improve
the fuel efficiency of automobiles and expand public trans-
portation.

The major differences between the two proposals involve
the w in which the gasoline tax would be implemented and
the use of revenue generated from the tax. Under the admin-
istration's plan, the imposition of the tax would result from
failure of the public to voluntarily reach gasoline con-
sumption targets (standby feature) while our proposed tax
was to be implemented immediately. We believe that the ap-
proach of the administration's proposal has merit because the
standby feature offers the public the opportunity to decrease
gasoline consumptioni voluntarily to avoid imposition of the
tax. However, we believe that the amount of the administra-
tion's proposed tax may not be great enough to result insignificant cutbacks in gasoline consumption. But the pro-
posed tax should be reviewed as part of an overall package
to alter consumers' auto-use patterns.

Our proposal would have utilized the funds collected
from the tax to expand public transportation opportunities in-stead of providing rebates. While we can understand the basis
for rebates in instances where it can be shown that an in-
equitable burden has been placed upon certain classes of con-
sumers, such as the low income population, we urge considera-
tion of the option of applying a portion of the tax receipts
to expand public ransportation as we proposed in 1975. Thiswould constitute an investment designed to improve the energy
efficiency of the transportation system of the country andwould also contribute to alternatives to the automobile
for all classes of citizens--including the poor. The im-
mediate returns may not be significant, but it is an invest-
ment in the future.

The administration's energy plan states that, in the
long run, mass transit by ail and bus must play a major rolein reducing transportation eneray demand. However, it con-
tains no direct proposals, except for the Federal vanpool pro-gram proposals, to improve existing systems and develop new
urban mass transit systems or encourage greater use of su,h
systems. Examples of other short-term actions which could beincluded are increased grants and subsidies to purchase buses
or to construct express bus lanes. In addition, Federal funds
could be devoted to developing fringe parking areas alongexisting mass-transit routes and for repair and maintenance
of existing transit systems.
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We recently issued a report / which addresses this
issue. We found that the present Federal funding require-ments tended to discourage use of Highway Trust Fund moneyfor mass-transit projects, and recommended changes that
the Congress should make to encourage this use.

Another item of similar nature is bike trails. Many
people have criticized Americans for not using bicycles for
neighborhood errands, such as marketing and traveling between
home and school, to the extent that Europeans do. The simplefact is that in most of suburban America, bicycling is
dangerous. Our suburbs were built around the automobile
and the road network does not permit bicycling. This has
started to be corrected in recent years due to the renewedinterest in bicycling as recreation.

As a parallel to mass transit, the bicycle should bepromoted as an energy-efficient form of personal transit for
short trips. An important element of such a program would be
to encourage the construction of bike trails alongside of roadsand highways as they are constructed or renovated. This wouldrequire, in most cases, negligible additional expense, yet it
would, over time, develop a usable network of trails for thefunctional use of the bicycle.

Tax on-aviation-and marine-fuel

The plan would eliminate certain tax preferences givento general aviation fuel and fuel used by motorboats. Avi-
ation fuel used by commercial airlines or farmers and fuelused by commercial fishermen would be exempt from the changes.

The existing Federal excise tax on general aviation fuelwould be increased from 7 cents to 11 cents per gallon. Thecurrent rebate of one-half of the Federal excise tax on fuelused by motorboats--currently amounting to 2 cents pergallon--would be discontinued, and the additional revenues
collected would be transferred to the Land and Water Conser-
vation Fund.

We have not done any work in which these specificissues--taxes on general aviation and motorboat fuel--were
considered. While such initiatives are positive steps, in
our opinion, they will lrot significantly affect totaltransportation energy use since general aviation accounts
for only small part of aviation fuel consumption. However,

l/'Why Urban Systems Funds Were Seldom Used For Mass
Transit," CED-77-49, Mar. 18, 1977.
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we expect to complete in late summer a study on commercial
aviation fuel conservation which, in our opinion, offers
greater enerjy conservation potential than general aviation
and motorboat fuel.

Aviation is the second largest transportation user of
energy and as such has an important relationship to energy
conservation. In our work, we are considering:

--Whethe- better regulation by the Civil Aeronautics
Board, or deregulation, can achieve higher aviation
load factors, and therefore, greater fuel efficiency.

--Whether the Federal Aviation Administration should
establish a monitoring and reporting system on
the effectiveness of aviation fuel conservation
procedures and consider various measures to
space aircraft arrivals and decrease congestion and
delays st airports.

--tWhat possiole action can be taken to reduce the
conflict between noise abatement and energy conser-
vation measures.

In a recent report on aviation regulation 1/, we demon-
scrated that airline efficiency can be substantially improved,
and that less regulation probably would result in greater
efficiency. We recommended that the Civil eronautics Board
work to improve airline efficiency through administrative
actions, and that the Congress provide the Board with "legis-
lative guidance defining current national objectives,"
which should clearly include energy conservation.

Federal-automobile acquisition
U_0osa

Under the administration's plan, Federal agencies ar to
alter their auto purchasing practices so that new cars pur-
chased by the Government will, on the average, exceed the av-
erage fuel economy standards by at least 2 miles per gallon
in 1978 and 4 miles per gallon in 1980 and thereafter.

l/"Lower Airline Costs Per Passenger Are Possible in the
United States and Could Result in Lower Fares," CED-77-34,
Feb. 18, 1977.
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Our report on energy conservation at Government field
installations 1/ included the results of our review of, among
other things, ederal efforts to reduce energy use through
vehicle acquisitions. We found that purchases of compact and
subcompact cars as a percent of total purchases had decreased
between 1974 and 1975. We recommended that the General Ser-
vices Administration enforce more strictly the Governrnt
regulations on smaller car acquisitions. In our view, the
current proposal should favorably affect the Federal Govern-
ment's energy use.

Federalvanipooling

The administration's plan proposes a Federal vanpooling
program. According to material supporting the legislative
proposal, about 6,000 vans would be purchased by the Govern-
ment and made available for use by Federal employees n areas
not served by mass transit. It should be pointed out that the
reference to areas not served by mass transit is not included
in the legislative proposal. In addition, defining such areas
may be difficult.

We have not attempted to assess the specific costs and
benefits of the proposed Federal vanpooling program, but we do
agree with the program in concept. Some obvious benefits of
the program should be

-- reduced energy consumption,

-- reduced air and noise pollution,

--reduced traffic congestion around government offices
and installations, and

--reduced demand for parking facilities.

In addition, the Federal Government would be setting an
example for the Nation by establishing such a program.

The proposal does not include any new initiatives in the
non-Federal sector. In our opinion, the program could be
more effective if it were extended beyond Federal vehicles
to provide incentives which would promote vanpooling in th3
private sector. There are several ways this could be arom-
plished, such as providing grants or other incentives to par-
ticipating organizations. While an existing Federal Highway

1/"Energy Conservation at Government Field Installations--
Progress and Problems," LCD-76-229, Aug. 19, 1976.
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Administration vanpool demonstration program provides forFederal-aid highway funds to be allocated for vanpool proj-ects, these projects must compete with other types ofhighway improvements for available funds. A better approachcould be within the framework of the State Energy Conservat-ion Program authorized in the Energy Policy and ConservationAct. T be eligible for Federal financial assistanceunder that program, States must develop, among other things,a program to promote carpooling, vanpooling, and masstransit.

The proposal stipulates that each person operating a vanunder an authorized Federal vanpooling program "shall maintainthe van in good and safe working order." The responsibilitiesof the van operator are not made clear by this statement. TheCongress may .ish to clarify this section to indicate whether(1) the operator is financially responsible for the main-tenance of the van (including tune-ups, overhauls, replace-ment parts, etc.' or (2) the operator is merely requiredto make the van available for maintenance at Governmentexpense. If the former is intended, then a question arisesconcerning the condition in which the operator is requiredto keep the van, which would be government property, andwhat the consequences would be if the van is not properlymaintained. If the intention is the latter interpretation,then many operational and logistical questions arise. Wesuggest that this issue be resolved before final apFrovalof the proposal.

Concerning the insurance aspects of the program, cheproposal provides that the Government self-insure againstliability which may be imposed due to vanpooling use, butthat the operators must obtain insurance for any private useof the vans. An issue for consideration is whether toextend Government insurance coverage to cover the full use ofthe van including authorized private use as an added incen-tive to encourage persons to became van operators. In theprivate sector, the person licensed to use the van isfrequently permitted varying degrees of private use andsuch use is generally covered by the employer's insurance.
The proposal indicates that time spent traveling invanpooling shall not be considered Federal employment forcertain specified purposes. We believe the proposal shouldbe changed to make it clear that time spent in vanpoolsshould not be considered Federal employment for any purpose.
Under the proposal, the costs and expenses of theprogram, including administrative expenses, incurred bythe Government in connection with the program are to be
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recovered within 8 years through rider charges. While the
direct operating costs of the program will be relatively
easy to identify, considerable problems could develop in
attempting to define and recover the administrative costs
because nE the lack of a good basis for determining what
these ar and the possibility that numerous Federal depart-
ments an: agencies would be participating in the program.

BUILDIN. AND INDUSTRY PROPOSALS

Irluded in the adminis':ration's plan are four major
proposals in the area of building conservation:

I--A national residential energy conservation program
ifor existing buildings.

t--A proposal to advance the effective date of mandatory
efficiency standards for new buildings.

--A program to reduce energy used in Federal buildings.

--A program to demonstrate the use cf solar energy in
Fedecal buildings.

Also the administration proposed an investment tax credit to
encourage industry to invest in energy conservation measures
and proposed that the current voluntary energy-efficiency
improvement targets for major appliances be replaced by man-
da'ory standards.

The Lesidential energy conservation program includes a
nimber of specific actions including tax credits for home-
owners who implement conservation and certain renewable
resource tmeasures, a program whereby public utilities will
pLovide an energy conservation service, removal of barriers
to openirg a secondary market for energy conservation loans,
increased funding for low income weatherization programs,
all administrative proposal to supply labor through the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act for the residential
energy conservation program, and a ru:al home weatherization
program including loans. in addition, a tax credit for
businesses who invest in energy conservation and certain
renewable resource measures and a Federal grants program to
assist public and nonprofit. schools and hospitals in
installing conservation and! certain renewable resource
measures are also proposed.

The new initiatives in the buildings conservation
proposal gererally include a mix of financial incentives and
volunteerism to achieve energy conservation. In addition,
the proposal includes certain provisions which require inhouse
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Federal Government actions and one which is intended to
remove institutional barriers to residential energy conser-
vation.

In the past, we have analyzed and reported on aspects
of certain of these proposals which include tax credits
and low interest loans for homeowners who install energy
conservation measures, energy performance standards for
new buildings, and the industrial investment tax credit.
In addition, we have ongoing work which relates to the
administration's proposals concerning public utilities
providing energy conservation services, low-income
weatherization programs, Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act labor for residential energy conservation,
tax credits for businesses, and Federal inhouse initiatives
in Government buildings.

Tax credit proposals

The admiristration's plan includes three tax credit
items in the areas of buildings and industrial conservat-
ion. The specific proposals are:

--A tax credit of 25 percent of the first $800 and 15
percent of the next $1,400 spent by homeowners
on approved energy conservation measures. In addition,
a declining tax credit was proposed for the instal-
lation of solar equipment in hmes. The amount
of the solar tax credit is initially up to a maximum
of $2,000 but by 1982 decreases to a maximum of
$1,210.

--A 10-percent tax credit for business investments in
approved energy conservation measures, including
solar equipment.

--A 5 year, 10-percent investment tax credit for industry
for investments in approved energy-saving industrial
equipment, including olar equipment. This credit
would be in addition to the present 10-percent invest-
ment tax credit.

We have supported tax credits for persons installing
energy conservation measures in homes. Our March 1975 package
of energy proposals provided for the development and implemen-
tation of a program of tax credits of not less than 50 per-
cent up to $500, and 25 percent in excess of $500 of the cost
of installing energy saving measures. As an additional fea-
ture, we proposed that persons having income under $12,000
would be able to apply for low-interest loans to cover the
entire cost of installing energy saving measures. We also
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stated in our report on residential energy conservation 1/,
that the Congress might wish to consider such incentives-as
tax credits and loans to homeowners to encourage retrofitting
of existing homes.

Preliminary findings from our review of Federal efforts
to achieve energy conservation indicate that commercial
building owners and operators have not made investments
in energy conservation measures in many cases because
of more economically attractive alternative investments.
specifically, we found that an acceptable payback period
for investments considered by many building owner/operators
ranged from 1 to 3 years. While we have not evaluated
whether the proposed 10-percent tax credit is large enough
to encourage the installation of conservation measures,
it seems to be realistic incentive which addresses
an existing constraint to further energy conservation.

Our March 1975 package of proposals also included an in-
dustrial investment tax credit of 10 percent for the install-
ment of equipment which would result in improved energy effi-
ciency. Under our proposal, the tax credit woulc be available
for a 0-year period. In addition, we also proposed that mode'
performance standards be developed for industrial processes in
key energy-using industries based on the most efficient techno-
logy available. The standards were to include incieased energy
efficiency in steam generation, heat recuperaticn, nd materials
recycling.

More recently, in our review of Federal efforts to achieve
energy conservation, we have studied industrial sector energy
conservation. Industrial officials contacted during our
review indicated that the major barrier to conserving energy
has been its low price. Thus, investments in energy-saving
measures have not been able to compete with alternative
investments. Even with the substantial increases in the price
of energy since the oil embargo, most companies visited
could not identify significant conservation efforts relative
to existing potentials to conserve energy. A combination of
the investment tax credit and the oil and gas taxing proposal
included in the administration's plan may result in additional
efforts by industry to conserve energy by making energy-saving
investments more economically attractive. However, should
goals and milestones not be met, energy-efficiency standards
for major industrial processes and equipment may be necessary.
Such standards would help insure that industry is taking

l/"National Standards Needed For Residential Energy Conser-
vation," RED-75-377, June 20, 1975.
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advantage of more energy-,efficient equipment and processes.

Three potential problems which could inhibit the
attainment of the 1985 goals on insulation and residential
solar energy use are whether

--the credits are sufficient to provide the necessary
economic incentives for consumers to respond (this
is compounded by the sharply rising prices for
insulation materials),

--the insulation and solar industries have the
capability to meet the goals even if consumers
are willing, and

--there will be widespread price gouging and consumer
fraud due to the possible high demand/low supply
situation on the materials and services for
insulation and solar projects.

The Government will have to monitor the situation care-
fully in all respects. If the tax credits are not sufficient
to generate consumer response, a mandatory program should be
considered. while the problem with industry capacity may be
a difficult one, the Government should be prepared to do what
it can if that problem becomes the bottleneck toward meeting
the goals. The Federal Trade Commissicn has already announced
its intention to monitor the situation closely for consumer
fraud.

Federal buildings

As part of the plan, the President is to diLect all Fed-
eral agencies to adopt procedures which will reduce energyu
use per square foot in existing buildings by 20 percent from
1975 levels by 1985 and by 45 percent for new buildings The
program is to be implemented by FEA and the Office of Manaqe-
ment and Budget.

In our report on energy conservation at Government field
installations (referred to earlier), we concluded that
although some efforts had been made to conserve energy i.
Federal building operations, much more could be done. Wt
pointed out that Federal building operators must explore
ways to change operations and modify structures. We recor-
mended. among other things, that FEA, in conjunction with
the General Services Administration and other Departments,
enforce more stringently the Government's lighting, heatinc,
and air-conditioning standards and make inhouse and external
engineering surveys of ways to reduce consumption.

In an ongoing review of the Department of Defense Enerqy
Conservation Investment Program, expected to be complete this
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summer, preliminary findings indicate that program management
and structure could be improved and that emphasis is being
placed on quick cost recovery instead of energy saved per
dollar invested.

Based on our past and ongoing reviews of Federal in-
house energy conservation efforts, we are in favor of the pro-
posal to improve energy use in Federal buildings. However, we
believe that a provision which would generally require that en-
ergy audits be performed prior to investments in retrofit mea-
sures could increase the effectiveness of the program by help-
ing to assure that retrofit measures undertaken are those
which provide the greatest energy savings per dollar invested.

In addition, we believe that the percentage reductions
in energy use in Federal buildings by 1985 included in the
proposal should be viewed as overall minimum improvements
goals. Actual reductiongoals for each building should be
established based on the results of energy audits. We also
believe that the program should be tailored to ensure, to the
extent possible, that funding priority for retrofit projects
be based on evaluation of all possible projects.

Mandatory-efficiency-standards
T;r-new-B i is

The administration's plan provides that the Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development advance from 1981 to 1980 the
effective date of the mandatory standards required for new
residential and commercial buildings. We have continuously
supported the implementation of mandatory energy conservation
performance standards for new buildings. In both our March
1975 package of energy proposals and our residential energy
conservation report we proposed such standards.

We are in favor of advancing tht effective date of the
standards to the maximum extent possible, but the Department
of Housing and Urban Development has advised us that a 1-year
advancement is the maximum which can be achieved. However,
we believe that a more important part of this program is
that the final standards reflect the use of the most efficient
materials and products available.

Public atilities-ener2g conservation service

The administration has proposed that State public utility
commissions be required to direct utilities to offer their con-
sumers a residential energy conservation service performed by
the utility and financed by loans repaid through monthly util-
ity bills. Under this proposal, public utilities would sug-
gest energy conservation measures which could be installed
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in customers' homes (including their cost and estimated
energy savings), and offer or make arrangements for contract-
ors to install the measures. In addition, public utilities
would loan or help obtain a loan to pay for the installation.

In our ongoing review of Federal efforts to achieve energy
conservation and our review of the electric utility industry,
we are considering the role of utility conservation service
programs in increasing the energy efficiency of existing
homes. In addition, we are analyzing the impact of such pro-
grams on the utility industry's growth and financial position.

Based on our work to date, we are generally in favor of
piblic utility conservation service programs. However, a key
factor impacting on the effectiveness of such programs is
the extent to which homeowners choose to participate. Pre-
liminary results of our ongoing work indicate that at least
two factors have discourag,~. homeowners from making invest-
ments in conservation measures--lack of information on the
potential doll ir savings and an inability to obtain the
necessary capital to make the improvements. The proposed
utility conservation service program could go a long way to
eliminate the effects of these factors. However, should this
program fail to encourage significant participation by home-
owners, some type of mandatory action should be considered,
such as a requirement that all existing homes be improved
within some time period or a requirement that homes meet
certain standards before they are sold.

Low income weatherization

As part of its plan, the administration stated that fund-
ing for the existing low-income weatherization program will
be increased to $130 million for fiscal year 1978 and $200
million for each of fiscal years 1979 and 1980. A related
measure is that the Secretary of Labor insure that recipients
of funds under the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
(Public Law 93-203) supply labor fo- the weatherization effort.

We currently have underway two efforts which relate tothe above administration proposals: a review of the Community
Services Administration's low-income weatherization program
and a review of the conservation programs authorized undertitle IV of the Energy Conservation and Production Act, one
of which is an FEA low-income weatherization program. Both
of these efforts are expected to be completed during calendar
year 1977.

Preliminary results from our review of the Community
Services Administration-s weatherization program indicate
that (1) obtaining labor to install weatherization materials
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has been a problem, (2) in some areas the program is not
reaching low-income apartment dwellers, and (3) a number of
local agencies we visited have experienced various problems
in administering the program.

Our review of the FEA weat.i rization program is in the
early stages of monitoring program development. Thus, we
have no preliminary findings at this time.

We understand that the funding level increases for low-
income weatherization are to be used in the FEA program.
Under the FEA program, funds will generally be distributed
through States (pursuant to FEA-approved State applications)
to Community Action Agencies which will carry out the program.
The Community Action Agencies also administer the Community
Services Administration's program.

Based on our work, we believe the following issues should
be resolved:

-- Should both low-income weatherization programs be
continued?

--Are Community Action Agencies capable of handling
substantial increases in funding for weatherization?

The proposal to insure the availability of Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act labor for weatherization could
have positive benefits for carrying out the program. However,
additional actions may be necessary to provide that skilled
supervisors are available to see that weatherization materials
are installed properly.

Grants for public and nonprofit
schools and hospitals

The administration proposed a $900 million grant program
over 3 years to assist public and nonprofit schools and
hospitals in installing energy conservation and certain renew-
able resource measures. According to the legislative proposal,
Federal grants cannot exceed 40 percent of the cost of any
project undertaken under this program. The remaininga 60
percent of the project cost is to come from sources other
than Federal funds. The funding delivery mechanism will be
the States which are to submit proposed plans for implementing
this program.

The proposal provides that funds appropriated each year
for the program are to be shared among the States based on
formulas to be developed y FEA. Should certain States not
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request their total allocation of funds under the formulas,
this money would be reallocated to the other States.

We wish to point out that FEA, under authority authorized
under title IV of the Energy Conservation and Production Act,
can guarantee obligations of schools and hospitals entered
into for the purpose of installing energy conservation and
renewable resource measures. This program is, however, dis-
cretionary.

Although we have no work underway which specifically
addresses the administration's proposal, Lhe results of our
review of programs authorized under title IV of the Energy
Conservation and Production Act should be useful in delib-
erations on this proposal. As part of that work, we will
determine whether obligation guarantees are an effective tool
to encourage energy conservation. In that review, we are
also analyzing the effectiveness of State conservation pro-
grams and FEA's low-income weatherization program, each of
which uses the elivery mechanism of State grants to achieve
energy conservation objectives. As part of our work, we
plan to assess whether this approach i effective in achiev-
ing energy conservation.

Solar-enerq-initiatives-for-buildings

Initiatives for use of solar energy are closely tied to
energy conservatior initiatives both in recent legislation
and in the administLation's plan. Specifically, title IV of
the Energy Con,ervation and Production Act includes three
separate initiatives to further the use of solar energy:

---A national energy conservation and renewable-resource
demonstration program for existing dwelling units.

--An energy conservation and renewable resource obli-
gation guarantee program.

--A supplemental State energy conservation plan
program.

As discussed above, the administration's plan includes
tax credits for installing solar equipment in residential,
commerzial, and industrial buildings and a 3-year program
for installing solar equipment in Federal buildings. In
addition, the plan urges States to (1) amend their pro-
perty tax laws to exempt solar installations from assess-
ments, (2) enact legislation protecting access to the sun,
and (3) promote con;jmer education in the solar field.
State public utility commissions would be required to
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develop guidelines to prevent utilities from discriminating

against users of solar energy systems.

In our report on Federal assistance for financing com-

mercialization of emerging energy technclogies 1/, we suggested

that the Congress continue to encourage the use of solar hot

water and space heating. We discussed various Federal

financial incentives that are best in certain situations.

Regarding solar water and space heating, we said that tax

credits appear most appropriate for encouraging middle- and

upper-income homeowners and businesses to install solar

heating units. We also pointed out that, because of limited

financial capability, low-income homeowners and small

businesses may need low interest loans or grants. In addition,

we said that loan guarantees could assist State, municipal,

and nonprofit institutions to obtain the necessary capital

to invest in solar heating for their facilities. However.

we pointed out that we had not analyzed what magnitude of

incentives might encourage wide implementation of solar

heating.

We have two ongoing reviews which directly relate to

solar energy initiatives: a review of the Enerqy Conser-

vation and Production Act title IV programs (mentioned

earlier) and a review of possible Government actions to

encourage the use of solar heating systems. As part of

our review of title IV programs, we will be examining

the effectiveness of those programs to encourage the

installation of solar energy equipment. In the second

ongoing study, we are reviewing

-- the economic and technical status of various solar

heating applications,

--institutional and socioeconomic impediments to

widespread solar energy use, and

-- the effectiveness of State legislation ir

encouraging solar energy use.

We expect to discuss the most appropriate actions for

commercializing solar energy. This study should be helpful

to the Congress in evaluating the uncertainties surrounding

widespread solar energy use, and in evaluating the admin-

istration's current proposals.

l/"An Evaluation of Proposed Federal Assistance for Financing

Commercialization of Emerging E.iergy Technologies,"

EMD-76-10, Aug. 24, 1976.
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Existing legislation and the administration's plan raise
certain questions regarding initiatives in the solar energy
area.

1. Financial incentives for solar equipment installation.
Because of their large initial capital costs, solar
energy systems will require significant capital out-
lays by the potential buyer even with the adminis-
tration's proposed tax credits and other in-
centives. This means that low-income families
and some organizations ay still need additional
capital to purchase solar energy systems. Thus,
if the administration's goals are to be met, ad-
ditional assistance in the form of grants or low
interest, long-term loans may be necessary. In
addition, the Congress may wish to consider making
the existing discretionary obligation guarantee
prcaram a mandated program.

2. Impacts on solar space heating market. Because of
the declining percentage used to calculate the
allowable tax credit, the proposed incentives will
cover a larger portion of a sola: water heater's
cost than of a combined solar water and space heat-
ing system. For example, the allowable tax credit
on a $1,600 solar water heater system is $550 or
about 34 percent of the cost. The allowable tax
credit on a $14,000 combined solar water and
space heating system is $2,000 or about 14 percent
of the cost. It is quite possible that the emerging
industry may focus mainly on the solar water
heating market.

3. State government initiatives. The plan provides
for a joint Federal/State program of standards de-
velopment, certification, training, and information
gathering and dissemination. As an alternative the
Congress may wish to strengthen the existing sup-
plemental State energy conservation plan program
which requires that States, before receiving Federal
financial assistance, develop procedures for carrying
out a continuing public education effort to increase
public awareness of (1) the benefits of solar equip-
ment and (2) information and other assistance which
may be available to plan, finance, and install re-
newable resource measures. Some of these activities
could be critical to developing a large solar market.
Some States are more aggressive than others in n-
couraging solar energy. A few have even enacted
their own solar incentives program. To prevent piece-
meal legislation and programs on the State level,
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some form of Federal financial assistance may be ne-
cessary, and as a minimum, Federal guidelines would
be required.

Appliance proposal

The administration has proposed that the current volun-
tary energy-efficiency-improvement targets for certain major
applicances be replaced by mandatory minimum standards.
SWecifically, the proposal provides that mandatory energy-
efficiency standards are to be developed for refrigerators
and refrigerator-freezers, freezers, wate. heaters, room
air-conditioners, kitchen ranges and ovens, central air
conditioners, and furnaces.

We are generally in favor of major-appliance-efficiency
standards. However, similar to the automobile-efficiency
standards, their impact on energy consumption will not likely
be realized in the shorter term because consumers will
generally not replace existing appliances until their useful
life is over. But it is important that such actions are taken
now to help assure that energy savings will be realized in
the future.

UTILITY RATE REFORM

The adminstration's plan on utility rate reform consists
of the following five elements:

-- Elimination of promotional, declining, and other
electric rates not reflecting cost incidence.

--Encouragement of the use of energy during nonpeak
hours by requiring utilities to offer offpeak rates
to customers willing to pay metering costs and offer
interruptible service rates to all customers.

--Prohibition of master metering on new structures.

--A requirement that utilities eliminate declining block
rates to natural gas users and implement Federal Power
Commission-prescribed rules concerning master metering,
summer-winter rate differentials, and interruptible
rates.

--Authorization for FPC to order interconnectiuns and
power pooling between utilities (including nonjuris-
dicticnal utilities) and require "wheeling" service
by utilities.
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In our March 1975 package of energy proposals developedat the request of congressional committees, we proposed
the establishment of a model rate structure b FEA andFPC based on the concept of peak-load pricing and designedto reward the conservation of electricity. The two agencieswould work together to encourage State regulato:y agenciesand public and private utilities to use the principlesembodied in the model rate structure. The administration'splan would be more forceful in that it would require
the adoption of these principles.

We are currently working on an assessment of the issuesconcerning the Nation's future electrical requirements whichwill discuss the subject of rate reform in more deta-i. Insupport of the proposal to eliminate master metering, we notethat, in a study dealing with the Defense Department familyhousing program, we found that families living in meteredoffpost housing used 20- to 4 0-percent less electricity thanthose living in onmetered onpost housing.

The requirement that customers must buy their ownmeters to obtain offpeak rates may be an inhibiting factorunless this is coupled closely with the proposed utilityresidential energy conservation service discussed earlier.
This is an important part of the entire residential conser-vation program. The public must understand the valueof the energy conservation potential and how it can berealized before features such as offpeak meters will bewidely used. If the volunteer pro,ram is not successful,the Government may have to require the installation ofmeters in homes by the utilities, which could then pass thecosts through to the consumers.

COGENERATION OF ELECTRICITY AND PROCESS STEAM

The legislative proposals for stimulating additionalcogeneration of electricity and process steam include thefollowing provisions:

--A l0-percent tax credit in addition to the existingl0-percent investment tax credit would be providedfor the purchase of cogeneration equipment. Invest-ing companies could be exempted from the requirement
to convert from gas and oil if the exemption isnecessary to stimulate cogeneration.

-- Industries using cogeneration would be entitl- o
intertie with utilities' transmission facilit. tobuy and sell power.
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--FPC would be required to establish procedures to assure
that rates for the sale and purchase of electric
power between cogenerators and utility companies do
not discriminate against the cogenerators.

--Industrial cogenerators may be exempted from Federal
and State public utility regulations.

We have, as part of our ongoing conservation review,
looked at the potential energy savings of increased use of
cogeneration systems. Our preliminary findings are in agree-
ment with the administration's position that additional in-
dustrial cogeneration can be a means of saving energy by re--

ducing the quantities of heat now being wasted. We have found,
furthermore, that there are a number of constraints that are
presently inhibiting the further development of cogeneration,
such as declining block rates making cogeneration uneconomic
and utilities being reluctant to provide steady or supplement-
ary service. Our preliminary findings also indicate that deal-
ing with these constraints will require action by the Federal
Government and State utility commissions. With minor excep-
tions, the administration's legislative proposals, if enact-
ed, will effectively remove or overcome these contraints.

There is a trade-off involved, however, regarding the
provision that industries which purchase cogeneration equip-
ment would be exempted from the requirement to convert from
oil and gas. This, of course, is in the interests of overall
energy conservation, but is counter to the major thrust of
the energy program which is to switch industry from oil and
gas to coal.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As the President has stated, conservation is one of the
cheapest forms of "producing" energy and should be the corner-
stone of our energy policy. However, we are concerned that
the conservation initiatives in the administration's overall
plan may be too modest and rely too much on voluntary
actions. As we pointed out on page 2.2, the administration
projects that if no action is taken, energy demand will grow
by 31 percent between 1976 and 1985 ,while demand would still
grow by 25 percent with the proposed plan fully implemented.
This equates to a reduction of only 4 percent of total
demand after 9 years. Our work in energy conservation
has generally shown that tere is

--not enough public concern with the need to conserve
energy because in the public view there have been,
until this winter, adequate energy supplies;
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--a general lacr of financial incentives and/or dis-
incentives to encourage and influence adoption and
application of conservation actions; and

--not enough energy being conserved, although sub-
stantial potential exists in the industrial, trans-
portation, commercial, and residential sectors.

Transportaticn

Il the area of transportation conservation, the admin-
istration's plan relies heavily on indirect market inter-
vention mechanisms (financial incentives and disincentives)
to reduce automobile gasoline consumption either through con-
sumer purchases of more fuel-efficient cars or through
reduced driving. We have specific comments on certain
administrative transportation proposals, which we believe
could strengthen the total program.

The gas-guzzler tax and rebate program's ultimate success,
in our opinion, will depend to a large degree on consumers'
awareness of the program, i.e., its visibility. To help as-
sure adequate visibility, we believe that that legislation
should provide that the amount of tax or rebate be identified
on the EPA-mileage rating label which is required to be placed
on all new cars. In addition, we believe that tax and
rebate information for each model of car should be included
in the mileage guide booklets so that consumers can compare
mileage and rebate information for various models. Should
established goals for reducing automobile energy consumption
not be met, a further step which could be taken would e toextend a tax and rebate-type program to the used car market.

We favor the passage of a standby gasoline tax, although
the amount of the tax as proposed by the administration may
nct be great enough to result in significant cutbacks in
gasoline consumption. We believe, however, that the bulk of
any receipts collected from such a tax should be devoted to
programs to expand high-payoff, short-term impact, public
transportation opportunities such as the development of
fringe-parking facilities and express bus lanes. The adminis-
tration's plan, as proposed, contains few programs to
expand such public transportation opportunities.

We favor the passage of a Federal vanpooling program.
Such a program would provide obvious benefits, such as reduced
energy consumption and reduced traffic congestion around
Government facilities. We believe that the vanpooling pro-prosal should be strengthened and extended beyond Federal
vehicles by providing incentives which would promote vanpool-
ing in the private sector.
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Concerning the transportation energy conservation
proposals, we recommend that the Congress:

--Assure that the gas-guzzler tax and rebate
legislation provide that the amount of tax
and rebate for specific cars be identified
on the EPA-mileage rating label and in the
mileage guide booklets.

--Enact a standby gasoline tax.

--Consider devoting funds collected from energy
use taxes to expand public transportation
opportunities.

--Provide incentives to promote vanpooling in
the private sector.

Buildings and industry

The administration's plan in the areas of buildings
and industry conservation generally includes a mix of financialincentives and volunteerism. While we are in agreement withthe general thrust of these proposals, we believe that further
actions are likely to be needed to meet the administration'senergy conservation goals.

We are generally in favor of tax credits for residential,commercial, and industrial consumers to encourage the instal-lation of energy conservation and renewable resource measures,
although we have not evaluated whether the specific taxcredits proposed will provide ample incentive. However, inour view the tax credit proposals do not distinguish between
investments to improve energy efficiency and investmentswhich would be made under normal conditions; e.gq replacement
of wcrnout equipment. We believe an attempt should be madeto clarify this situation either through additional language
in the legislation or in the development of regulations
to implement the legislation.

Should the tax credit proposals fail to encourage sign-ificant conservation actions by consumers, we believe mandatoryactions would be an appropriate furthe- step. Such actionscould take the form of energy-efficiency standards for major
industrial processes and equipment and mandatory weatherizationof residences and buildings.

We are in favor of the proposal to reduce energy consumptionin Federal buildings. While the percentage energy-consumption-reduction targets included n the legislation are useful as
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ultimate goals, we believe that energy audit3 should generally
be required prior to investments in retrofit measures. Energy
audits would help to assure that retrofit measures undertaken
are those which provide the greatest energy savings per dollar
invested and would provide a basis for funding projects on a
priority basis.

We are generally in favor of public utility conservation
service programs. Such a program makes available to homeowners
pertinent information concerning energy savings opportunities
and can also assist homeowners in obtaining needed financing.

We support the inclusion of solar energy initiatives
ir the buildings area. Such initiatives should be closely
monitored, however, because of the uncertainties surrounding
widespread solar energy use. A number of issues need
to be considered in developing the specifics of the solar
energy initiatives:

--The type and extent of financial assistance which
may be needed to encourage solar equipment installa-
tion particularly by low-income persons and small
businesses.

--The impact of the structure of the proposed tax
credits which now seem to favor the installation
of solar hot water heaters over space heating
equipment.

--The role States should play in promoting the use
of solar energy.

We are in favor of energy-efficiency standards for major
appliances.

Based on our analysis of the administration's buildings
and industry energy-conservation proposals, we recommend that
the Conqress:

--Assure that the tax credits are only available for
demonstrable improvements in energy efficiency.

-- Provide that energy audits generally be performed
in Federal buildings to identify energy saving
investments which provide the greatest savings
per dollar invested.
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'tility-rate reform-and
2pera in- i afves

We support the administration's plan to eliminate
promotional electric rates and encourage the use of peak-
load pricing and eliminate master metering. However, the
requirement that customers buy their own meters to obtain
offpeak rates may inhibit this effort. Should the public
fail to respond, it may become necessary to require the
installation of meters in homes and provide subsidies to
accomplish it.

We agree with the administration's proposal that
industrial cogeneration can save energy by reducing the
loss of heat through industrial processes. In addition,
we believe the proposal will effectively remove existing
barriers to increased use of cogeneration.
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CHAPTER 4

OIL AND GAS

OIL PRICING AND TAXING

The thrust of the administration's plan for o pricing
and taxing is to raise the price paid by consumers to the
world price to discourage consumption of oil o;d to increase
the viability of alternative fuels. However, the oil industry
would be allowed to capture little of the increase. The dif-
ference between world prices and prices to producers would
generally be returned to the populace on a per capita basis.

Most oil discovered before April 20, i977--so-called
"old" and "new" oil--will remain under controls. To provide
long-range incentives to develop new sources, the plan says
oil discovered after that date--so-called "newly discovered"
oil--will qualify for a higher price, but still controlled,
price if it is

--discovered onshore 'including Alaskan oil) on or after
April 20, 1977, and

-- produced from a well more than 2.5 miles from an
existing onshore well or

--produced from a well more than 1,000 feet deeper
than any existing well within a radius of 2.5
miles;

-- discovered offshore on Federal leases granted on or
after April 20, 1977; or

--produced offshore from old leases which had been aban-
doned and are subject to releasing by the Government.

The plan leaves stripper, shale, and Naval Petroleum
Reserve oil free from price controls. FEA was acting to
remove existing controls from new tertiary production when
the plan was proposed. Producers will be permitted the same
revenues for Alaskan oil as for comparable production in thelower 48 States: already discovered oil will be allowed up to
$11.28 a barrel and newly discovered oil will be allowed up
to $13.50 a barrel. (See pp. 4.20 through 4.22 for a more
detailed discussion of Alaskan oil.)

To encourage conservation, an "equalization" tax will be
a.plied at the wellhead to most domestic crude oil production.
The purpose of the tax is to equalize the difference betw.een
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the controlled price received by the producer and the world
price. The tax would initially be applied to "old" oil
in three stages (at the beginning of 978, 1979, and 1980)
to raise current prices paid by consumers to the 1977 world
price plus domestic inflation. The tax would be applied to
""new' oil at one time--at the beginning of 1980. Thereafter,
the tax would be increased with the world price. However,
if the world price rises significantly faster than the rate of
domestic inflation, authority would exist to limit increases
in the tax.

The administration projects that worl. oil prices will
rise at the same rate as domestic inflation. Hence, no
tax would be collected on newly discovered oil.

The equalization tax will not be applied to the cate-
gories of oil whose price is not controlled. In addition,
the tax will not be applied to Alaskan oil because of the
large costs of transporting this oil to the continental United
States. According to the administration, this exemption will
increase the producers' return on such oil and encourage
additional exploration.

In the short run, net revenues from the equalization
tax would be returned to consumers on a per capita basis.
The administration has indicated that, in the longer run,
this rebate would be reconsidered as a part of general tax
reform.

According to the administration, sufficient authority
exists to implement the oil-pricing provisions administra-
tively. however, the equalization tax is part of the pro-
posed National Energy Ac.

We have not done much work concerning domestic crude oil-
pricing policy. The majority of our previous work dealt with
FEA's compliance and enforcement effort and its administra-
tion of various pricing and allocation programs.

In several instances, beginning with testimony in March
1975, we have tecognized the need for higher energy prices,
both to promote energy conservation and to establish the
viability of alternate fuels, and we continue to support this
view. In the March 1975 testimony before the -.;use Ways
and Means Committee, we recognized that the domestic crude
oil price-control program should be modified to create suf-
ficient incentives for producing all oil that can be recov-
ered economically through secondary and tertiary recovery
techniques.
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In an August 1976 report / we stated that there is a
need for the price of domestic oil and gas to reflect clearlythe cost of finding and developing new energy supplies. Wealso said that, to make tertiary recovery economical, consid-eration should be given to removing price controls from
domestic crude oil produced by tertiary techniques. We re-iterated these views in March 1977 2/.

In addition we recently began one assignment which
relates to the plan's production provisions and two assign-
ments which relate to consumption. First, we are examining
Federal pricing and taxing provisions which affect domestic
crude oil production and evaluating current and prospective
policies. This assignment has just started and should becompleted in about a year. A second job relates to the pro-posed equalization tax's effect on equalizing the cost of
crude oil among refiners. The effect of the tax is similar
to FEA'; crude oil entitlements program, established in
November 1974. We are reviewing the entitlements program's
effectiveness in equalizing crude oil costs without creatingmarlet distortions and will compare it with the proposed
equalization tax in that respect. This job should be com-
pleted in early 1978. The third job relates to the equal-ization tax's purpose of reducing consumption. We plan toexamine selected combinations of conservation actions,
including certain crude oil pricing and taxing options, whichcould reduce the growth of future demand for energy. We
anticipate a report in late 1977.

Effect onprices to prodcers

The administration's plan includes changes in the methods
for computing prices producers will receive for every category
except tertiary, Naval Petroleum Reserve, shale, and stripper
oil. However, by 1985 prices under the plan would be the
same as under existing policy for all but four categories--old, new, already discovered Alaskan, and natural gas liquids.

The table on page 4.4 compares existing policy with theplan for each category, in terms of approximate prices per

1/"An Evaluation of Proposed Federal Assistance for Financing
Commercialization of Emerging Energy Technologies,"
EMD-76-10, Aug. 24, 1976.

2/"Energy Policy Decisionmaking, Organization, and National
Energy Goals," EMD-77-31, Mar. 24, 1977.
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barrel in 1985. These prices are expressed in 1977 dollars
to discount the effects. of inflation.

This table incorporates the following assumptions which
are either explicit or implicit in the plan.

1. Domestic inflation will be 5.5 percent a year.

2. World oil prices will rise by 5.5 percent a year.

3. The weighted average or "composite" of prices
of controlled oil under existing policy will
rise bbv 10 percent a year, up to the world price.
Because of the changing mix of lower priced old oil
and higher priced new oil, prices of these two
categories of oil ill rise at 2.5 percent in 1977
dollars, slightly less than the real rate of in-
crease for the composite.

4. Natural gas liquids are priced at the composite
price of domestic oil.

5. Independent of the plan, the administration is
implementing regulations to allow new tertiary
production to command the world price.

Maximum Allowable Prices to Producers in 1985 b Category,
under E__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ an

Existing Administratior Increase or
Category policy pl an decrease ()

----------(in 1977 dollars)--------

Old $ 6.40 $ 5.25 -$1.15
New 13.50 11.28 -2.22
Newly discovered 13.50 13.50 -
Tertiary ]3.50 13.50 -
Stripper 13.50 13.50 -
Naval Petroleum

Reserves 13.50 13.50 -
Alaskan (note a) 13.5u 11.28 -2.22
Natural gas liquids 10.37 8.50 -1.87
Shale 13.50 13.50 -

a/Net revenues to producers will be reduced by the large costs
of transporting Alaskan oil to the continentai United States.
(See p. 4.21.)
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As shown, by 185 the plan will result in lower prices
for old, new, already discovered Alaskan, and natural gas
liquids and no change in other categories.

The result of these changes is that no category of oil
will command a higher price under the plan than under exist-
ing policy. He-,ce, there is no additional financial motive
for producers to increase their exploration and development
activities. Moreover, according to an administration esti-
mate, lower prices for most of the oil to be produced between
now and 1985 will cut producers' revenues by 1985 by almost
$13 billion (in 1977 dollars), relative to a continuation
of existing policy.

This, in turn, will presumably reduce their profits
and ability to attract new capital to finance additional
exploration. Therefore, the plen not only keeps incentives
for new production t current levels, but potentially reduces
producers' financial ability to increase their efforts to
produce more oil

The definition of "newly discovered' oil in terms of
distance from existing wells has been attacked as lacking a
proper geologic basis. Critics state that the 2.5 mile/l,OU0
foot criterion is neither necessary nor sufficient to define
new d scoveries. They note that many, if not most, new-field
oil discoveries in recent years were less than 2.5 miles from
existing production. 1/ The administration is now examining
the implications of changing this criterion.

Some critics of the administration's criteria have sug-
gested conferring the "newly discovered" price on all oil
brougnt into production after a given dare regardless of
distance from existing production. We believe that suggestion
may be inefficient in terms of creating incentives for new
exploration. According to the administration, exploration
risks generally increase with distance from existing wells;
indeed, they said that most recent discoveries have been
within 2 miles of an existing well. Therefore, they said
the higher price for newly discovered oil is designed to

1/For example, see statements of Senators Jchnston and Schmitt
in hearings on "Economic impact of President Carter's Energy
Program" before the Committee on Energy and Natural Resour-
ces, United States Senate, 95th Congress. 1st Session,
May 3, 1977. Also see Junie 29, 1977, memorandum by LaRue,
Moore, and Schafer, Petroleum Consultants.
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compensate oil companies for the greater risks involved
in exploring areas which are not close to known oil fields.

Effect on production

The administration estimates that the plan will result
in a small production increase relative to existing policy
-- from 10.4 MMB/D to 10.5 MMB/D. 1/ The detailed administra-
tion estimates below show that there is essentially no change
in crude oil or shale oil, but that an increase in natural
gas liquids accounts for the overall increase.

Oil Production in 1985, by Category, under
Existing Policy and Administration Plan

Existing Administration
Category policy plan Increase

-------------(in MMB/D)--------------

Total 10.4 a/10.5 a/.l

Crude oil 9.2 9.2 Ji
Old a.. G -
New 1.9 1.9
Newly discovered 1.9 1.9 (b)
Tertiary .5 .5
stripper 1.1 1.1
Naval Petroleum

Reserves .2 .2
Alaskan 1.6 1.6 -

Natural gas liquids 1.2 1.3 .1

Shale oil (b) -

a/Although the plan shows a 1985 total of 10.6 MMB/D, the
actual sum of the components rounds to 10.5 MMB/D. The
increase rounds to 0.1 MMB/D.

b/Less than 0.051 MMB/D

1/Although the plan shows a 1985 total of 10.6 MMB/D, the sum
of the components rounds to 10.5 MMB/D.
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Because crude oil prices in 1985 under the plan are no
higher than under existing policy for newly discovered oil,
it is not surprising that the administration expects no
increase in supply, except for natural gas liquids. Although
the price of natural gas liquids will be $1.87 a barrel lower
in 1977 dollars (about 18 percent) under the plan, production
is expected to increase. This may be because natural gas
liquids are largely a joint product with natural gas produc-
tion and processing, and reflects the higher expected produc-
tion of natural gas liquids under the plan than under a con-
tinuation of existing policy.

However, the administration estimates no less production
of old, new, and already discovered Alaskan oil by 1985 even
though prices for these categories will be lower under the
pian than under existing policy:

-- Old oil prices will be about $1.15 lower in 1977
dollars (about 18 percent less than under existing
policy).

--New oil prices, including already discovered Alaskan
oil, will be about $2.22 lower in 1977 dollars
(about 16 percent less).

It is possible that lower prices for old, new, and
already discovered Alaskan oil will reduce production in hose
categories. Reasons advanced in support of this argument are
that (1) in cases of recently discovered "new" oil, develop-
ment investments may be discouraged or distorted; (2) other-
wise profitable secondary recovery operations may be precluded;
and (3) maintenance decisions may be distorted because, with
stripper wells exempt from controls, operators with old wells
may deliberately allow them to sink into stripper status by
failing to repair equipment and make other necessary outlays.
(Because stripper oil is allowed the world price, revenues
from 10 barrels of stripper oil in 1985, for example, will
equal those of 26 barrels of old oil.)

Although we are not in a position to gauge the precise
response of production in the old, new, and already discovered
Alaskan oil categories to lower prices, it seems reasonable
that there may be some effect. If so, the plan could result
in less production than under a continuation of existing
policy.

Effect on prices to consumers

The stated purpose of the crude oil equalization tax is
to "raise the price of oil to its true replacement cost,
and thereby encourage conservation." The equalization tax
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will raise the average price of domestic crude oil in 1985
substantially above current prices and somewhat above
estimated 1985 prices under existing policy.

The average price at which all domestic crude oil was
purchased in January 1977 was $8.50 a barrel. Under
existing policy, the comparable figure for 1985 (in 1977
dollars) would be $11.87. Under the administration plan,
the comparable figure for 1985 (in 1977 dollars) would be
$13.50. Thus, under the plan the average would be almost
60-percent higher than the current rate and 14-percent higher
than under existing policy.

However, this 14-perceint increase in crude oil prices
will not be fully reflected in the prices paid by consumers
for the following reasons. First, imports--priced by the
world market--comprise a substantial proportion of oil
consumed in tnis country. Imports constituted about 43
percent of use in 1976. and over 50 percent in early 1977.
The markedly higher price of imports raises the average
cost of all oil used here. Refiners' acquisition cost of
crude petroleum in 1976--the wellhead price plus transporta-
tion, storage. and loss--averaged $10.89. reflecting the
addition of imports at $13.48 a barrel to domestic production
at $8.84 a barrel. The administration estimates that imports
in 1985 will constitute 40 percent of consumption with the
plan and slightly over one-half under existing policy.

Moreover, because much domestic production will be priced
at world levels by 1985, according to the administration's
assumptions, the equalization tax would have no effect on
these categories. Included here are newly discovered, terti-
ary, stripper, Naval Petroleum Reserves, and shale oil,
which will comprise more than one-third of estimated 1985
production.

Third. households and other ultimate consumers purchase
refined products, not crude oil. Refined product prices
reflect not only the price of crude oil but also refining.
transportation, and other costs. Because these other costs
will presumably not rise by as large a proportion as will
crude oil prices because of the equalization tax, the prices
of refined products will not rise by as large a proportion
as will crude oil prices.

Finally, there is a worldwide market for refined pro-
ducts and the prices that domestic refiners can charge will
be constrained to some extent by world prices. According to
administration data, world prices plus transportation charges
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to this country in early 1977 were generally only 1- to 3-
cents a gallon higher than domestic prices--about 4- to 7-
percent higher depending on the product. Because of the
availability of supplies in the world market at little more
than current domestic prices, refiners in this country will
be limited to some extent in the amount of the equalization
tax they can pass through to ultimate consumers. The adminis-
tration estimates that refiners will absorb one-third of
the tax. (This will increase their costs and lower their
profits and income taxes, and is the Treasury's justification
for retaining a portion of revenues from the equalization
tax, as discussed on pages 4.9 through 4.11.)

The administration estimates that, because of these
reasons, the plan will raise refined product prices in 1985
by only 2 percent above levels under a continuation of
existing policy.

Effect on consumption

The administration estimates that total oil consumption
in 1985 will be 4.6 MMB/D lower with the plan than without it.
Detailed data shows that .ost of the reduction--3.8 MMB/D--is
due to the combined effect of the crude oil equalization tax,
oil and natural gas-users tax, natural gas-pricing policies,
and related policies. These reinforce each other to shift
demand for petroleum to other fuels--0.8 MMB/D for natural
gas and nuclear and 3.0 MMB/D for coal.

By itself, the equalization tax is estimated to reduce
1985 consumption by only 0.2 MMB/D relative to existing
policy. But this small reduction is not surprising in light
of the the small increase in prices caused by the equalization
tax.

Amount of equalization tax
revenue to be refunded

Revenues collected under the equalization tax will be
refunded to individuals after three deductions:

-- Refund of equalization tax paid by residential
users of heating oil.

--Estimated reductions in refiners' income taxes.
The Treasury Department estimates that refiners
will pass through to consumers only two-thirds of
the equalization tax they have paid and will absorb
one-third. Accordingly, refiners' costs will be
increased, their profits reduced, and their
income tax payments lowered.
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--Reimbursement of State administrative costs. The
act proposes to pay States 7 cents for each check
they issue to certain groups of refund recipients,
which will be deducted from gross revenues. However,
acccrding to the administration, Federal agencies will
IncuLr most of the expenses involved in administering
the refunds and will absorb these costs from existing
budgets. The adminiscration said no eimate of
Federal agencies' costs was available.

Treasury has estimated these amounts for each year
thrk '-h 1985 and intends to reduce the amount available for
refL. to individuals accordingly. Except for deductions
for State administrative expenses (estimated at $10 million
to $15 million a year), data for gross collections, deductions,
and net revenues is shown below for 1980 and 1935.

1980 1985 (note a)

----- (billions)------

Estimated gross collections $11.9 $12.0
Less refunds to residential

users of heating oil -.7 -.8
Less reduced refiners'

income taxes -1.7 -1.8
Amount available for --

refunds to individuals $ 9.5 $ 9.3

a/Does not add because of rounding.

A family of fllr would receive a refund of about $171
in 1980 and $15b in 1985, according to our estimates based
on administration data.

(Problems associated with refunds to users of home
heating oil are discussed on pp. 4.12 through 4.14.)

The administration estimates that refiners will absorb
one-third of the equalization tax because of the pressure
of world markets. This estimate was derived from the price
difference between domestic and foreign refined products
an! other factors. Administration officials said that the
accuracy of the estimate will be verified each year on the
basis of actual experience and that, if too much or too
little is deducted in 1 year, a correction will be made
tae next year to the amount deducted before per capita
payments are made.
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This deduction represents a substantial sum of money--an average of almost $1.6 billion each year between 1978and 1985. For a family of four, this deduction representsalmost $30 a year. Because of the substantial sums involvedand the importance of judgmental and variable factors in theTreasury's estimates, the Congress should take particularnote of this deduction and the administration's proceduresfor assuring that any amounts deducted from per capita pay-ments and retained by the Government are adequatelyjustified.

Methods for refunding equaliza-
tion tax revenues

Net revenues collected from the equalization tax willbe refunded through three means:

--Workers with regular jobs wi' get their refunds
in increments throughout the ear through reduced
withholding of Federal taxes.

--Persons who receive income-transfer payments underSocial Security, Supplemental Security Income,railroad retirement, and Aid to Families with
Dependent Children will receive their paymentsthrough an annual check from the Treasury or aState.

--Other persons may apply to a designated State agencyfor an anaual payment.

This method is inequitable because income-transfer
recipients and unemployed persons will receive payments onlyonce a year, while regular workers will receive a partialrefund with each paycheck. Moreover, the amount ofthe refund will presumably constitute a larger proportion
of their disposable income. For example, a welfare familyof four and the family of an average worker would bothreceive a tctal refund of about $171 in 1980. Althoughthis anount would presumably be more significant to th,,.welfare family, they will have to wait until the end ofthe year before receiving any of the refund, while theworking family will get back about $14 a month. Theadministration said this may be inequitable, but it is notfeasible to provide more frequent refunds to such persons.
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Although the plan prescribes a different payment method
for each of the three groups, these groups are not distinct.
These overlaps include

--Aid to Families with Deprn.ent Children and Social
Security recipients who ork and

--Social Security recipients who also receive
Supplemental Security Income.

According to the administration, the income tax system will
be used as a "net" to insure that all persons filing a tax
-eturn receive the proper refund by granting an additional
credit if too little was paid during the year or by recap-
turing overpayments. The administration estimates that about
82 percent of the populace is covered Ly an income tax return
and will, therefore, fall into this category.

However, this final checkpoint is not available for
the other 18 percent--income-transfer recipients nd other
applicants who file no income tax return. The administration
said that an unduplicated list of Social Security, Suiple-
mental Security Income, and railroad retirement recipieint
(these programs are all federally administered) can he
checked against Treasury's list of taxpayers to detect
duplicate payments. We were also told that Aid to Familier
with Dependent Children recipients and persons who apply
will be asked to certify that they have not otherwise
received a refund.

Our past reviews of eligibility and administrative
controls in such transfer proqrams aa Supplemental Security
Income and Aid to Families with Dependent Children have
revealed management weaknesses which, i not corrected, could
interfere with the Government's efforts to assure that all
persons receive the proper payment.

Price reductions to users of home heatin_ oil

In addition to per capita payments to all citizens,
part of the revenues cl]ected from the equalization tax
will be refunded to home heating oil distributors provided
they certify that heating oil prices to the consumer had
been reduced. Tne purpose of these price reductions
is to prevent a ise in heating oil prices because of
imposition of the tax. However, under this proposal con-
sumers will be payj.ng less for heatin oil and, consequently,
will be less likely to conserve heatirg ol than if the
price reflected che world price of imports. This provision
is a conscious attempt to subsidize ne class of users
and to reduce the conservation impact of the program.
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Administering the proposed heating oil price reduction
program will be a cumbersome task both for the fuel oil
distributors and the Government. According to the
administration, if the equalization tax is implemented,

the increase in heating nil prices will range from 3 cents
to 4.5 cents a gallon in 1960. Distributors will be
required to reduce their residential heating oil prices
by this amount under the proposed price reduction program.
The Government will have a difficult time auditing the
distributors to ascertain whether prices ere actually
reduced for consumers by this amount. It will be difficult
to determine whether distributors' records accurately reflect

the amount of heating oil sold to residential users. Since
it is impracticable to collect data on a customer-by-customer
basis, the administration would probably have to rely on
complaints by individual consumers and spot checks to
verify that prices were reduced by the proper amount.

In computing price reductions for residential users of
heating oil, according to administration officials, it is
impossible to determine, on a consumer-by-consumer basis,
the actual amount of imported heating oil used. owever, in
order to avoid subsidizing the imported heating oil market,

the administration would have to require distributors to deter-
mine the total percentages of domestic and imported heating

oil they sold. The distributors would then provide partial
price reductions to their residential customers based on the
percentage of total domestic heating oil they sold. (Customers
whose distributors use only imported oil would not receive
reductions.)

The proposed program is burdensome for the distributors
because they are required to make reductions in heating oil
prices before a refund is received from the Government. They
may be justified in claiming that residential fuel oil prices
should be reduced by less than the full amount specified by
the administration to account for lost interest and increased
costs to administer the price reductions. Interest will be
lost since the distiibutors will not be reimbursed until the

end of the quarter or, in some cases, the end of the taxable
year.

The proposed program could be inequitable to the extent
consumers use electric power generated from petroleum
products. If they use petroleum generated electricity,
they will be bearing part of the burden of the equalization
tax but--unlike users of home heating oil--will not be
receiving any reduction in their energy costs. In turn,
they will have more of an incentive to conserve than would
residential heating oil users.
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In summary, we believe this program is inconsistent
with the stated conservation policy of the plan in that
price reductions tu residential heating oil users will
likely result in less conservation in this sector of the
heating oil market. Users of home heating oil may deserve
some protection from the equalization tax on that product
because heating oil respresents a very significant expen-
diture in certain parts of this country. Yet protecting
them indefinitely from higher prices is contrary to the
objective of encouraging conservation. Therefore, it would
seem reasonable to phase out the heating oil refund over a
period of time--say 3 to 5 years. This would eliminate the
inconsistency between this provision and the rest of the plan
but would do so gradually and allow home owners a reasonable
opportunity to adjust.

A-note on assumptions

The foregoing analysis and the conclusions that follow
have been based on the administration's assumptions about
increases in world oil prices, the rate of domestic inflation,
production by category, price increases under existing policy,
and so forth.

It should be noted that some of the results are highly
sensitive to changes in the assumptions. For example:

--World oil prices may rise faster than domestic
inflation. If so, equalization tax revenues will
be higher and demand for oil might be reduced more,
relative to a continuation of existing policy.
Moreover, prices for stripper, tertiary, and shale
oil will be igner than under existing policy and
production might be higher.

--If the rate of domestic inflation were to exceed
5.5 percent a year, the gap between the administra-
tion plan and a continuation of existing policy
--in terms of prices to producers for old and new
oil--would be smaller. This is because under current
policy prices to producers, in real terms. are reduced
as the rate of inflation increases; but under the
administration's plan, prices to producers are
tied to the rate of inflation and thL-e would be
no increase in real terms over current levels.
If this were to occur, any tendency for production
of already discovered oil to decline faster under
the plan than under existing policy would be
reduced.
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-- Even in the absence of the plan, existing policies
might not be continued intact through 1985. Existing
legislative price control authority expires in 1981
and subsequent legislation might have limited increases
in the composite price to less than 10 percent. If
allowable prices rose at a lower rate than projected
by the administration, the apparent revenue loss to
producers would be less, and any adverse effect on
production of already discovered oil would be decreased.
On the other hand, prices to consumers would also be
lower, and the plan's effect on prices would be greater.

Conclusions

Because oil constitutes so large a share of this country's
energy use, oil pricing and taxing provisions are essential
elements of a comprehensive energy policy. The pricing
provisions of the administration plan create incentives
for additional exploration and development which are greater
than those now available.. However, the plan's incentives
are not greater than those which would be available if
existing policy were continued through 1985. Hence, the
administration forecasts virtually no change in domestic
production relative to a continuation of existing policy.

Also, the plar will educe revenues to producers for most
oil already discovered and may adversely affect oil companies'
financial ability to support additional exploration. By not
increasing the financial incentives for additional explora-
tion and by reducing companies' financial strength, the plan
fails to come to grips with the problem of increasing domestic
crude oil production.

While we recognize the administrax n's reluctance to
confer windfall profits on the oil industry by increasing
their revenues for already discovered and developed oil.
we believe that means should be sought to increase domestic
supply. Although we have not studied in detail alternative
pricing schemes, we urge the careful evaluation of alterna-
tive methods to achieve the objectives. One of these might
be to tie the price of newly discovered oil to the world
price for the actual yeair in question, rather than to the
1977 world price plus domestic inflation. A fundamental
tenet of the plan is pricing in terms of replacement cost,
but the plan's method of pricing newly discovered oil may
result in prices to the industry which do not fully reflect
the replacement cost. For example, if the world price should
rise by 7.5 percent a year between 1978 and 1985, while dom-
estic inflation is 5,5 Fpercent. as assumed by the administra-
tion, the price for newly discovered oil in 1985 would be
$13.50 a barrel. while the world price would be about $15.80
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(both in 1977 dollars). We are not suggesting, however, that
the price of newly discovered oil be decontrolled completely.
Just as authority would exist to limit the amount of the
equalization tax if world prices rose significantly faster
than domestic inflation, so too could there be standby author-
ity to limit newly discovered oil prices for the same reason.

Although allowing new tertiary production to command
the world price should increase the private sector's efforts
to perfect enhanced recovery techniques, the plan i silent
on a more direct Federal role in crude oil research and
development. Accordingly, we reiterate our previous recom-
mendation that the Government reassess annually the Federal
role and level of effort in enhanced oil and gas recovery
research and development in light of increased oil and gas
prices and industry's willingness to promote new technology. /

The plan says little about increased production
from Federal property. This is especially important because
a substantial proportion of existing oil resources are located
on Federal property: the Outer Continental Shelf, Naval
Petroleum Reserves, Alaska, and so forth. Accordingly, we
reiterate our previous recommendation that the Government
develop an overall exploration plan for OCS areas and itself
finance stratigraphic test drilling for oil and natural gas
in areas where information is needed to complete the
plan and private industry does not plan to drill. 2/

We support the concept of the crude oil equalization
tax because it is important that consumers pay replacement
costs for all cil consumed. It has a psychological
significance which is independent of ts specific effects
on prices and consumption. By assuring that consumers pay
replacement costs, the equalization tax also provides the
underpinning for other policies, such as the oil and natural
gas users tax and natural gas pricing, which--in conjunction
with the equalization tax--shift a substantial amount of
energy use from petroleum to coal and natural gas.
Finally, by raising prices to reflect replacement costs,
the tax increases the range of alternative technologies
ard fuels which are economically viable.

1/"Improvements Needed in the Federal Enhanced il and
Gas Recovery Research, Development, and emcrnstration
Program," EMD-77-3, Jan. 28, 1977.

2/"Domestic Energy Resource and Reserve, Estimates--Uses,
Limitations, and Needed Data," EMD-77-6, Mar. 17, 1977.
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Altho h we support the equalization tax concept, we
have reservations about its administration, especially the
amount of tax revenues which will not oe refunded and the
methods for disbursing payments to the general populace.
In light of the small increase in refined product prices
which is attributable to the equalization tax, the impor-
tance of these refunds is reduced.

Finally, we believe that the refund to users of home
heating oil is ill-advised. Not only does it work against
the plan's overall conservation thrust, but it engenders
serious inequities and administrative problems. If such
a heating oil refund is enacted, we believe that it should
be phased out over a relatively short period of time--to
protect consumers from a sudden increase in heating bills
without continuing this protection indefinitely.

NATURAL GAS PRICTNG

The legislative proposals on natural gas are as follows.

--The intra-interstate distinction ould disappear for
new gas and all new gas sold anywhere in the United
States would be subject to a price limitation of the
British thermal unit equivalent of the average refiner
acquisition cost (before the equalization tx) of
domestic crude oil; this is expected to be about
$1.75 per thousand cubic feet in 1978.

--New gas is defined the same way as newly discovered
oil, i.e., discovered onshore after April 20, 1977, and
more than 2.5 miles from a existing well or more than
1,000 feet deeper than an existing well, or discovered
offshore on leases granted after April 20, 1977.

--C;Lrently flowing gas would have a guaranteed price
certainty with inflationary adjustments.

--Specific categories of high cost natural gas, such as
geupressurized brine and that found in very dep
locations, could have a higher incentive price.

--Interstate gas freed from exiting contracts would
hare a maximum price of $1.42 per thousand cu!ic
feet plus inflation factor; intrastate gas freed
from existing contracts qualifies or new gas prices
($1.75 per thousand cubic feet by 1978).

--The higher gas prices authorized in the plan would be
allocated to industrial and utility users first,
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Residential and small commercial customers would
be the last to experience price increases.

--Synthetic natural gas facilities and companies
selling in the interstate market would be covered by
the Natural Gas Act.

In our report on the implications of deregulating the
price of natural gas 1/, we concluded that due to physical
limitations it was unTikely that higher prices for natural
gas, even under total deregulation. would result in increased
gas supplies over current levels at least through 1985.

Our analysis identified a broad consensus among analysts
of natural gas production regarding the amount of reserves
which would have to be discovered to attain a particular
production level by 1985. For example, if no additional
natural gas reserves were discovered between 1976 and 1985,
domestic production outside of Alaska would fall to about
8 trillion cubic feet (tcf) (4.0 MMB/D of oil equiva-
lent). To bring production up to a level of 15 tcf (7.5
MMB/D of oil equivalent) would require the discovery of an
average of 12 tcf a year of additional reserves over that
10-year period.

Because of experience in natural gas reserve additions
since 1969, half of a 12 tcf average annual reserve addition
would have to result from the discovery of new fields. Over
any extended period since 1945, new field discoveries have
never exceeded 6 tcf a year. Therefore, we concluded that
annual reserve additions of 12 tcf a year would be a maximum
amount one could reasonably count on attaining over the next
10 years. This would exclude gas from sources such as
devonian shale or geopressured zones. Our report indicated
that it was unlikely that there would be significant pro-
duction from such sources by 1985, and we have seen no
evidence since then to alter that conclusion.

The 1985 production levels estimated by the administra-
tion with and without the plan's initiatives would require
sustained reserve additions which, we believe, are unreason-
ably high based on historical experience. The estimated
production levels would require reserve additions without
the plan and with the plan of 16 tcf/ycar and 20 tcf/year,
respectively. On the basis of our previous report, we would

1/"Implications of Deregulating the Price of Natural Gas,"
OSP-76-11, an. 14. 1976.
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conclude such reserve additions and resulting production
to be too high to be used for planning purposes. Specifically,
we would conclude that the estimate of domestic natural gas
production with the plan is overstated by a inimum of
2 tcf/year (1 MMB/D of oil equivalent), which s a little over
10 percent. It is possible that up to 2 tcf of additional
gas might be available by 1985 f currently planned high-Btu
coal gasification plants and the Alaskan North Slope gas
.ipeline are constructed. However, it appears that by 1985
iost of the planned gasification facilities will not be
in operation, and the administration's plan indicates that
it is not planning on receiving gas from Alaska y 1985.
Th , it is doubtful that the 2 tcf overestimate of natural
ga: supplies could be balanced by gas from other sources.
To the extent that production falls short, the difference
would have to be made up by additional imports of oil or
natiral gas or increased conservation.

H'e also are concerned about the feature of the adminis-
tratio-'s plan which would maintain low prices for the resi-
dentiel sector b allocating the full price increase to the
industrial sector. We believe this to be contrary to the
conservation principles n the plan and it certainly works
at cross-purpose to the goal of insulating American homes.
We believe strongly that this feature should be reconsidered.

Finally, one of the objectives of the dministration's
natural gas program is to achieve a better balance between
the interstate and intrastate markets. Here again we believe
the administration has been too optimistic. The current
distribution of supplies between these two markets is about
60-percent interstate and 40-percent intrastate. Background
figures provided to us indicate that the administration is
forecasting that the entire increased production that the
plan is expected to generate (which as explained above is
probably lready too high) will go to the interstate market.
With price par cy between the two markets, it is difficult
to understand how all this product. n would go to the one.
It should also be noted that additional interstate supplies
do not necessarily mean that the new supplies will move
from the major producing States to the consuming States.
There are many interstate customers that are within the
producing States who could share in any increased interstate
supplies. We are not taking issue with this feature. We
believe the merging of the two rarkets with the objective
of balancing supplies to be conrmendable. We are merely
cautioning these who are anticipating large quantities of
additional supplies in the North aiiu East as a result of
this action.
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OTHER OIL AND GAS ACTIONS

Alaskan crude-oil

Alaskan crude oil from already developed fields will be
treated as "new" oil and priced at $11.28 a barrel, adjusted
for subsequent inflation. New discoveries of Alaskan crude
oil will be priced by 1980 at the "newly discovered" price
of $13.50 a barrel plus adjustments for inflation. Until
the entitlements program is fully eliminated by the proposed
crude oil equalization tax in 1980, Alaskan crude oil will
be treated as uncontrolled oil for purposes of the entitle-
ments program. Alaskan crude oil will be exempted from the
equalization tax in order to encourage increased production.

While we have not done any work to date with respect to
the pricing of Alaskan crude oil, we are currently examining
the costs to construct the Alaskan pipeline and lessons
that can be learned to minimize a recurrence of cost overruns
in constructing a gas pipeline. We anticipate a final product
in late 1977.

We plan to initiate an assignment relating to Federal
and State efforts to identify and market energy and mineral
resources in Alaska. In this assignment, we intend to iden-
tify the amount of energy and mineral resources in Alaska,
problems associated with their extraction and marketing,
potential environmental and socioeconomic impacts, and the
extent of Federal and State activity to assure timely develop-
ment of these resources. We anticipate a final product in
late 1978.

It is not clear how Alaskan oil would have been teated
between now and 1985 in the asence of the administration
plan. However, as noted above, if it is assumed that the
price for newly discovered Alaskan oil would have been the
san- as for comparable oil from the lower 48 States, the
plan confers on already discovered Alaskan oil a 1985 price
($11.28 in 1977 dollars) which is less than it might be under
a continuation of existing policy ($13.50 in 1977 dollars).

Exemption of Alaskai oil from the equalization tax,
according to the administration, is designed to counterbalance
the large costs of transporting Alaskan oil to the contin-
ental United States. The following table shows how wellhead
prices to producers would be determined under the plan for
eAisting discoveries with and without the tax and for new
Discoveries. These figures apply to years after 1980 when
tl. equalization tax would be fully in effect.
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Existing discoveries New
With-tax Without tax discoveries

---------(in 1977 dollars)----------

Refiners would be
willing to pay up
to the world price of $13.50 $13.50 $13.50Less transportation -5.50 -5.50 -5.50

Less equalization tax -2.22

Wellhead price to
producers $ 5.78 $ 8.00 $ 8.00Maximum allowable
wellhead price $11.28 $11.28 $13.50

Note: This example does not include minor differentials
between te actual price of Alaskan oil and other oil
due to qu-aity differences and transportation other
than through the Alaskan pipeline. The transportation
charge shown is the approximate midpoint between the
$6 tariffs filed by the oil companies and the $5
acceptable range announced by the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

Thus, exempting existing discoveries frc., the equaliza-
tion tax will raise the wellhead price by $2.22, to $8.00 abarrel in 1977 dollars. However, this will also be the well-
head price of new discoveries. Only if world prices were $16.78
or more (in 1977 dollars) would the wellhead price of new
discoveries be greater than that of existing discoveries.

Exempting existing discoveries from the tax was intended
to increase producers' profits and provide more capital to
finance future exploration. however, as shown in the above
table, the exemption also raises producers' per barrel reve-
nues from existing discoveries to the level they would
receive from new discoveries. Therefore, producers' per
barrel revenues will be higher for new discoveries than foralready discovered oil in the lower 48 States but not in
Alaska.

Treatment of Alaskan oil as foreign oil for purposes of
the entitlements program will increase producers' revenues
because purchasers of such oil will not also be required to
purchase entitlements. Even though the entitlements pro-
gram will be replaced by the crude oil equalization tax by
1980, this benefit for Alaskan oil will continue because suchoil will be exempt from the tax.
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There are environmental hazards relating to existing

and potential exploration, production, and transportation

of Alaskan crude oil. The administration should have assur-
ance that steps are taken to minimize damage to the environ-

ment which may be caused by the production and transportation
of the crude oil produced. Besides identifying other problems

relating to the extraction and marketing of Alaskan energy

and mineral resources, our planned study should help identify

current and potential environmental problems with respect
to producing Alaskan crude oil.

Elk Hills production

Legislation will be sought to limit production from Elk

Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve to a ready reserve level at

least until the West-to-East transportation system for
moving the Alaskan oil surplus is in place or until Calif-

ornia refiners have completed a major refinery retrofit
program to enable more Alaskan oil to be used on the West
Coast.

Elk Hills is one of three Naval petroleum reserves.

There is a fourth petroleum reserve in Alaska which is under

the auspices of the Interior Department. We have issued

two reports 1/ 2/ on these reserves in which we identified a

need for reliabTe resource estimates and clear statements
of how the reserves will be used.

In March 17, 175, testimony before the House Ways ad

Means Committee, we advocated developing two of the Naval

reserves (including Elk Hills) as part of a national emer-

gency energy reserve and recommended that the reserve in

Alaska be fully explored for eventual commercial leasing if

the exploration results warrant it. Subsequently, the Naval

Petroleum Reserves Production Act of 1976 provided that

oil from Elk Hills and two other reserves be produced and

sold on the open market.

1/"Followup Review of the Naval Petroleum Reserve,'
LCD-75-321, July 29, 1975.

'/"Management of and Plans for the Naval Petroleum Reserve,"

'CD-76-313, May 14, 1976.
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Howevel, as pointed out in our report on markets for
Alaskan oil 1/, several documents have estimated that excess
Alaskan crude oil on the West Coast could range from 300,000
to 800,000 barrels a day in 1978. Production from Elk Hills
would add to such a surplus. If such an oil surplus were to
occur on the West Coast and there were no practical way to
transport the oil east, then we would concur that production
from Elk Hills should be limited.

Shale oil

The administration's plan is to allow shale oil producers
to receive the world price of oil because of the high risks
and costs involved in shale oil development.

In our report dealing with Federdl assistance for
financing of the commercialization of emerging energy technol-
ogies 2, we concluded that, at the present time, synthetic
fuels production--including shale oil--while technically
feasible with first generation technologies, is not cost
eftective. We recommended that such technologies receive
a high priority for Government R&D to develop more advanced
and efficient technologies.

We are currently reviewing the Energy Research and
Development Administration's (ERDA's) Fossil Energy
Demonstration Program, including the direction of ERDA's
management of shale oil development efforts. This report
is expected to be issued in late 1977.

While we would not disagree with the administration's
proposal (since shale oil is not expected by many estimates
to be competitive with the current world price of oil), it
is highly unlikely that any increased production will cccur
as a result of the proposal.

Oil stockpile

The administration calls for the expansion of the Stra-
tegic Petroleum Reserve from the one-half billion barrels out-
lined in FEA's December 15, 176, Strategic Petroleum Reserve

/"'Survey of Publications on Exploration, Development, and
Delivery of Alaskan Oil to Market," EMD-77-11, Jan. 14,
1977.

2/See footnote 1/ on p. 4.3.
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Plan to 1 billion barrels. Under the assumption that the
reserve is designed to supply about 3.3 MMB/D, a 1 billion
barrel reserve would last at least 10 months. The administra-
tion's plan states that the reason for the expansion is
to have the reserve large enough to impose substantial revenue
losses on countries imposing an embargo, and to enable the
United States to deal with the consequences of any supply
interruption.

We first supported the concept of national petroleum
reserves in March 1975 in testimony before the House Ways
and Means Committee, and have been monitoring the development
of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve since early 1976. In a
February 1977 report 1/ on the subject, we discussed questions
in three key areas concerning FEA's December 1976 Statgic
Petroleum Reserve Plan which we believe need firther analysis.

--Is a Strategic Petroleum Reserve of the type outlined
in FA's plan needed?

--If so, how will the oil be purchased to fill it?

--What ways other than general tax revenues are avail-
able to finance a Strategic Petroleum Reserve?

These questions were again discussed in a June 1977
joint letter we wrote with FEA to the Chairman, House Subcom-
mittee on Energy and Power, which stated both our position
and FEA's position on the issues.

FEA's p'rn calls for the creation of a new entralized,
Government-owned and controlled reserve. Our report stated
that we believe use of existing industry crude il and product
stocks for the reserve was not given sufficient consideration
by FEA. As reported to the International Energq Agency, U.S.
industries maintain stocks equivalent to 120 days of imports
(about 720 million barrels of oil). We believe that to the
extent the industry stockpile could be used, the need for a
Government-owned reserve would be reduced,

In the June 1977 letter, FEA agreed that a thorough
analysis of the implications of using industry inventories

as a partial substitute for Government-owned stocks is needed.
FEA stated that they are now undertaking a major study to try
to obtain a better inderstanding regarding the ability to

1/"Issues Needing Attention in Developing the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve," EMD-77-20, Feb. 16, 1977.
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draw down these inventories. They further stated that if the
analysis indicates that substantial industry inventories
are available in offsetting an interruption, it will be
reflected in future recommendations or amendments to the
reserve plan.

FEA's plan stated that they will acquire the oil to fill
the reserve on the open market at near the national average
composit- price. FEA ruled out the purchase of royalty oil 1/
produced from Outer Continental Shelf and onshore Federal
leases primarily because it believes it would have an
adverse financial impact on small refiners now relying on
access to royalty oil. In our February 1l77 report, we
stated that as long as price controls remain in effect,
royalty oil could be purchased for the reserve at signifi-
cantly less thar. the national average composite price and,
thus, at significant program savings. We also stated that
royalty oil could be acquired with little or no adverse
financial impact on refiners on the basis that the entitle-
ments program enerally equalizes the price of oil among
refiners.

The administration's plan calls for a continuation of
price controls. It phases out the entitlements program but
phases in a crude oil equalization tax which will virtually
accomplish the same objectives as the entitlements program.
As a result of the equalization tax, if royalty oil were used
for the reserve, the total price to be paid by refiners will
still be equal and. therefcre, little or no adverse financial
impact would result to small refiners currently receiving
royalty oil.

FEA's plart ruled out use of Naval petroleum reserve oil
from Elk Hills because it believes it would be more expensive
than the national average composite price during price con-
trols and would also offer no price advantage under decontrol
since it is sold competitively without price controls and is
located a great distance from the expected Strategic Reserve
locations. In our February report we acknowledged that,
under price controls, Elk Hills oil will be more expensive,
blt that this would not be the case under decontrol because
tne cost of West Coast crude has traditionally been below
the average domestic decontrolled price.

1/Oil produced under Federal leases for which the producers
pay royalties to the Government.
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In the June letter, FEA stated that they con inue to

believe that the use of royalty oil will have an adverse

financial impact on small refiners, and that Elk Hills oil

is being considered for the reserve and will be used if it

is found to be competitive with oil from other sources. In

any event, FEA has contracted with the Defense Fuel Supply

Center to assist it in procuring oil for the reserve on the

open market ana has amended its entitlements program in

order that this oil can be purchased at near the national

average composite price. Delivery of the first 2 million

barrels will begin in July 17i, according to FEA's June

plan amendment.

FEA's plan did not explicitly state how the reserve

will be financed; however, it implied that the reserve will

be funded from general revenues. We believe that consider-

ation should be given to having those ,-' will benefit

directly rom the reserve bear its cos In our vie- his

can be accomplished through imposition of a user fee, such

as a tariff on imported oil or an excise tax on gasoline.

FEA has stated that they are analyzing various options for

funding the reserve and indicated this fact again in the

June letter. However, to date, all funding has come from

general revenues.

Our ongoing work concerning the Strategic Petroleum

Reserve includes (1) a review of the cost and feasibility

of salt cavern storage, which is the primary type of storage

chosen by FEA for the reserve, (2) a survey of FEA's planning

for transporting the oil to the reserve, and (3) a review

of FEA's justification for the size of the reserve. We intend

to initiate assignments concerning the extent to which industry

inventories could be used to satisfy the reiuirLments of

the reserve, and the need for a regional petroleum reserve

as part of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve.

Liuefied naturalgas (LNG)

The administration's plan proposes that the Energy

Resources Council's guidelines to limit LNG imports to 2

tcf/year be replaced by a more flexible policy that will

provide for a case-by-case analysis of each project. Strict

siting criteria would foreclose the location of future tanker

docks in densely populated areas.

In a report 1/ issued October 175, we addressed the

role of imported LNG in the U.S. energy picture. The report

discussed some of the limitations of LNG imports that must

be dealt with, such as the potential capital costs; the bal-

ance of payments outflow; and the similarity of political,

economic, and security risks associated with oil imports.
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We have three studies in progress which address aspectsof LNG imports. The first is an examination of the need forand available options concerning a national policy o LNu
imports. The second assesses thp potential dangers associated
with transporting ana storing LNG, liquefied petroleum as,and naphtha and reviews Government planning and regulatory
roles to protect the public. The third is a case study
of the effects on project costs of delays in approving LNG
shipments from Indonesia to the United States.

While we agree wi t maintaining a flexible posture, we
nevertheless believe there is a need for a policy which
recognizes the potential dangers of LNG imports, in termsof safety and exposure to import disruptions as well as other
problems. Although we are not in a position to recommend
that LNG imports should be limited to a particular amount,
we believe the issue of whether there should be such a policy
warrants further study by the Congress and the executive
branch. Our onnoing study will assist in this regard.

The administration is forecasting that LN imports willdecrease if the plan is implemented front 1.2 tcf without the
plan to 0.6 tcf in 1b5. This is based on the assumption thatthe market intervention and regulatory features of the plan
will limit natural gas demand in the industrial sector and
the supply thus "freed up" will be consumed in the residential
sector, thereby obviating the need for increased LNG imports.
There appears to be an assumption that natural gas will be
demand limited in 1965, which is difficult to understand givenits high value from a handling and environmental standpoint.
coupled with tne fact that the administration would keep theprice of natural gas below the price of other fuels.

We believe that the estimate of LNG imports of 0.6 tcfin 1985 is unrealistically low in the absence of further
Government initiatives, such as import quotas for natural gas.In 1976, imports were about 0.5 tcf, and current industry pro-posals already total more than 1.2 tcf.

Synthetic natural gas (manufactured
fromet o eum feedstocks)

The administration's plan states that the Nation'ssynthetic natural gas policy is unsatisfactory because it
favors the allocation of naphtha and other synthetic natural

12/"Natural Gas Shortages: The Role of Imported Liquefied
Natural Gas," ID-76-14, ct. 17, 1975.
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gas feedstocks to the petrochemical industry, and effectively
precludes their use by gas utilities. Such a policy dis-
courages the construction of synthetic natural cs plants.

During the 1976-77 winter, 13 synthetic natural gas
?lants were in operation. These plants provided the addition-
i1 margin of natural gas supply that kept residential users
in several areas of the Nation from being curtailed during
the coldest months of the winter.

The administration's plan will establish a ederal task
force to identify those areas of the country where a limite
number of additional synthetic natural gas plants should be
built to help meet the critical peakload needs of natural
gas users over the next 5 to 7 years. The plan would give
those plants approved by the task force priority for
petroleum feedstocks.

We have a study in progress on the availability and use
of alternative fuels to alleviate natural gas shortages.
Based upon the information obtained during our study, it
appears that additional synthetic natural gas plants would
be built if natural gas utilities were assured of feecstock
to operate the plants. However. it not clear whether the
quantities of feedstock needed to operate any additional
plants can be diverted without creating shortages in either
the petrochemical or gasoline markets.

Gas development

The administration's plan states that efforts to develop
gis from devonian shale and geopressured zones will be
e:panded. In a recent report 1/, we pointed out that as
much as 500 to 600 tcf of gas, which is not commercially
producible with current extraction technology, may be locked
in the devonian shale formations of Appalachia. ERDA is
conducting research aimed at developing and demonstrating
enhanced (advanced) recovery techniques to recover this
gas. We reported. however, that because of the low ace
of ERDA's enhanced gas recovery demonstration schedule and

1/See footnote 1/ on p. 4.16.
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the lack of fundamental recovery technology, it is likely
that enhanced gas recovery technologies would not make a
considerable contribution to the national gas supply before
the late 1980s.

The administration states that a number of wells will
be drilled and advanced recovery will be tested to evaluate
the technology and economic viability of eastern devonian
shale deposits. At the time of our report, a few of ERDA's
enhanced gas recovery tests had been completed; however, the
results had been disappointing because little additional gas
had been produced.

Although industry and Government experts estimate that
as much as 500 to 600 tcf of natural gas may exis in the
devonian shale, these estimates are highly speculative.
Until recently, little attention had been paid to the poten-
tial devonian shale resources.

Historically, icw wellhead prices for gas have provided
little incentive for dveloping enhanced gas recovery
technology. Therefore, more research is needed for natural
gas recovery processes.

The administration's policy recognizes the importance
of price in developing new gas supplies by authorizing the
establishment of higher incentive pricing levels for specific
categories of high cost gas. At the present time, however,
good etimates are not available as to what price will be
required to extract currently nonccmmercial devonian shale
gas. Undoubtedly, the price will be high. Resolving the
economic uncertainties of enhanced gas recovery technology
depends uDon a better understanding of the resource charac-
teristics and enhanced gas recovery technology. Because
the eventual resolution of these critical factors is highly
uncertain, the contribution that gas from devonian shale
can make is also uncertain.

The ad.ninistraticn's plan also calls for Federal research
and development programs on gas from eopressured zones to
be greatly accelerated in hope of adding significantly to the
Nation's near- and mid-term gas supply. Under the plan, ERDA
would assess the dissolved gas potential in the geopressured
zones along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico. The proposed
research program is designed to pro-ide a reliable assessment
of this resource and to help resolve corrosion and other
problems associated with it. Significant environmental and
institutional barriers to extensive development of the geo-
pressured resource will also be examined.
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The methane in the geopressured zones is believed to be
large on the basis of geological information obtained from
petroleum operations. Nevertheless, because of tchnological
problems associated with resource exploration and assessment,
energy extraction and utilization, the potential environmental
effects, and economic uncertainties concerning reservoir
producibility and longevity, geopressured zones have not to
date attracted much commercial activity. The administrata-
tion's proposal to accelerate research and development pro-
grains on gas from geopressured zones is consistent with our
conclusions in prior reports that additional research and
development is needed to develop geopressure resources.

Outer Continental Shelf

The administration's plan supports the amendments now
being considered by the Congress to amend the Outer Continen-
tal Shelf (OCS) Lands Act which would provide additional
authority to ensure that OCS development is consistent
with national energy policies, particularly by providing
for a flexible leasing program using bidding systems that
enhance competition, assure a air return to the public,
and promote full employ.nent of OCS resources.

We issued two major reports 1/ 2/ during the 94th
Congress dealing with various aspects of the Department
of the Interior's efforts to develop OCS resources. These
reports were directed largely at difficulties in achieving
the previous administration's leasing objectives. We con-
cluded that (1) the acreage leasing goals were unrealistic
and did not consider national energy goals and olans, (2)
shortages of materials, equipment, manpower, and capital can
limit the timing of OCS production, and (3) a Government-
directed exploring program is essential because information
on reserves is inadequate and hinders proper tract selection
and valuation.

l/"Outlook or Federal Goals to Accelerate Leasing of Oil
and Gas Resources on the OCS," RED-75-343, Mar. 19, 1975.

2/"OCS Oil and Gas Development--Improvements Needed in
Determining Where to Lease and at What Dollar Value,"
RED-75-359, June 30, 1975.
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In a recent report to the 95th Congress 1/ on OCS Sale 35

in California, we noted that the Interior's policy of leasing

OCS resources as quickly as possible resulted in selecting

and valuing lands for lease without having adequate data

on the potential OCS resources. Of the 231 tracts offered
for lease in this sale

-- 55 percent were in water depths exceeding present

technological capabilities to produce from platforms;

--22 percent were selected solely to meet an acreage

goal, even though the Interior believed that these

tracts had little resource development potential; and

--91 percent were rated "DR by the Geological Survey.

A "D" rating means inadequate data exists for

determining resource potential. In later evaluations

of these tracts, the presale values assigned by the
Interior indicated that it believed that 85 percent

of the tracts contained either ;no resources or insuf-
ficient resources to make the tracts economically

attractive.

We recommended that the Interior (1) direct an exploration

program to provide a systematic plan for appraising and

selecting OCS tracts, (2) encourage private industry to

explore areas identified in the plan, and (3) take necessary

actions, including public financing, to obtain needed data

on land not explored by industry. In addition, the Interior

should limit lease offers to those tracts on which sufficient

data has been collected. In a related report 2/, we

recommended that the Interior, as part of deveTcping a system-

atic appraisal plan, evaluate its policy of restricting

onstructure exploratory drilling.

Proposed legislation (S. 9 and H.R. 1614) has beer

introduced into the 95th Congress which would direct the

Secretary of the Interior to conduct a survey program of OCS

oil and gas resources. In March 1977 we testified before

the House Select Committee on OCS and the Senate Energy and

1/"Outer Continental Shelf Sale #35--Proolems In Selecting

and Evaluating Land to Lease," EMD-77-19, Mar. 7, 1977.

2,"Department of Interior Should Conduct a Cost Benefit

Analysis cf a Systematic Exploration Program and a

Study of Its On-Structure Exploratory Drilling Policy,"

EMD-77-29, Mar. 7. 1977.
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Natural Resources Committee on this legislation. We testi-
fied that such legislation would alleviate problems discussed
in our Sale 35 report, specifically Section 208 which would
provide for an OCS leasing program that will identify size,
timing, and location of leasing to meet national goals and
to insure receipt of fair market value for the oil and gas
owned by the Federal Government.

OCS development has brought considerable oppoe£ on from
coastal States and other private interests resulting in some
delays in lease sales. There are many environmental and
socioeconomic questions yet to be answered, and in our view.
these issues have not received adequate consideration in the
past. Spills have occurred, and less consideration seems to
be given to the long-term impact of lease decisions on marine
life and on the socioeconomics of a particular area. The
impact on nearby cities can be significant and land-use
becomes a consideration because of onshore activities that
accompany offshore development. One recent sale on the East
Coast, for example, was canceled by a court 1/ primarily for
environmental reasons. In another recent study 2/, we con-
cluded that the Interior Department used inadequate data to
select and evaluate lands for leasina.

In two ongoing studies we are currently reviewing (1)
the conflicts among various groups--Federal, State, local,
and industry--on OCS development and the need for environmental
data and (2) the problems associated with existing OCS pipe-
lines and their implicaticns for the frontier OCS areas. We
plan to begin a study of the usefulness of baseline and moni-
toring rograms for protecting the environment and managing
the OCS leasing program.

In addition, in response to questions raised by Commit-
tee members during our testimony on energy reorganization
before the Senate Committee on Government Affairs, we further
elaborated on the suggested division f responsibility
between the Secretary of the Interior and the new Secretary
of Energy regarding the leasing of public lands for the
development of energy resources. In essence, we stated that

1/Natural Resources Defense Council vs. The Secretary of
the Interior; re Sale #40; Civil No. 76-6-1229; U.S.
District court, Eastern District of New York (1976).

2/"Outer Continental Shelf Sale 40--Inadequate Data Used to
Select and Evaluate Lands to Lease," EMD-77-51, June 26,
1977.
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all responsibility and personnel engaged in the leasing of
energy resources on public lands should be transferred to
the new Department of Energy and that the Secretary of the
Interior should be given the responsibility for making the
determination, with respect to specific areas, of whether
leasing for energy resource development was the highest
and best use of public lands.

We suggested that the Secretary of Energy provide to the
Secretary o the Interior complete information on planned
leasing schedules and specific tracts to be leased within
a scheduled area. We stated that the Secretary of the
Interior should have up to 120 days from receipt of the
information to complete his evaluation. We believe that
the basis for the Secretary of the Interior's decision should
be made public and his decision should be final. The Secre-
tary of Energy, however, should -authorized to refer the
issue in question to the President for final resolution at
his discretion.

Our reasons are as follows:

--The energy mineral leasing function is essentially
energy related and, as such, should be included in the
Department of Energy. This will allow the management
of this function to be more closely integrated with
overall energy policy and goals. The importance of
such an interface is underlined by the fact that the
public lands are estimated to contain most of our
remaining domestic oil, natural gas, and coal
supplies.

--The Secretary of the Interior would be in a stronger
position to examine specific leasing decisions of the
Department of Energy from an environmental/multiple-
use perspective. We believe that the Interior Secre-
tary can better emphasize the environmental/multiple-
use consideration with the leasing function removed
from his area of responsibility since the predominant
mission of the Interior will be environmental/multiple
use and the Secretary can more fully raise these
issues without conflict with collateral energy manage-
ment responsibilities.

--The Secretary of the Interior would be far less suscep-
tible to direct pressures of the energy industry,
thereby creating a better system of checks and balances
energy and competing interests. Such independent
checks are essential in v.ew of the broad powers
authorized for the Department of Energy.
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--The visibility of the decisionmaking process would be
much greater. Issues would be raised to cabinet level,
rather than at lower levels in the Department of the
Interior, which has traditionally been the case.

Gasoline decontrol

The administration has found that there is no longer a
shortage of crude oil and refined petroleum products, with
the exception of propane. In many ways, the supply side of
the market has returned to near the pre-embargo levels which
prevailed in 1972. Therefore, the following products have
been exempted from the pricing and allocation regulations:

--Residual fuel oil on June 1, 1976.

--Middle distillates, which include home heating oil,
on July 1, 1976.

-- Naphtha, gas oils, greases, lubricants, certain
petroleum fedstocks, and other speciality products
on September 1, 1976.

--Naphtha base jet fuel on October 1, 1976.

In January 1977, the previous administration forwarded to the
Congress a proposal to exempt gasoline from price controls.
However, the proposal was withdrawn by the present administra-
tion before the 15-day congressional disapproval period had
elapsed.

At the end of the peak driving season in the fall, the
administration plans to propose to the Congress that gasoline
be exempted from price and allocation controls. If the Con-
gress does not disapprove the proposal within 15 days of
continuous session, the proposal becomes effective. The
administration reserves the right to reimpose controls on
gasoline if it deems that reimposition is necessary to
preserve an economically sound and competitive gasoline
market.

To maintain competition in the gasoline marketplace,
administration officials said they would support legislation
similar to the "dealer day in court" bill, H.R. 130, that
would protect service station dealers from arbitrary can-
cellation of their leases by major oil suppliers. Such
legislation is not part of the proposed National Energy Act.

The administration is currently devising a monitoring
system whereby price and allocation controls could be
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reimposed if gaboli.e prices rose above a predetermined
"trigger" level. As soon as the mechanics of the system
have been finalized, the system will be published in the
Federal Register for public comment and public hearings
will be held.

We have not performed any work specifically or. tis
subject. However, we are currently examining FEA's system
for monitoring heating oil prices--which were decontrolled on
July 1, 1976. FEA collects heating oil price information
from a survey of 600 firms and compares it to an index price,
which is FEA's best estimate of what heating oil prices
would have been had they remained under price controls.
If the average of the survey prices exceeds the index price,
FEA holds hearings to decide what actions need to be taken
to bring the price level down to the index level. Our final
report, to be issued in late summer 1977, may be useful to
the Congress and the administration n deciding whether to
adopt a gasoline monitoring systeii similar to the one
currently used for heating oil. Our findings with respect
to the heating oil monitoring system could aid in the
establishment of a more effective gasoline monitoring system.

There are contrasting viewpoints with respect to the
effects of gasoline decontrol. One view is that the demand
for gasoline is relatively price inelastic and tat the
price of gasoline could rise significantly if decontrolled.
Estimates of the increase to the base price resulting from
decontrol range from 3 to 7 cents per gallon. Since it
appears that profits from crude oil production will not be
rising as quickly in the future as in the past, oil companies
may have a greater interest in increasing the profit mrgin
at the retail level.

Another viewpoint s that gasolihe prices have not
reached the maximum allowable level under price controls,
due to competitive pressure. Industry officials state tiat
under controls, they have surpluses of gasoline and have et
prices on the basis of market forces. They contend that
exemption from regulations will not result in inequitable
gasoline prices for any class of users.

We support the decontrol of gasoline prices on a trial
basis. However, we believe gasoline prices should be moni-
tored closely to insure that there are no unjustified price
increases. We also support the administration's authority
to reimpose price controls in the event of unreasonable price
increases.
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Transportation study

The resident will create a commission to study the

Nation's nergy transportation needs and to make recommenda-

tions to him by the end cf this year. With increased supplies

of OCb oil and gas, as well as anticipated increases in

coal production, the Nation needs to reassess its energy
transportation system.

We briefed the National Transportation Policy Study
Commission on November 19, 1976, and presented alternatives

for their consideration on study plans and organizational
structures. The Commission, established by the Feaeral Aid

Highway Act of 1976, is charmed with a study of the Nation's

transportation needs and policies in order to recommend

appropriate transportation policies for the United States.

We have issued a report 1/ on the cost of two major oil

spills. A barge which sank in the Chesapeake Bay in February
1976 was estimated to cost $1.3 million and the Argo Merchant

which sank off Massachusetts in December 1976 was estimated
at $5.2 million. These are short-term costs; long-term
effects will not be known for some time.

We are also reviewing the safety of oil shipping and

transfer operations on the Delaware Bay and the Coast Guard's

preparedness for cleanup and containment of oil spills.
Respectively, these reports are expected to be issued August
1977 and May 1978.

The President's proposed commission to study the Nation's

energy transportation needs may duplicate part of the purpose

and charter of the National Transportation Policy Study
Commission. Although we have no objection to studing

energy transportation needs separately from other transpota-
tion needs, both studies should be carefully coordinated
to insure balanced analyses of needs according to priorities.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Oil pricing and taxing

Because oil constitutes so large a share of this

country's energy use, oil pricing and taxing provisions

are essential elements of a comprehensive energy policy.

1/"Total Costs Resulting from Two Major Oil Spills,"

CED-77-71, June 1, 1977.
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While the pricing initiatives in the administration's plan
provide greater production incentives than now available, they
are no greater than would exist in 1985 with a continuation
of current policy. Moreover, the plan will reduce revenues
to producers and thereby may reduce capital availability
for further exploration and production. Not surprisingly
in view of the above, the administration estimate; that
the plan will result in virtually no increase in oil produc-
tion. By not ncreasing the financial incentives for addi-
tional exploration, the plan fails to come to grips with the
problem of increasing domestic crude oil production.

The effect of the plan is also expected to be quite small
on consumer prices and demand over current policy. Petroleum
product prices are expected to average only 2-percent higher
under the plan than they would be if current policy were
extended through 1985. We are also concerned that the rebate
procedures for the wellhead taxes may be administratively
cumbersome and may result in duplicate payments in some
cases. There is no question that there are inequities in
the sense that tnose who are supported by public assistance
will receive the refund only once a year while those who are
employed will have lower withholding throughout the year.

We support the concept of pricing oil at its replacement
value and we share a concern for windfall profits. However,
the proposed program has several shortcomings which should
be overcome if possible. While we have not studiel the
effects of all alternatives, we urge the careful evaluation
of alternative methods of achieving the objectives. One of
these might be to allow newly discovered oil to receive the
world price or the actIal year in question rather than the
1977 world price plus domestic inflation. Standby authority
could be retained in the event world prices increased
unreasonably quickly.

We believe that the refund to users of home heating oil
works against the plan's overall conservation tnrust and
it engenders serious inequities and administrative problems.
We recommend, therefore, that it be approved for only a
brief period of time and phased out to protect consumers
from a sudden increase in heating bills without continuing
the protection indefinitely.

Natural gas

We believe that the administration has overestimated the
amount of natural gas that will be produced in 1985 by about
1.5 to 2.0 tcf--about 10 percent. This conclusion is based
on an analysis of the amount of reserve additions that are
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reui"red to sustain a given level of production and the
experience that has been observed with regard to reserve
additions over the past 30 years. To the extent that natural
gas production falls short of expectations, the difference
will have to be made up by either more oil or natural gas
imports or additional conservation.

As is the case with the home heating oil rebate, we
believe the plan to keep the prices of natural gas to residen-
tial users lower than to the industrial sector is contrary
to the principles of conservation and replacement pricing.
We do not recommend such a policy. Since natural gas is
sold in long-term contracts, the increased prices will be
absorbed slowly, so there is no need for temporary protection
against precipitous price increases.

Liquified natural gas

We believe that the administration has understated the
amount of LNG that will be imported under its plan. The
plan is to remote all limitations on LNG iimports and to
review each case on a case-by-case basis. Imports are
estimated to remain virtually constant at 0.5 to 0.6 tcf
through 1985. This is apparently under the assumption that
natural gas will be demand limited by 1985 and the additional
imports will not be required.

We believe this to be unlikely. First, natural gas is
a desirable commodity relative to other fuels due to handling
and environmental reasons. Second, as noted above, we expect
that domestic production has been overestimated and to some
extent the difference may be made up by additional LNG
imports. Finally, new projects already contemplated, if
implemented, total well over 1,2 tcf per year.
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CHAPTER 5

COAL

The administration's plan states that, even with vigorous
conservation, America's demand for energy will continue to
grow. During the remainder of this century, the Nation will
have to rely mainly on conventional sources of energy to
meet its demand. The administration's plan relies heavily
on its regulatory, economic, environmental, and research and
development policies to stimulate expanded use of coal to help
fill the growing gap created by (1) rising demand and (2) rela-
tively stable or declining production of oil and gas.

The administration estimates that the plan would increase
the use of coal in 1985 to 1.2 billion tons. Without the plan,
the administration estimates that coal production will reach
1 billion tons in 1985. This amounts to increases of 565
and 365 million tons above the 1976 level of coal production
with and withouc the plan, respectively. In our ongoing re-
view on .S. coal development, we discuss the implications of
reaching coal production levels of about 1 billion tons by
1985, the level the administration estimates the Nation will
achieve without its plan. We plan to issue the report in Au-
gust 1977. Our work indicates that there are many problems
which will need resolution to increase U.S. coal production
and use to the administration's base case estimates, the le-
vel projected that the Nation will achieve without the plan.
These problems include, among other things, the need for

--capital to upgrade large portions of the Nation's rail-
roads, particularly in the eastern States, together
with the need to expand existing capabilities;

-- congressional resolution of uncertainty concerning the
issue of rights-of-way for slurry pipelines;

--improved labor relations to prevent disruptions due to
wildcat strikes, together with the need for improved
miner health and safety conditions, recruitment, and
training;

--greater manpower and equipment productivity;

-- accelerated Federal research to determine the health
and environmental effects of burning greater amounts
of coal; and

--less costly and more reliable technology to control air
pollution from coal ourning facilities.
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For the most part, these problems constrain the current
and potential demand for coal. Our work on coal leads us to
agree with the administration that coal is not mainly supply
constrained. Barring strikes and the like, the coal industry
is capable of increasing production to the administration's
base case estimates of 1 billion tons in 1985 and conceivably
to 1.2 billion tons in 1985, the level the administration
estimates it will achieve with the plan. However, unless the
above problems are dealt with by the administration, coal pro-
duction and use will not increase as projected in its base
case.

The administration estimates that coal production and
use will increase 200 million tons by 3.985 as a resulL of the
plan, which corresponds to 2.3 MMB/D of oil equivalent in oil
and gas savings. We believe the problems we have listed
could also affect the coal production increases and re-
sulting oil and gas savings estimated for the plan.

The administration's plan recognizes the need for

--a regulatory program to require coal use by utilities
and large industries, with allowances for exceptions;

-- an oil- and as-users tax and ret _/investment tax
credit system to provide an economic stimulus to con-
vert to coal;

--an environmental policy for coal to achieve its energy
goals without endangering the public health or degrad-
ing the environment; and

--a research program for coal conversion, mining, and
pollution control technology.

Although the administration's plan recognizes and deals
with some of the constraints to increased coal production, it
has omitted actions to deal with transportation, productivity,
and other constraints that we have identified as potentially
hindering the achievement of 1 billion tons of coal pro-
duction in 1985. We believe the administration's plan for
coal should be expanded considerably to deal with the prob-
lems we have identified if it hopes to achieve even the levels
it indicates can be achieved without the plan.

COAL CONVERSION REGULATORY POLICY

This policy would prohibit industry--Major Fuel Burning
Installations (MFBIs)--and utilities from burning natural gas
or petroleum in new boilers, with limited environmental and
economic exceptions. Existing facilities with coal-burning
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capability could be prohibited from burning petroleum or gasand, with limited exceptions, no utility would be permitted toburn natural gas after 1990. The burden of proof would be onthe utility or industry to show why it cannot construct coal-fired facilities instead of gas- or oil-fired facilities.

Utilities burning coal would be required to obtain a per-mit to shift to petroleum or gas. Utilities burning gas wouldalso be required to obtain a permit to shift to petroleum.
MFBIs are not required to obtain permits to shift to petrole-um or gas.

The failures of the current coal conversion program arediscussed in our ongoing review on U.S. coal development.
Our tentative conclusions are that present and prospectivecircumsta.nces do not make a shift to substantially greaterreliance cn coal inevitable. Over the next decade or so.changes of greater significance will need to occur if morecoal is to be used for electric power generation. Among otnerthings, changes are needed in pollution control technol JY andcosts and transportation costs and flexibility.

The current coal conversion program, which the adminis-tration's plan would amend, has not lived up to the expecta-tions principally due to the difficulty and cost of burningcoal in compliance with clean air standards. Other problems,such as administrative problems, have also contributed to thefailure of the current coal conversion program. The administra-tion's plan attempts to address the cost difficulties throughan oil and gas users tax and a rebate/investment tax creditsystem. Environmental problems are recognized in tte pro-posed coal conversion program by providing for exceptions onenvironmental grounds. Administrative problems are addressedby transferring the burden of proof to potential converters.

Comparison of-administration's

converiThnro2gram

The administration's plan would replace FEA's existingcoal conversion program, authorized by the Energy Supply andEnvironmental Coordination Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-319,June 22, 1974)(ESECA). Another coal conversion bill, S. 977,is also designed to replace the current ESECA program.

Both the administration's plan and S. 77 would modifythe current program by requiring the utility or industry toshow why a new facility cannot be constructed to use coal.A major difference between the two proposals is that theadministration's plan calls for a prohibition of natural gasin existing powerplants by 1990, whereas . 977 would ban
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natural gas or petroleum used by existing powerplan.:u and
MFBIs in 1979. Both proposals allow for exceptions and ex-
emptions based on environmental, economic, and other grounds.
It is bvious that a greater number of applications for excep-
tion or exemption would be filed under a 1979 ban on natural
gas use tha a 1990 ban on its use by utilities. his can be
attributed, in part, to the assumption that there will be more
gas-burning powerplants with a remaining economic life of 20
years or more in 1979 tan in 1990.

S. 977 requires that Federal facilities comply with the
requirements and prohibitions of the bill, whereas the admin-
istration's plan does not. FEA's analysis indicated that a
substantial proportion o the larger Federal combustcrs (main-
ly within the Department of Defense) were designed oj burn
coal but were burning oil or gas. We believe that the Federal
Gcvernment should set an example for the Nation by converting
its large facilities to coal. The administration plans to con-
vert its facilities to coal by Executive Order. We believe
that coal conversion legislation should include Federal faci-
lities, Lhus allowing the Congress to act on a total coal con-
version package.

Burden of proof

The administration's plan contains provisions which would
appear to make the coal conversion program less complicated
to administer than the existing ESECA program. The major pro-
vision has to do with burden of proof. For example, FEA must
now demonstrate that an existing or new powerplant can burn
-oal in a practicable, environmentally acceptatle manner be-
fore it can order the company to do so. "Practicable' does
not necessarily mean economic advantage to the utility. We
were told that this has been a long and expensive process for
FEA.

The administration's plan would prohibit new powerplants
from burning oil and gas and put the burden of proof on them
to either comply or prove to FEA why they are unable to comply.
This prohibition is not expected to affect utilities much be-
cause a decreasing number of new oil- or gas-fired plants is
planned. Its potential effect on industry, however, could
be significant because few new industrial boilers are being
planned with coal burning capability. For existing powerplants
and MFBIs, FEA will issue rules which designate categories or
individual installation with coal burning capability. The
burden of proof is then on those designated to show why an
exemption or exception should be granted.
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Utilities

As of June 3, 1977, 142 of the 143 utilities ordered by
PEA to construct coal-fired generators were planning to burn
coal anyway. The administration's plan would automatically
include future powerplant construction and eliminate the need
for FEA to spend time and money issuing orders to utilities
already planning to burn coal. According to the administra-
tion, the provision covering future powerplant construction
is needed, to avoid utilities which are planning to construct
coal-fired or nuclear plants from changing these plans to gas-
or oil-fired plants at some later time. As to ultimate savings
in oil and gas because of utilities constructing coal-fired
generators, however, the question of regulatory requirements
may be somewhat academic since the trend is already away from
oil and gas. This trend is evident in powerplant construction
data reported to the FPC. For 1977, 2b oil- and 12 gas-fired
plants are expected to come on line. In 1985, 6 oil- and no
gas-fired plants are projected. /

MFBIs

To date, FEA has accomplished little in this area, and
industry has not constructed coal-fired units with the same
frequency as utilities. Under thp current ESECA program, FEA
must prove that it is feasible (in trms of coal supply reli-
ability, economic factors, and other considerations) for any
MFBI to use coal. The admiiiistration's plan generally would
put the burden of proof on the MFBIs and would probably result
in more MFBIs burning coal than would otherwise have been
the case. The administration's plan would also allow FEA
to prohibit oil and gas use in certain other facilities. The
current ESECA program excludes these facilities.

Thus, the administration's plan would probably be more
effective and easier to administer than the ESECA program, with
respect to new MFBIs.

Exceptions and exemptions

The administration's plan generally provides the same
classes of exemptions and exceptions to avoid switching to

l/Proposed Generating Capacity Additions by Fossil Fuel Type
for the Period 1976-1985 as Reported April 1, 1 in
Response to FPC Docket P-362, Order 383-3, Bureru of Power,
eeral Power Commission, pp. 6, 22.
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coal as does the current ESECA program. These classes in-
clude

-- financial feasibility;

--adequate and reliable supply of coal;

--physical factors (such as coal transportation);

--environmental factors; and

--reliability of service for utilities.

Despite the plan's provisions which appear to ban burning of
natural gas, every provision carries at least one opportunity
for an exception or exemption. For example, the prohibition
of gas for use in existing utility boilers by 1990 is not as
stringent as it might sound. There are several provisions
whereby a powerplant can continue to burn gas after 1990, such
as for peaking purposes. 1/

The financial feasibility provisions, in the administra-
tion's plan and the current ESECA program, differ because the
administration's plan has added an oil and gas users tax to
be imposed on utilities and industry together with a rebate/
investment tax credit system. The incorporation of these
taxes/rebates is designed to make the conversion to coal more
financially attractive.

Under the aministration's plan, the affected companies
would either comply or file for an exemption or exception
based on the above-mentioned grounds. According to the admin-
istration, it will be easier administratively for FEA to eval-
uate applications submitted by the companies for exceptions
and exemptions than t have to prepare, on a case-by-case
basis, original evaluations. Unlike the current ESECA program,
where FEA controls its administrative workload, under the ad-
ministration's plan, FEA would not control the number of ex-
ceptions filed at any one time. If a arge number of excep-
tions is filed, FEA could end up with a qreater administrative
burden than under the current ESECA program. The administra-
tion's plan would be more expensive for the affected companies
deciding to go through the exception process.

i/Electricity generated to meet peak or high demrand.
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The administration believes that most companies will
comply rather than spend the time and money to file an excep-
tion. However, an administration official said thiat a company
wishing to delay converting to coal can generally count on a
lengthy litigation before an exception is finally denied.

Thus, the litigation process can be viewed as a consid-
erable ally to a company wishing to delay and possibly avoid
conversion. In order to avoid the potential for the exception
process becoming a delaying mechanism, we believe that pro-
cedures should be established requiring administrative reso-
lution of the proposed exception within a specified time from
the date of application for exception. However, we recognize
that judicial delays may still occur.

Administrative burden

As previously discussed, the plan's provisions could les-
sen the coal conversion program's burden on FEA. However,
other rovisions could add to FEA's burden. The plan requires
that e.'isting powerplants, in certain circumstances, obtain
FEA app:oval to change their fuel mix, i.e., from burning
gas to burning oil, or burning gas in greater proportion than
was bu:neJ during a specified base pericl. FEA should make
decisions on utilities' submissions on a fairly rapid basis,
so as to enable the utilities to negotiate advantageously
for fuel supplies, and avoid reliability of service problems
that might arise if FEA is slow in ruling or utility requests.

OIL- AND GAS-USERS TAX

A major part of the administration's plan is to encourage
the substitution of coal for oil and gas used by existing and
prospective industrial a utility consumers. Specifically,
the administration estimates that substitution f coal for oil
accounts for about 53 percent of the total oil import re-
duction goal (4.5 million barrels per day) for 1985; conser-
vation incentives account for the remaining 47 percent of the
import reduction goal.

To foster this substitution, the administration has pro-
posed a special tax on industrial and utility consumption of
natural gas and oil. The objective of this users tax is to
make natural gas and oil more expensive, relative to the cost
of coal. In this way, the higher prices for oil primarily,
and gas to a lesser extent, would serve as an incentive to cut
back oil and gas consumption as well as an incentive to sub-stitute coal, the cheaper fuel, for oil and gas, the more
expensive fuels.
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In addition to the users tax, the administration has also
proposed incentives to encourage accelerated investment in
coal conversion facilities by industry and utility consumers
of oil and natural gas. A rebate of the users tax Is proposed
for industrial and utility oil and gas users who invest in coal
conversion equipment. Industrial users of oil and gas, however,
are eligible for either the rebate or an additional 10-percent
business-energy tax credit for outlays to convert to coal.

Further, as an incentive to encourage accelerated con-
versions, the administration has also proposed a carry-forward
provision to permit industry (and utilities in later years)
to accumulate credits to be used later to reduce the user
taxes paid.

Although utilities and industries . both taxed on their
oil and gas' use, the amount of the tax a the year of initi-
ation are different for the two groups of users. Industries
would be taxed on their use of oil and gas starting in 1979,
whereas utilities would not be taxed until 1983. According
to the administration's plan, the later starting date for the
tax on utilities' use of oil ar.d gas reflects the longer lead-
time required by utilities to convert to coal.

In addition to the differentiation depending on whether
the user is a utility or an MFBI, tax levels per million Btus
are different depending on whether oil or natural gas is used.
The tax on natural gas is designed to keep its price below
the price of distillate oil. According to the administration,
this should discourage a conversion from natural gas to oil.

The ussrs tax is structured so that in any calendar year
a company using over 500 billion Btus of oil and gas would
be taxed.l/ Between 500 and 1,5u0 billion Btus, the proportion
taxed would rise as the amount of oil and gas used increased.
Any company or utility usinq more than 1,500 Btus of oil and
gas would be taxed on all use of those fuels. According to
administration officials, small users of oil and gas are not
being taxed because it is not economically feasible for them
to use coal.

The following table provides information on the taxes
per million Btus for utilities and MFBIs.

1/Certain uses would be exempt from the taxes, including
fertilizer manufacturing, farming, aircraft, rail and water
transportation uses, and certain limited manufacturing,
refining,and reprocessing uses. Gasoline and diesel fuel
would also be exempt.
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We have not completed nor do we have any ongoing work
addressing the tax mechanism as a lever to promote interfuel
substitution in the utility and industrial sector. However,
in the fall of 1977, we plan to initiate an examination of the
effect of U.S. tax policies on the development of energy
supplies. Our work on coal, however, does allow us to comment
on the relative importance of utilities' capital and fuel costs
which the users tax and rebate/investment tax credit system
would mdify.

Administration officials have stated that they expect two-
thirds of the projected savings in industrial use of oil and
gas under the plan to result from the imposition of the oil-
and-gas users tax and rebate/investment tax credit system;
only one-third of the savings is expected to come from the re-
vised ESECA program For utilities, almost all the oil and gas
savings are projected to result from the users tax and rebate/
investment tax credit system.

The administration stated that the rebate is a much
stronger incentive than the users tax to get utilities off
oil and gas. This agrees with our work on coal development.
In our coal review, we note that the fuel costs to utilities
generally are a smaller consideration compared with the capi-
tal costs required for coal conversion or construction of a
new plant. Further, utilities' increased fuel costs are passed
through directly to consumers, whereas increased capital costs
are subject to review and regulatory lag.

The American Boiler Manufacturers Association, in its
statement on H.R. 6831, the National Energy Act, said

"The natural gas shortage will continue to force
the use of alternative fuels whose selection will
be governed primarily by availability end equip-
ment costs. For example, a recent survey of 300
large industrial steam users showed two-thirds
more concerned with reliability of fuel supply
than with [fuel] cost." 1/

Our review on coal development indicates that industrial
coal-fired boilers cost 2 to 4 times as much as an oil- or gas-
fired boiler. Further, the capital costs to convert to coal

1/Written Statement on (H.R. 631) National Energy Act,
"Title I--Conversion to Coal and Other Fuels," for the
House Subcommittee on Energy and Power, Committee on Inter-
state and Foreign Commerce, American Boiler Manufacturers
Association, May 27, 1977. p. 2.
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from an existing gas-fired plant without coal burning capa-bility are almost as high as the cost of a new coal-fired
plant. Although the capital costs to convert from gas tcopetroleum are much smaller, administration officials indicatethat the oil users tax. which keeps oil more expensive thannatural gs per million Btus, and the requirements thatitilities obtain a permit to convert from natural gas topetroleum are adequate incentives to curb a massive conversionfrom gas to oil. They also believe the users taxes andrebate/investment tax credit system are adequate to stimulateconversion from both gas and oil to coal.

The administration's plan would first increase oil andgas fuel costs through the tax mechanism and then lowercapital costs of coal use by the rebate/investment tax creditsystem. We will discuss trends in fuel costs first. Coalprices have been considerably lower than oil prices per mil-lion Btus. For example, in 1973 coal cost utilities 52.7cents per million Ptus compared to 104.4 cents for the sameamount of oil that year. In November 1976 the differentialwas about the same, 81.6 versus 193.9 cents per million Btus,
respectively. In our study of coal development, we find sucha cost comparison can be misleading, particularly when usercosts associated with environmental control, handling, andstorage costs are taken into account. For example, it isestimated that when costs of adapting to prospective environ-mental requirements are taken into account, true costs of coaluse per million Btus may be increased by as nuch as 28 to 49percent. Even when the users tax on oil is added to thedelivered price of petroleum, the interfuel price advantageof coal may be overstated.

A recent study by the Congressional Budget Office in-dicates that, in real terms, the users tax will increase oilprices to industrial users by 12.9 percent by 1980 and 21.5percent in 1985 over what prices would have been withoutthe tax. 1/ When compared with the increase in the cost ofcoal due to environmental requirements, the tax by itselfmay have a weak impact in promoting a greater use of coal inthe industrial sector. However, the rebate/investment taxcredit system is expected to provide the main economicstimulus for coal use.

l/Congressional Budget Office, President Carter's EnergProgosal: A Perspective, (Washington: USGPO, June 1977),
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The roposed investment tax credit and rebate on the oil-
and gas-users tax for investment in coal conversion equip-
ment would lower conversion costs, making economically fea-
sible some conversions which otherwise might not have occurred
with only the users tax. According to the dministration, the
rebate can amount to a 52 percent investment tax credit which
when added to the existing 10 percent investment tax credit
would bring a total tax credit for allowable investments to
62 percent. These estimates are based on the assumptioni that
coal-ralated investments do not exceed the cumulative users
taxes paid.

The administration estimates that its coal conversion
goal requires 10 percent of existing industrial facilities to
convert from oil and gas to coal. This may be achievable.
The administration also now estimates that 37 percent
r. new industrial facilitie- wouid use coal by 1985.

The administration estimates that, with the conversions
of existing and prospective facilities, industrial boiler use
of nearly 300 million tons i/ of coal could occur by 1983,
which is a growth rte of 1 percent per year over the 1975
level. This estimate is about 200 million tons greater
than what would occur without the plan. Of this increase,
about 2 million tons is due to conversion of existing
facilities and about 160 million tons would result from
the substitution f coal for oil and gas at new facilities.
Although we did not assess thiq aspect of the administration's
coal conversion estimate, we dt rcognize difficulties in
achieving this qcnl because of environmental costs, land-use
restrictions, nu other factors identified in our review of U.S.
coal development.

The Congressional Budget Office also recognizes problems
whi-' n affect the administration's estimates ot coal con-
versiJns, although the Congressional Budget Office estimate
that 33 percent of new industrial facilities might use coal
does not differ greatly'from the administration's revised
es' ~ate of 37 percent. The report said various problems exist
w)}.ci may affect te administration estimates. These include
the (1) exemption of user taxes on small facilities, (2) facil-
ities already planned or under construction which may not be
able to convert to coal, (3) difficulty in meeting environmental

1/This estimate does not include reduction in coal consumption
(22 million tons) due to conservation associated with other
parts of the plan.
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standards, (4) difficulty in transporting coal to newly con-structed facilities, and (5) stretching out of constructionof new facilities beyond lD85 to gain optimal benefits fromtax incentives. 1/

Regionaltimpact of taxes

On the whole, the substitution effect of the oil- andgas users tax depends on regional responsiveness. The re-gions to be affected most by the users tax may be Califor-nia and the Southwest. In these regions. oil and gas con-sumption account for a large proportion of the electricitygenerated. Utilities in these regions currently derive about82 percent and 87 percent, respectively, of their electricityfrom oil and gas. Although overall industrial data is notavailable, data is available for Texas. In the Southwestarea, Texas will be particularly affected because it consumesmore than four times as much natural gas for electricity asany other State. Texas' total tax liability in 1980 (exclusiveof tax rebates; will account for 37 Fercent of the nationaltotal oil and gas users tax on industry. 2/

1/Ibid., p. 46.

2 /Calculated from data presented by the Secretary of theTreasury in testimony before the House Committee on Waysand Means, May 16, 1Y77; and State of Texas, Officeof State-Federal Relations, Carter's National -nergy Plan,
April 25, 1977, p. 7.
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Estimated Costs for Convrsion of Existing Utility
and ndustriiboilers From Natural ar

and Fuel Oil to Coal

Capital cost impact (1975 dollars)

Combustion Ccntrol
Region Application unit equipment Total cost

…--------------(billions)------------

Nation Utility 50-70 10-20 60-90
Industrial 130-200 20-50 150-250

Total 180-270 40-70 210-340

Texas Utility 10-15 3-4 13-19
Industrial 30-50 7-13 37-63

Total 40-55 10-15 50-70

Source: Preliminary Assessment of the President's National
Energy Plan, University of Texas at Austin, p. 7.

This table shows the massive capital outlays that utilities
and industries in Texas must make to convert to coal in com-
parison with those in the ation. It also shows the amount of
increase in capital costs that pollution control equipment
will comprise.

The administration's proposed regulatory coal conversion
program can grant exceptions or exemptions from its require-
ments to use coal. Although a utility or an MFBI might obtain
a temporary or general exemption from FEA, that company would
still be subject to the oil- and gas-users tax if more than
500 billion Btus of oil and gas were used in the tax year.
Questions have been raised about the fairness of imposing an
oil- and gas-users tax on a company which has demonstrated tat
it cannot use coal either temporarily or on a general basis.
According to the administration, the oil- and gas-users tax is
designed to encourage greater conservation of oil and gas
in addition to encouraging greater coal use. Ke understand
that the administration's crude oil equalization tax and
increased natural gas prices are also designed to encourage
greater conservation of these fuels see chapter 4).
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The gas-users tax will tend to diminish regional differ-
entials in the price of gas, not to mention the impact of the
new gas pricing policy proposed by the administration. Indus-
trial gas price increases in 1980 and 1985 under the plan have
been estimated by the American Gas Association. 1/ Substantial
increases are indicated for regions where gas prices have
been historically low, because of location close to gas
producing areas, such as the southern nited States. Such
increases could stimulate substantial conservation of natural
gas in the area's industrial use of gas as a boiler fuel. On
the other hand, the tax would have little impact in New England
where gas is currently higher priced because of transmission
costs, but where substantial fuel conservation efforts have
been undertaken because of higher prices.

In our study of U.S. coal development, we indicate that
nearly all use of gas as a utility boiler fuel occurs in the
South Cntral States 2/, which account for rearly 90 percent
of tota. U.S. gas proiuctlon. In this aea, gas reliance
had been reduce to 87 percent by 1975, and a further 40-
percent reduction by 1985 was already scheduled. In fact by
1983 the base load generating capacity in this area is ex-
pected to be completely coal and nuclear. It is reasonable
to question whether it is, in fact, feasible to accelerate
utility coal conversion in this region beyond what has already
been planned. However, there may be potential to accelerate
industrial coal conversion in this region.

In summary, the oil- and gas-users tx and rebate/invest-
ment tax credit system have the following advantages:

-- It would encourage conversion to coal mainly by
decreasing the capital costs through the rebate/
investment tax credit mechanism.

--It is self-financing. The oil- and gas-users tax
revenues will more than offset the expected out-
lays for rebates or investment tax credits.

1/George H. Lawrence, President, American Gas Association,
testimony before House Committee on Ways and Means on
tax provisions of H.R. 6831 (National Energy Act), May 24,
1977.

2/Defined as Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas.
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--It encourages conservation of oil and natural
gas.

However, the users tax and rebate/investment tax credit
system have the following disadvantages:

--The natural gas users tax will result in large
regional differentials in taxes charged per Btu
of gas used. A higher tax per Btu would generally
be imposed on areas of the Nation closest to gas
producing regions and would have a greater effect
or. capital acquisition for conversion in those
regions.

--Utilities and industries which cannot use coal
for environmental or other reasons would still
be required to pay the users tax.

To overcome some of the disadvantages of the currently
proposed system, we believe that the Congress should consider
modifications to the users tax which would

--impose a tax per Btu on natural gas use, and

--allow users which are exempted from the require-
ment to use coal also to be exempted from the
oil- and gas-users tax.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY FOR COAL

The administration proposes to increase the use of coal
under a "* * strong, but consistent and certain, environmental
policy * * *." The policy (1) requires installation of the
best available control technology on all new coal plants,
(2) would protect clean air areas from further significant
deterioration, (3) encourages States to classify lands to be
protected from significant deterioration within 3 years of
enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments, (4) requires Gov-
ernors to give notice of intent to change classification of
a land area within 120 days after an application is made to
construct a new energy facility in that area, and (5) requires
States to complete the land reclassification within 1 year.
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In addition, the administration requests that the Congress
not adopt a new nonattainment policy 1/ until EPA's study
of its offset policy 2/ has been compTeted. Other studies
which will be initiated are ccmmittee studies of (]) the
health effects and environmental constraints on rining and
construction of new coal-burning facilities and (2) carbon
dioxide buildup from coal and other fuels. Finally, te admin-
istration supports uniform national trip mine legislation
which would fully protect the Nation's land.

We support the administration's goal of expanded coal de-
velopment without endangering the public health or degrading
the environment. However, in the near term, we are not con-
vinced that the goal can be achieved without recognizing the
.ieed for trade-offs between energy needs and public health and
other environmental needs. In the long term, assuming an ag-
gressive and successful coal research and development program,
the need for trade-offs may be substantially diminished.

Best available control technology

The administration's plan proposes that the best avail-
able control technology be used by all new coal burning fa-
cilities. This proposal also appears in both the Senate and
House proposed Clean Air Act Amendments. Best available con-
rol technology is presently defined by the EPA as a flue gas
desulfurization unit (scrubber) to control sulfur dioxide
and an electrostatic precipitator to control particulates.
In our ongoing review on U.S. coal development, we assess en-
vironmental problems as a key constraint to future coal pro-
duction increases. Also, the cost and adequacy of current con-
trol technology are discussed. Further, the emission levels
of increased coal consumption with and without controls are
estimated. For example, in our work on coal development, we
estimate that, without controls, over 30 million tons o sulfur
oxides would be emitted from coal burning in 1985 if we produce
about 1 billion tons; approximately 3 million tons of sulfur
oxides would be emitted if controls are used. On the other
hand, if controls are used, about 230 million tons of solids,

1/A policy for areas which exceed primary ambient air quality
standards.

2/A policy which allows new growth in an area which violates
primary ambient air quality standards as long as a greater
amount of pollution in the area can be "traded off" against
the new source.
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some of which is sludge, could result in 1985; about 80 mil-
lion tons of solids will result if no controls are used.
Thus, pollution problems will occur in the near term, regard-
less of the controls employed. Judgments must be made con-
cerning the levels f pollution and the risks associated with
each form.

The advantages and disadvantages of requiring best
available control technology and allowing intermittent con-
trols are covered in our review. In addition, our ongoing
review evaluating national air and water pollution control
goals and strategies includes looking at the issues of inter-
mittent controls and the reliability of scrubbers. This report
report should be available this fall.

In addition to sulfur dioxide and particulate emissions,
,he:e are a number of other pollutants emitted from coal burn-
ing. These include nitrogen oxides and a variety of toxic
trace elements which, in sufficient quantity, can cause ad-
verse environmental and health effects. EPA currently regu-
lates sulfur oxide, nitrogen oxide, and particulate emissions.

Trace elements from coal, including mercury, lead, arsenic,
and zinc. are not separately regulated. (Some may be control-
led during regulation of particulates.) The long-term health
and environmental effects of trace elements have not been well
defined. Coal plants also discharge about 900 times more
radioactivity than oil plants of equivalent size and design.
Using best available control technology will not assure that
trace elements and radioactive emissions %11 be controlled.

Significant deterioration

The administration's plan aims to protect clean air areas
'from frther significant deterioration and encourages States
to classify their lands to prevent significant deterioration
of air quality in pristine areas. New coal burning instal-
lations wishing to locate in a clean air area will undergo a
review to determine if the proposed new plant will violate
the air auality increment permitted for the region. The ex-
tent to which new coal-burning facilities may be prohibited
from -itina either in relatively pristine areas or in non-
attainment areas is unknown at this time. The administration
estimates that 25 percent of the "population" will not be able
to use coal as a result of environmental constraints. This
figure is preliminary and is being refined by EPA. The con-
straints are considered "environmental" in the largest sense,
and include land availability, water resource availability,
and environmental protection regulations. It is unclear whe-
ther 25 percent of the population refers to new or converting
facilities, or both, and whether the 25 percent figure is
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derived largely from air quality constraints, or from other
physical or environmental factors. How mch of a constraint
environmental requirements are to future cal development is
subject to debate; We have identified it a a key constraint
in our work. The administration should define its estimates
clearly. If States and Indian tribes reclassify a significant
portion of their lands as clean air areas to prevent signifi-
cant deterioration, administration proposals for increased
coal use will likely fall short of its goal.

The administration's plan requires Governors to give no-
tice of intent to change an area's air quality classification
within 120 days after an application is made to construct a
new source in the area, and to require the State to complete
the reclassification within 1 year. The plan would eliminate
some of the uncertainties that industry and utilities face in
planning new coal facilities. However, States' rights issues
may be debated, conceivably in the courts, if these proposals
are enacted.

Nonattainmentpoliy

The national primary air quality standards were required
under the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1857) to be achieved by 1975
in nearly all parts of the country. (A few areas were granted
extensions until 1977.) Many urban areas and some rural sec-
tions of the country have not yet achieved the standards for
one cr ..ore of the regulated air pollutants. These areas are
considered nonattainment for those pollutants.

According to an FEA official, a strict interpretation of
the existing Clean Air Act would prevent the siting of all
new air pollution-emitting facilities in areas of the country
that have not yet achieved the standards. Once the existing
nonattainment areas come into compliance with the standards,
new facilities can be sited, as long as the additional pol-
lutants from the new facilities do not interfere with the
maintenance of the standards. The problem is signiti.ant be-
cause it could limit the possibilities for siting new coal-
fired facilities in nonattainment areas for sulfur oxides,
nitrogen oxides, or particulates.

However, the EPA offset policy, announced December 21,
1976, sets forth the conditions under which new facilities,
such as coal-burning plants, could be allowed in nonattainment
areas while conforming to the requirements of the Clean Air
Act. This policy deviates from a strict interpretation of the
Clean Air Act by allowing the new sources to be located in a
nonattainment area as long as the emissions contributed by the
new source are more than off3et by a reduction in emissions
from existing facilities in the area. Under th offset policy
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for new coal-burning facilities to locate in nonattainment
areas, emissions offsets would have to be found for the faci-
lities' sulfur dioxide and/or particulate emissions.

This means that in half the air quality control regions
of the c , a new coal-burning facility could be required
to find oft.ets for particulates. EPA is currently looking
closely at these areas to see whether, in some, there is a
major ffender which is causing the whole region to violate
the particulates standard. New coal plants wishing to lo-
cate in nonattainment regions for particulates would be care-
fully reviewed by EPA to see if, in the immediate area to be
affected by the plant, an missiorn offset will be needed.

Sulfur-dioxide emissions from a new coal-burning facility
would be subject to the emissions offset policy. Becausethere are relatively few areas which are in nonattainment
status for sulfur dioxide, it appears unlikely that the cur-
rent national sulfur dioxide standard, in itself, will con-
strain the siting of new coal powerplants.

FEA maintains a list of how many potential coal convert-
ers are in nonattainment areas. Out of 18 facilities which
could be issued orders prohibiting the use of gas or oil in
the near future, 1 is in a sulfur oxides nonattainment area,
and 7 are in nonattainment areas for particulates. Presently,
plants being issued prohibition orders under ESECA are exempt
from EPA emissions offset rules. However, this could change
if (1) individual States adopt emissions offset policies for
converting plants or (2) the EPA policy expands to include
coal converters.

A State can have an implementation plan which considers
converting facilities in the same class as new sources. Ten-
nessee and Oklahoma are two such States. A converting plant
may be subject to stricter regulations, and pssibly to find-
ing offsets in these States. A State can also set stricter
new source regulations than those of the Federal Government
to achieve the national primary and secondary ambient air
quality standards.

Elements of uncertainty surround what the (1) States
will do in terms of tightening their regulations and (2)
final forms of both Federal and State emissions offset ruleswill be. The administration has called for a review of EPA's
current emissions offset policy. Uncertainty will exist until
that policy is in final form.

In summary, it seems apparent that the expanded use ofcoal, even to the administration's base case level of 1 billion
tons, will not take place if all current and proposed air
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quality policies are strictly enforced. In addition, we be-
lieve that further environmental degradation will take place
despite the strong pollution control measures proposed in the
plan because many pollutants emitted from coal burning are not
regulated and cannot be controlled even using the best available
control technology.

Study of health effects

The administration's plan indicates that its energy oals
can be achieved without endangering the public health or de-
grading the environment. The plan concedes, however, that
some uncertainty will continue over the environmental effects
of an increasing number of coal-burning plants. A special
committee is to be appointed to study the health and
environmental effects of increased coal use. In its final
environmental impact statement on the coal conversion prog-
gram, / FEA estimated that emissions of sulfur oxides, par-
ticulates, and nitrogen oxides will increase as a result of
the conversion program. Certain unregulated pollutants will
also increase as emissions into both air and water. These
increases will take place even with he application of pol-
lution control technology. Furthermore, it is unlikely that
all coal-burning installations will adhere to the air quality
regulations, as evidenced by the fact that currently half of
all coal consumed for powerplant use is not in complian-P with
existing standards. Hence, the increase in air emissions from
many more planned coal-burning facilities could be highly
significant, from a health point of view.

There is evidence that particulates, in combination with
sulfur dioxide, increase the incidence of chronic bronchitis
and emphysema, and chronic bronchitis-related deaths. Popu-
lations exposed to particulates and sulfur dioxide show im-
pairment in pulmonary function, an increased frequency of
upper and lower respiratory tract diseases in children, and
death rates above normal.

Sulfur dioxide itself can cause acute or chronic leaf
injury to vegetation that may impede the chlorophyll-making
mechanism. In addition, corrosion rates of various metals,
and deterioration of other materials, such as marble and
fabrics, are accelerated in the presence of sulfur dioxide.

l/Coal Conversion Program, Final Revised Environmental Impact
Statement, Federal Energy Administration, May 1977,
Vol. I, pp. IV-110, 119, 128.
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Powerplants and other MFBIs emit nitrogen oxides when

burning coal. Nitrogen dioxide exerts its primary toxic

effects on the lungs. Acute respiratory diseases, increased

susceptibility to infection, and structural changes in lung

tissue have all been observed in laboratory studies of itro-

gen dioxide effects.

The administL -ion has prepared an analysis of the air

pollution impact of -he National Energy Plan. 2/ The con-

clusions reached are that increasing coal production by 200

million tons under the plan does not increase the total levels

of particulates, sulfur dioxides, and nitrogen oxides in 1985

because any air pollution increases from coal production in-

creases are offset by the conservation proposals in the plan.

The administration does recognize that there are significant

differences at the regional level, however, which reflect a

higher probability for site specific problems.

We support the study of the health and environmental

effects of increased coal use proposed in the plan and urge

that it receive high priority. Its results are needed now.

The study should illuminate the health and environmental con-

sequences of coal use so that the energy benefit to be gained

can be weighed against the health and environmental effects.

The study should (1) inventory all pollutants emitted during

coal con:mbustion (not ust regulated pollutants), (2) find out

where these pollutants are deposited once they are released

(whether they enter the food chain or are inhaled directly

from the air), (3) determine in what regions of the country

the various pollutants pose a greater or lesser hazard, and

(4) determine the human health, animal, and vegetation effects

of burning larger amounts of coal.

Carbon dioxide buildp R

The adminiFt.ration proposes a study of carbon dioxide

buildup from burning coal and other fuels. We support the

administration'b proposed study. In our work on coal, we

cover the possible "greenhouse" effect which may be created

from increasing amounts of carbon dioxide released from

combustion of fossil fuels. If this theory is correct, it is

possible that the Earth's temperature could be increased and

its ecosystem altered. Knowledge of the long-term effects of

2/Air Pollution Impacts of the Oil and Gas Replacement Program

in the Utilit and Industrial Sectors, Executive Office of the

President, Energy Policy and Planning, and the Environmental

Protection Agency, June 20, 1977.
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coal development is needed before irreversible effects are
experienced.

Strip mine legislation

The administration states that it supports tough, uni-
form national strip mine legislation to protect land and
water quality against unwarranted damage resulting from in-
adeauate reclamation of strip mined areas. The 95th Congress
is expected to pass such legislation in 1977.

The current bills under consideration (H.R. 2 and S. 7)
would declare certain coal reserves off limits to strip min-
ing because of the potential adverse environmental effect
during and after mining operations. These restrictions are
on alluvial valley floors 1/, steep slopes, and Federal coal
lands where ownership of surface and mineral rights is di-
vided. Both bills restrict strip mining in the three areas,
but differ in specific definition of those areas.

Similar legislation has been debated prior to consider-
ation of H.R. 2 and S. 7. Over the past several years, the
Congress has debated and, in 1975, passed legislation setting
strip mining standards. On May 20, 1975, this legislation
was vetoed by President Ford on the basis that (1) coal pro-
duction would be unnecessarily reduced, (2) greater unemploy-
ment would result, (3) the Nation would be more dependent on
foreign oil. and (4) consumers would pay higher electric
bills. We issued a report 2/ evaluating the support fur the
veto and concluded that the estimates of reduced coal pro-
duction were speculative. Further, any questions about pro-
duction loss figures affect the other factors. The produc-
tion loss served as the basis for computing employment loss
figures, increased oil imports, and increased electric uti-
lity bills. Many of the problems we identified resulted from
insufficient information on coal productivity.

In our current work on coal development, we identify two
issues concerning H.R. 2 and S. 7. The first issue relates

l/Alluvial valley floors consist of unconsolidated deposits
formed by streams or channels where ground water levels
are high enough to permit irrigation which is vital to
the viability of farming and ranching operations.

2/"Evaluation of the Analysis Supporting President Ford's
Veto of H.R. 25, The Surface Mining Control and Re-
clamatior Act of 1975," EMD-77-37, Apr. 15, 1977.
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to the amount of reserves which might be restricted from
mining; the second issue concerns whether States or the Fed-

eral Government should primarily determine mining and re-
clamation standards. Although steps are being taken to ob-
tain better data on U.S. coal reserves, significantly more
reliable data is needed now.

Concerning the second issue, H.R. 2 would make the States
primarily responsible for developing, issuing, and enforcing
mining and reclamation regulations which are at least con-
sistent with federally established minimum standards.

Proponents of uniform Federal strip minr legislation con-
tend that it will provide more technically sound reclamation
and better protection of the environment than a system of in-
dividual State laws. Some States are disinclined to impose
tough reclamation standards because they believe that this
puts local business at a competitive disadvantage. It is also
argued that Federal legislation will be more consistently en-
forced and subject to less political pressure.

Opponents of uniform Federal strip mine legislation con-
tend that uniform Federal standards do not allow for diverse
reclamation practices in diverse environments. States' rights
issues are also involved in the opposition to uniform Federal
mining standards.

Generally, States want to control the rate of coal devel-
opment through their own laws--including the level of recla-
mation required. Thirty-four States currently have some form
of reclamation law varying in degrees of sophistication and
stringency. The coal industry in general views the contem-
plated legislation as an example of a policy which raises
doubts whether coal will be mined as planned.

These issues will need to be resolved soon if there is

any hope of reaching coal production levels of 1.2 billion
tons in 1985. The unresolved issues and uncertainties sur-

rounding strip mine legislation, added to the air quality is-
sues discussed previously, lead us to question whether the
administration's plan can achieve its goal.

COAL RESEARCH

To deal with the problems that will accompany the plan-
ned increase in coal production, the administration is call-

ing for a major expansion of the Federal coal research program.
The primary emphasis, according to the administration, will be

on resolving environmental problems and increasing the use of
synthetic fuels from coal.
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Coal--environmental rearch

To meet the environmental requirements more effec' ivelyand economically, the administration calls for expanded re-search on:

1. Methods to meet air pollution standards, includingflue gas desulfurization systems (scrubbers,'These would be methods of removing undesi.:able
emWssions after the coal is burned, but be'ar thesmoke is released to the atmosphere.

2. Fluidized-bed combustion systems. inese involveburning coal in combination with a fluidized materi-al, such as limestone, ash, or dolomite. This permitsthe coal to be burned at a lower temperature,
which reduces undesirable emissions.

3. Coal cleaning systems. These are methods of wa:.hingor treating coal before it is burned to reduce arm-ful emissions.

4. Coal mining technology. This research is aimed,among ther things, at minimizing the environmentalimpact of mining the coal rather than the impact ofburning it. The objectives of the research programare to improve present surface and undergroundmining and environmental practices, automate presentsystems, and develop and demonstrate new mining sys-tems that substantially improve production and pro-ductivity.

In our review of U.S. coal development, we cover thestatus of many Federal coal research and development pro-grams which are currently divided among EPA, ERDA, and theBureau of Mines. The proposed energy agency reorganizationwould not entirely eliminate the need for coordination amongagencies because the environmental aspects of coal researchwill probably be performed outside the proposed Departmentof Energy.

Our review indicates that, prior to the administration'splan, the Bureau of Mines estimated a budget of $84.5 millionfor its mining technology program in fiscal year 1976, and atotal of $632.3 million for fiscal years 1976 through 1981.ERDA estimated a total of $4.1 billion for its coal researcnand development program between fiscal years 1975 and 1981,the greatest portion of which w planned for coal conversionprojects. In contrast, the estimated fiscal year 1976 envi-ronmental control technology research program budget for EPA,ERDA, and the Bureau of Mines combined was only $52.6 million.
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(This does not include health and environmental effects re-
search.)

Previous research budgets lid not give as much attention
to the very real environmental problems associated with the
direct burning of coal, as compared to the problems associated
with synthetic fuel development. The administration's plan
calls for a major increase between now and 1985 in the direct
buLning of coal. Environmental problems need research answers
now to overcome one of the key constraints to increasing coal
use. The administration's coal research program calls for
greatei emphasis on environmental research.

The administration provided us with fiscal years 1976
and 1978 coal research budget estimates under the administra-
tion's plan as follows:

Administration's
FY 1976 plan--FY 78 budget

budget authority authority

(millions)

ERDA--coal conversion,
and utilization $362 $539

Bureau of Mines--mining
research 86 90 (note a)

EPA--environmental
research '01 96 (note b)

$549 $725

a/Does not include budget amendment pending in Congress.

b/Does not include budget amendment proposal being evaluated
within the administration.

Proposed budget amendments in various stages of review
have not been approved for the Bureau of Mines or EPA coal re-
search programs. The administration's approved fiscal year
1978 budget for environmental research shows slight decrease
in authority from fiscal year 1976, while the EPDA synthetic-
fuels-from-coal and fluidized-bed combustion research programs
show substantial increases from the fiscal year 1976 level.
We believe that a plan which calls for an increase in coal
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use between now and 1985 neds a research budget which
emphasizes finding solutions to the environmental problems
associated with the direct burning of coal.

We are currently reviewing ERDA's Fossil Energy Demon-
jtration Program, including its plans for constructing and
operating demonstration plants using fluidized-bed combustion
systems. We will determine the status of the various techno-
logies beinlg researched and developed.

We also plan to begin a review of issues and problems
affecting research and development efforts to increase the
use of coal as an energy source, and determine how effectively
ERDA is addressing these issues and problems in its program.

Coal--synthetic fuels

The administration's plan seeks t increase the use of
synthetic fuels from coal as substitutes for natural gas and
petroleum products. This involves expanding research on vari-
ous coal liquefaction and gasification technologies.

Coal liquefaction is the process of converting coal into
a liquid fuel. There are several liquefaction methods. The
two methods that appear to be closest to commercialization and
that are specifically mentioned in the National Energy Plan
are "solvent refined coal" and "synthetic crude oil."

The solvent refined coal process reduces the sulfur and
ash content of coal by liquefying it and removing the undesir-
able materials so the coal can be burned directly as a liquid.
Through the synthetic crude oil process, coal is converted
into synthetic crude oil and then can be processed and upgrad-
ed into gasoline, fuel oil, or other fuels.

The administration plans to pursue active research, de-
velopment, and demonstration programs for both of these tech-
nologies. It has requested budget authority for fiscal year
1978 to design a commercial-size demonstration solvent re-
fined coal plant. It also is providing some of the funding
for a synthetic crude oil pilot plant, which is currently
under construction.

In coal gasification processes, coal is fed into a high-
temperature vessel (gasifier) into which steam and either air
or oxygen is injected. Chemical reactions occur and produce
a mixture of gases, in'luding methane, the main constituent
of natural gas. The gases are then cooled, and undesirable
elements, such is carbon dioxide and sulfur, are removed.
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The raw gas produced at this point is referred to as
low-Btu (low heat val.e-) gas if produced with air, and medium-
Btu (medium heat value) gas if produced with oxygen. This
gas cannot be economically transported over long distances by
pipeline. However, it is valuable as fuel for gas-burning
powerplants and industrial plants, provided they are located
near the gasification plant.

Low- and medium-Btu gas can be upgraded to a high-Btu
gas through a chemical reaction called methanation. High-Btu
synthetic gas is a direct substitute for natural gas and can
be transmitted in existing pipeline networks.

The administration is proceeding with demonstration pro-
jects to develop commercial-scale, low-Btu gasification tech-
niques. For example, large gasification projects at a Minne-
sota ore plant and a Pennsylvania zinc smelter have been
selected for Government and industry cost-sharing demonstra-
tions. The administration also proposes an active research,
development, and demonstration program on advanced technolo-
gies to obtain high-Btu gas from coal.

The administration underscores the point that the basic
Federal role in coal liquefaction and gasification is esearch,
development, and demonstration of new technologies. The ad-
ministration plans to avoid subsidizing existing technologies,
although it states that circumstances may merit an occasional
exception to that policy. The plan does not Inldicate what
those circumstances might be.

We have issued several reports addressing various aspects
of coal research and development. In a 1975 report 1/, we
identified potential problems in such areas as mining techno-
logy, manpower, transportation, and environment that must be
solved before coal's potential can be realized. These problems
tie in directly to insuring adequate supplies of coal to
feed synthetic fuels plants.

During 1976, we issued two reports 2/ 3/ that addressed ob-
stacles in the Federal programs to demcnstrat3 commercialization

l/"Federal Coal Research-- Status and Problems to Be Resolved,"
RED-75-322. Feb. 18, 1975.

2/"Status and Obstacles to Commercialization of Coal Lique-
faction and Gasification," RED-76-81, May 5, 1976.

3/"An Evaluation of Proposed Federal Assistance for Financing
Commercialization of Emerging Energy Technologies,"
EMD-76-10, Aug. 24, 1976.
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of synthetic fuels from coal. We concluded that processeswhich produce synthetic fuels are commercially availablebut are not competitive with conventional oil and gas whendiscounted to present price equivalents.

We recommended that loan guarantees for commercial de-velopment of synthetic fuels not be provided at that time.Instead, we suggested that full priority be directed to devel-oping improved synthetic fuels technologies. When commercial-ization does become a prime objective, consideration shouldbe given to approaches other than loan guarantees for gainingthe interest of private industry.

In the August 1976 report, we also discussed criteriafor making the right choices among energy technologies. Wesaid that three factors should be considered:

--The contributicn that each technology can make inmeeting the Nation's energy needs within a specifiedtime frame either through reducing demand or increas-
ing energy supply.

--The total cost of commercializing the technology, in-
cluding plant construction, alleviating adverse socio-economic impacts, and price supports or further sub-sidies which may be required.

--The price at which energy produced by the technology
would hve to be sold and the means by which theprice would be assimilated by our economic system.

We also said that the decision to (1) use Federal incen-tives to assist in commercializing energy technologies and (2)determine which incentives would be most appropriate requiresinterrelated analysis of at least three factors:

--The technology's state of development. Is thetechnology developed to the extent that it can be de-ployed on a broad basis?

--The technology's economic feasibility. Will the energyproduced be economically competitive with other energysources?

--The target group whose actions will be influenced.
Are they large industrial firms cr diverse and widelydispersed groups, such as homeowners? Interrelatedanalysis of these factors should precede the decision
to choose the most appropriate financing mechanism orother Government activity to stimulate a particular
energy technology.
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In the National Energy Plan, the administration apparent-

ly is abandoning ERDA's past production goal of 1 million

barrels of synthetic fuels per day by 1985. That goal, or

any goal approaching that magnitude, was highly unrealistic.

The plan's lack of production goals would seem to recognize

the actual status of synthetic fuels.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We support the administration's goal o expanding coal

development without endangering the environment. However, in

the near term, we are not convinced that the goal can be

achieved without recognizing the need for energy and

environmental trade-offs. In the long term, assuming an ag-

gressive and successful coal research and development program,

the need for trade-offs may be substantially diminished.

It appears highly unlikely that U.S. coal production

will reach 1 billion tons in 1985, the level the administra-

tion believes it can achieve without the plan. let alone

its goal of 1.2 billion tons with the plan. In addition

to the administration's need to recognize the necessity
for energy and environmental trade-offs, we believe that

actions should also be included in the plan to deal with

transportation, productivity, and other constraints we

have identified in our work on coal if 1 billion tons are

to be produced in 1985.

Accordingly, we recommend that the Congress expand the

plan for coal to include actions dealing with the following

problems

-- the neeo for capital to upgrade large portions of

the Nation's railroads, particularly in the eastern

States and to expand existing capabilities;

--the need for congressional resolution of uncertainty

concerning rights-of-way for slurry pipelines;

--the need for improved labor relations to prevent dis-

ruptions due to wildcat strikes, together with the need

for improved miner health and safety conditions,

recruitment, and training;

---the need for greater manpower and equipment productiv-
ity;

--the need for accelerated Federal research to determine

the health and environmental effects of burning greater

amounts of coal; and
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-- the need for leas costly and more reliable technology
to control air pollution from coal burning facilities.

The administration's plan fot coal is based on these key
policies: (1) a coal conversion regulatory policy, (2) an
oil- and gas-users tax with a rebate/investment tax credit sys-
tem, (3) an environmental policy, and (4) a research and de-
velopment policy. Based on our past and ongoing work on coal,
we evaluated each plicy.

We believe that a coal conversion policy calling for a
ban of natural gas use by utilities and MFBIs in 1979 is too
soon. Numerous legitimate exceptions would probably be filed
which would unnecessarily increase FEA's administrative bur-
den. However, a policy calling for a ban of natural gas use
in existing powerplants by 1990 may allow more leadtime for
replacement of natural gas than is necessary. For example,
Arkansas, Kancas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas, which ac-
count for nearly 90 percent of total U.S. gas production, ex-
pect base load electric generating capacity to be completely
coal and nuclear by 1983. In order to provide a basis for
reasonable judgment on the proper time frame for a ban of na-
tural gas use by utilities and MFBIs, EA should provide an
analysis of alternative time frames for the prohibitio of
natural gas use by utilities and MFBIs. The analysis should
include information by category and location of user on the
current amount of natural gas use; the age of the natural gas-
fired facilities and estimated remaining economic life; plans
and time frames for replacement of natural gas; and technolog-
ical, environmental, land-use, and other potential constraints
to the replacement of natural gas for those users without
plans for conversion.

This information should assist in the determination of
optimal tiff frames for such a prohibition, together with a
better knowledge of the number of applications for excep-
tion or exemption which can be expected by FEA.

We believe the Federal Government should set an example
for utilities and MFBIs by converting its large facilities
to coal. The administration plans to convert its facilities
to coal through Executive Order. We believe that coal con-
version legislation should include Federal facilities, thus
allowing the Congress to act on a total coal conversion pack-
age.

The administration's plan to reduce the ineffectiveness
of the current conversion program by shifting the burden of
proof to utilities and MBIs to show why they are unable to
comply, has potential to make the program less complicated to
administer. However, if many companies resist complying and
file exceptions, FEA may end up with a greater administrative
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burden than before. This further underscores the need for
an analysis of the optimal time frames for conversion. In
addition, a company wishing to delay converting to coal can
generally count on a lengthy litigation before a denial of an
exception is upheld. To avoid the potential for the exception
process becoming a delaying mechanism, we believe that pro-
cedures should be established by FEA requiring administrative
resolution of the proposed exception within a specified time
from the date of application for exception. However, we rec-
ognize that judicial delays may still occur.

The Congress has chosen through ESECA to provide a regu-
latory mechanism to cause a shift from oil and gas use by
utilities and MFBIs to alternative fuels. The ESECA program
has not lived up to expectations. To strengthen the program,
we recommend that legislation amending ESECA

--insure that ime frames for the prohibition of natural
gas use by utilities and MFBIs be based on thorough
analysis optimizing technical and economic feasibility
with the extent of exceptions to be expected under
that time frame; and

-- include a requirement that the Federal Government set
an example in converting to coal.

To povide a basis for reasonable judgment on the proper
time frame for a ban of natural gas use by utilities and
MFBIs, we recommend that the Administrator, FEA, provide an
ana;i:s of alterne-ive time frames which includes informa-
tion by category and location of users on

--the crrent amount of natural gas use,

--the age of the natural gas-fired facilities and es-
timated remaining economic life,

--plans and time frames for replacement of natural gas,
and

--technological, environmental, land-use, and other po-
tential constraints to the replacement of natural gas
for those users without plans for conversion.

Although the oil- and gas-users tax and rebate/investment
tax credit system have advantages which we have discussed, they
also have the following disadvantages.

--The natural gas users tax will result in large regional
differences in taxes charged per Btu of gas used.
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-- Utilities and industries which cannot use coal forenvironmental or other reasons would still be requiredto pay the users tax.

To overcome some of the disadvantages of the currentlyproposed system, we believe that the Congress should considermodifications to the users tax which would

-- impose a tax per Btu on natural gas use, and
-- allow users which are exempted from the requirementsto use coal also to be exempted from the oil- and gas-users tax.

As stated previously, the administration's plan shouldrecognize and deal with the environmental and energy trade-offs needed to increase coal production or protect the envi-ronment in the near term. It seems apparent that the expanajduse of coal even to the administration's base case level of1 billion tons will not take place as proposed by the admin-istration if alJ air quality regulations are strictly en-forced. In addition, we believe that if coal production isincreased significantly, further ervironmental egradationwill take place despite the strong pollution cntrol measuresproposed in the plan because many pollutants emitted fromcoal burning are not regulated and cannot be controlledeven using the best available control technology. Unresolvedissues and uncertainties also surround proposed strip minelegislation. The larger uncertainties and issues on airquality, together with strip mine issues, lead us to questionwhether the administration's goal for coal can be achievedby 1985 or, for that matter, 1 billion tons by 1985.
We support the administration's proposed study of thehealth and environmental effects of increased coal use andurge that it receive high priority. Its results are nowneeded.

The administration's plan calls for a major expansion ofthe Federal coal research program. The primary emphasis,according to the administration, will be on resolving envi-ronmental problems and ncreasing the use of synthetic fuelsfrom coal. However, the administration's approved fiscalyear 1978 budget for environmental research shows a slightdecrease in authority from fiscal year 1976, while thesynthetic-fuels-from-coal and fluidized-bed combustion re-search programs show substantial increases from the fiscalyear 1976 level. We believe that a plan which calls for anincrease in coal use between now and 1985 needs a researchbudget which emphasizes finding solutions to the environ-mental problems associated with the direct burning of coal.
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The administration apparently is abandoning ERDA's past
production goal of 1 million barrels of synthetic fuels per
day by 1985. That goal was highly unrealistic. The plan's
lack of production goals would seem to recognize the actual
status of synthetic fuels.

We generally agree with the administra'ion's intention
not to subsidize existing synthetic fuels technologies. How-
ever, the administration apparently perceives some possible
need for exceptions to this latter policy, but does not spe-
cify the circumstances that might warrant an exception. We
recommend that the administration clarify this policy by spe-
cifying those circumstances that may warrant Government sub-
sidies for existing synthetic fuels technologies.
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CHAPTER 6

NUCLEAR POWER

The administration's plan for nuclear power 1/ has two
main objectives. The first involves the so-called "plutonium
economy" and consists of several actions aimed at preventing
further spread (proliferation) of nuclear weapons. The second
objective is to increase he use of present generation
nuclear powerplants as a 'last resort" to help solve the
Nation's energy problems.

PLUTONIUM ECONOMY

Currently, there are only two materials, one natural and
one manmade, that are used to make nuclear bombs and are pro-
duced in large quantities. Uranium is the natural substance,
but it first must be subjected to a very complex and expensive
process called "enrichment." During this process, the uranium's
content of a certain isotope is greatly increased. The manmade
substance is plutonium which is created in reactors (e.g.,
commercial nuclear powerplants) during the nuclear fission
chain reaction. However, before the plutonium can be used, it
must be extracted from the used reactor fuel elements through
a procedure called "reprocessing."

Simply stated, if you want to make a nuclear bomb, you
must have either the enrichment or reprocessing capability,
or be able to get one of the materials from someone who does
have these capabilities. Conversely, if you want to control
nuclear weapons proliferation, you must

--control the enrichment and reprocessing technologies
and

--provide adequate safeguards for enriched uranium and
plutonium.

The specific antiproliferation actions the administration
plans to take are discussed below.

1/This refers to the nuclear fission process used in present
commercial nuclear powerplants and in breeder reactors.
Nuclear fusion, an unproven but potentially significant
source of nuclear power, is discussed in ch. 7.
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Defer nuclear fuel reprocessing

The administration has decided to defer indefinitely com-

mercial reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel in this country.

This action will keep down the risk ot plutonium's being di-

verted or soln, at least in this country, and is intended to

serve as an example proving to other nations that the United

States is totally committed to nonproliferation.

The United States presently has no commercial reprocessing

plants in operation. In fact, a small commercial reprocessing

plant in France is the only one operating in the world today.

A number of countries, including the United States, have re-

processing capabilities for their military nuclear weapons

programs; however, these facilities are not addressed by

the administration's National Energy Plan.

We have not previously addressed the question of whether

or not to defer reprocessing. However, we are currently

reviewing U.S. nuclear nonproliferation policy. Later thiJ

year, we expect to issue a report in which w will discuss

the issues and alternatives in establishing a U.S. nuclear

reprocessing capability. Our review initially focused

on the previous administration's October 1976 decision to

defer commercial reprocessing for a 3-year period. Because

it appeared that too many questions surrounded the benefits

and costs of reprocessing, we tentatively concluded that

the previous administration's decision was appropriate and

that no sizeable amount of Federal funding should be devoted

to demonstrate reprocessing until technical alternatives

were explored further.

From an international nonproliferation standpeint, it is

difficult to gauge what impact the administration's decision

will have. Alone, the decision cannot be expected to reduce

the risk of proliferation because it only affects the use of

plutonium in this country. The decision can only be considered

as a signal to other nations of our commitment to nonproiif-

eration goals. f other countries do not follow suit and

defer their reprocessing plans, then the proliferaticn threat

will not be reduced. It is only a first step which must t?

followed by stronger nuclear export controls by all nuclear

nations.

The administration's actions on reprocessing and on the

breeder reactor (see p. 6.3) are viewed by the U.S. nuclear

industry as detrimental to the Nation's future energy

posture and ill conceived as antiproliferation measures.
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On the environmental side, the dministration's decision
avoids some problems but creates new ones. The biggest
problem is what to do with the spent nuclear fuel if it is
not reprocessed.

The only commercial reprocessing plant ever operated in
the United States stopped operations in 1972. Since chat
time, spent fuel from commercial nuclear powerplants has been
kept in tmporary storage, either at the powerplant sites or
at commercial storage facilities. The sites generally have
fixed capacity, and only one commercial facility is currently
accepting fuel for storage. The problem became so critical
that 14 of the 63 operating nuclear powerplants in the United
States obtained permission to increase their onsite storage
capability. Another 22 powerplants have indicated that they
will also seek such permission.

If nuclear fuel reprocessing is never permitted, the
spent fuel may ultimately have to be disposed of as nuclear
wastes. Spent fuel would be classified as high-level radio-
active waste and would pose new disposal problems (see p. 6.18).

There are other environmental and socioeconomic implica-
tions associated with the adminis-ration's decision, including:

--An increase in the use of finite uranium supplies.

--Increases in the number o uranium mines, mills,
and enrichment plants.

Commercial nuclear powerplants use only about 2 percent
of the uranium energy in the fuel elements. Reprocessing can
recover some of the remaining energy. If a decision is made
to dispose of spent fuel as waste material, that additional
energy may be lost forever. Although the economic benefits of
reprocessing are not certain today, they could become signif-
icant if uranium prices continue to escalate.

Defer LMFBR commitment

Under the two previous administrations, the LMFBR was
this country's highest priority and its most expensive energy
research and development program, costing about $3 billion
through fiscal year 1976. However, the new administration
proposes to reverse that priority by eferring any further
U.S. commitment to advanced nuclear technolocgies that use
plutonium as a fuel. This action is taken in concert with
several others, all designed to prevent further proliferation
of nuclear weapons.
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The administration's plan includes canceling construction
of the first large-scale LMFBR demonstration plant, the Clinch
River Breeder Reactor. However, the systems design work
(roughly 60 percent of total design work) would be completed
for the demonstration plant, and a base level research and de-
velopment program would be continued. For fiscal year 1978,
the current administration has requested an LMFBR budget
authorization of $483 million, as compared to 855 million
requested by the previous administration.

The LMFBR is the principal advanced nuclear reactor
concept being developed by the United States and other in-
dustrially advanced nations. It will actually create (breed)
more fuel than it uses, and has been considered the likely
vehicle for assuring that nuclear fission will be a reliable
energy source through the 21st century and beyond. However,
the fuel that the LMFBR breeds is plutonium, one of the more
lethal substances ever created by man. Plutonium can be used
to make nuclear bombs and is a highly radioactive substance
that requires extreme care in handling. In addition, plu-
tonium remains radioactive for thousands of years, thus
posing long-term storage or disposal problems.

In spite of the problems that would accompany the breeder
reactor, many countries view it as an important, even vital,
energy option, particularly those countries with scarce do-
mestic resources of coal, oil, uranium, and natural gas.

Over the past 3 years, we have issued 10 reports ad-
dressing various aspects of the LMFBR program. Three of the
reports provided broad analyses of the LMFBR's problems,
potential, and prospects for commercialization.

In one report 1/, we stated that the United States clearly
should not abandon the nuclear fission option at this time,
nor should it abandon the LMFBR research and development
effort. However, we concluded that there has been premature
c)ncern and emphasis on commercializing the LMFBR. The Nation
is billions of dollars and many years away from demonstrating
that commercial LMFBR's can be operated reliably, economically,
and safely. We also concluded that the most logical course
of action is to pursue the LMFBR as a research and development

1/"The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor: Promises and
Uncertainties," OSP-76-1, July 31, 1975.
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effort, and that a decision on commercialization does not need
t( be made for perhaps 7 to 10 years.

In a followup report 1/ we discussed some of the issues
involved in commercializing the LMFBR. We concluded that

--LMFBR commercialization by the mid-199Us is feasible
if basic safety, safeguards, and environmental uncer-
tainties are resolved. This can be achieved, however,
only through an integrated approach to developing
four required technologies (reactor, fuel fabrication,
plutonium reprocessing, and radioactive waste disposal).

--190 may be the earliest time by which licensability
and routine performance can be demonstrated for all
four required technologies.

--Because of the time required for developing fuel cycle
technoloqgies, the year 200u is the most likely time
for com;.iercializing the LMFBR. Four to six commercial
LMFBRs could be operating by then.

--Additional funding for the LFBR program is not likely
to speed up commercialization. However, by developing
program plans faster and increasing resource commitm-ts,
the three supporting fuel cycle technologies coul be
ready 1 or 2 years earlier.

The administration's plan and our position differ in de-
gree and purpose. Our position, in essence, is that the LMFBR
should be treated as a research and development program, which
emphasizes reliability, safety, and economics instead of com-
mercialization; and, which moves the Nation to a point where
a decision can be reached on commercial deployment. The
Clinch River Breeder Reactor demonstration project is, in our
view, a logical step in such a program. The administration's
plan is based on the concern that increased plutonium avail-
ability will encourage nuc..ear proliferation. The adminis-
tration hopes that its decision to terminate the Clinch
River project and otherwise reduce and redirect LMFBR R&D
funds will encourage other nations to defer their plutonium
breeder programs and seek alternative methods of me-ting their
future energy needs.

1/"Considerations for Commercializing the Liquid Metal Fast
Breeder Reactor," EMD-77-5, Nov. 29, 1976.
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From a nonproliferation standpoint, it is uncertain whe-

ther the administration's decision will 
have much impact.

Britain, France, West Germany (in cooperation with Belgium

and the Netherlands), the Soviet Union, 
and Japan have been

conducting extensive fast breeder 
reactor research and develop-

ment programs for years. With the possible exception of the

Soviet Union and Britain, which have 
relatively large amounts

of natural energy resources, these countries see an urgent

need for LMFBRs. Their programs are independent of the U.S.

effort and appear likely to continue regardless of what this

Nation decides to do about its LMFBR program. We believe that

continuing the LMFBR research and 
development program en-

hances this Nation's ability to affect nonproliferation 
dis-

cussions in the crucial years ahead.

We restated our position in a recent report 1/ and we

further concluded that the most important technological dis-

advantage in slowing the present program is that we run the

risk of not knowing enough about the LMFBR to 
make intelli-

gent decisions on it in the near future. This problem occurs

in the face of other nations' pursuit of fast breeder tech-

nology. This course runs the risk that foreign manufacturers

will likely continue to advance the breeder, thereby reaching

the market place first and diluting U.S. 
ability to influence

safety and other features of breeders worldwide.

In terms of economics, slcwing the program now could mean

much higher research and development costs later if the United

States ultimately decides to go with 
the LMFBR.

For example, we recently reported 2/ that ERDA officials

estimated the additional costs that would be incurred if ERDA

terminated the Clinch River demonstration 
plant on or about

July 26, 1977, and then resumed work on December 1, 1977--just

4 months later. ERDA provided the following cost and schedule

information using three assumptions:

1. Assuming the licensing process could begin where

it was stopped, project costs would increase by about $346

million and plant operation would be delayed between 1 and

1-1/2 years. However, restarting the project where it was

1/Letter report (EMD-77-50, June 14, 1977) to the Chairman,

House Committee on Science and Technology.

2/Letter report (B-11 5 3 9 8 , June 23, 1977) to the Vice Chairman,

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.
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terminated in the licensing process probably would require
legislation to circumvent some of the normal licensing
processes.

2. Assuming the licensing process would have to begin
with a new application, project costs would increase by about
$546 million and plant operation would be delayed over 3
years. Neither this assumption nor the first account for the
apparently distinct possibility that ERDA may be required
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commision (NRC) to locate the plant
at a different site if projected plant operation is delayed.
In fact, the Deputy Director, Division of Site Safety and
Environmental Analysis, NRC, told us that if the project is
delayed for 2 years or more, it would be very difficult, if
not impossible, for the NRC staff to conclude that it is cost
beneficial to locate the demonstration reactor at the
Clinch River site. This cost/benefit determination is
required by the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(42 U.S.C. 4321., and there are alternate sites available
that are more environmentally acceptable than Clinch River.

3. Assuming the plant would have to be relocated, pro-
ject costs would increase by about 51.1 to $1.3 billion and
plant operation would be delayed 5 to 6 years.

Although we did not evaluate ERDA's estimates in detail,
we believe they provide a reasonable indication of potential
cost growth and schedule slippages that might occur if che
project were terminated on July 26, 1977, and the Congress
decided to restart it at a later date. By comparison, if ERDA
delayed terminating the project until December 1. 1977, by
honoring ongoing contracts but not entering into additional
contracts not essential to ongoing work, the estimated costs
would be increased by about $61 million.

Based on the information set out above, it would seem
that terminating the project prior to congressional delibera-
tions could make restarting it so costly as to outweigh its
benefit. Thus, if it: is successful in promptly implementing
its present plan, the executive branch may well have made a
major policy decision unilaterally through administrative
procedures which should have been made through the legislative
process. The documentation we have examined discloses no in-
tention on the part of the executive branch to complete an
LMFBR demonstration plant at Clinch River in the future.

Increase research on alternatives
to the LMFBR

The administration proposes to redirect funds from the
deferred LMFBR program into expanded research on alternative
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breeder reactors, fuels, and advanced converter reactors, with
emphasis on safety and nonproliferation.

We have not previously done any detailed analyses of
advanced nuclear fission technologies that are not based on
plutonium. However, we are beginning a review of the
potential and status of alternative nuclear fission concepts.
2his review, which was requested by the Joint Economic Com-
mittee, will also address possible alternatives to the LMFBR
which appear attractive from an economic and nonproliferation
point of view.

In a prior report on the LMFBR 1/, we briefly discussed
alternative reactor concepts being studied by ERDA, but did
not discuss their proliferation potential. Those alternative
reactors are discussed below.

Breeder reactors

Of the alternative breeders, the light water breeder
reactor is probably the most advanced. This reactor could
combine the well-developed technology currently used in com-
mercial nuclear powerplants with increased fuel efficiency by
retrofitting existing commercial plants. One drawback to
this reactor is that its breeding capability (creating new
fuel) is much slower than the LMFBR. ERDA's Division of Naval
Reactors is preparing a light water breeder reactor demonstra-
tion project at a small Government-owned facility, and expects
to begin operations in fiscal year 1977.

The molten salt breeder reactor appears to C'er several
distinct advantages and disadvantages. It uses fluid fuel
which would avoid many of the problems in fabricating, hand-
ling, and reprocessing solid fuel elements. Deterring factors
include a marginal breeding capability and serious structural
materials problems. In addition, this reactor requires con-
siderable research and development.

The gas-cooled fast breeder reactor is claimed to have a
higher breeding ratio than the LMFBR; however, it is in a re-
latively early stage of development.

Advanced converter (non-breeder) concepts

The heavy water moderated and cooled reacto: was devel-
oped in Canada. This reactor technology, sometimes called

1/See footnote /on p. 6.4,
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CANDU, has not attracted much interest in this country andthe Government is not currently supporting any research anddevelopment on it.

There is currently one high temperature gas-cooled reactoroperating in the United States. Others had been ordered, butsubsequently canceled, and the future of this type of reactorin the United States is very uncertain.

The administration's plan does not specify which LMFBRalternatives will be pursued. In any case, nearly all knownalternatives are in early stages of research and developmentand are not likely to be commercially available for many years,if ever.

The Congress and other decisionmakers should recognizethat all present alternatives to the plutonium-uranium fuelcycle have some potential for diversion of weapons grade ma-terials. The i.sues involved are numerous, complex, and con-troversial. In addition to nonproliferation goals, technical,economic, environmental, timing, and other factors must bedetermined before decisions can be made on. the relative ad-vantages and disadvantages of the various alternatives. Ourefforts in reviewing these alternatives will keep pace withthe Government's efforts in developing them.

Increase uranium enrichment capability

The uranium used to fuel nuclear powerplants goes throughessentially the same enrichment processes as the uranium usedin nuclear weapons. The powerplant fuel cannot be used in weap-ons because it is not enriched to a high enough level; however,the processes are the same.

Excluding the Soviet Union and Peoples Republic of China(figures are not available), there are presently seven uraniumenrichment plants in the world--three of the largest are in theUnited States.

The administration is proposing several actions aimedat convincing other nations that the United States is able andwilling to supply their enriched uranium needs. By so doing,the administration hopes to get those countries to defer anyplans to develop their own enrichment capability, therebycontrolling proliferation of nuclear weapons.
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The specific actions the administration is proposing are:

--Reopening the order books for enrichment services
contracts.

--Enacting legislation to guarantee enrichment services
to any country that agrees to comply with our non-
proliferation objectives and is willing to accept
certain conditions.

--Expanding U.S. enrichment capacity by building a gas
centrifuge enrichment plant (instead of a previously
proposed addition to a gaseous diffusion plant).

ERDA controls all U.S. enrichment plants and, in addition
to reopening the order books, is considering allowing utili-
ties to reduce or delay their enrichment services contracts.
ERDA is reviewing utilities' comments on contract changes,
and is evaluating the impact of alternative policies on
enrichment plant operations. It expects these actions to meet
the need for better distribution of enriching capabilities and
to permit better planning for additional enrichment plants.

Over the past 2 years, we have issued a number of reports
addressing aspects of the uranium enrichment and nuclear pro-
liferation issues. We expect to issue another report later
this year that will address ERDA's policies for planning
future enrichment plants. In addition, we are currently
reviewing ERDA's uranium enrichment pricing policies.

From n economic standpoint, reopening the order books
to foreign countries might improve the United States' balance
of payments position. As part of our ongoing study of RDA's
enrichment pricing policies, we are reviewing the effect of
exporting enrichment services at s eral different prices and
will scuss the pros dna cons of changing the price.

The administration's plan to guarantee enrichment services
raises two major i.;sues:

--Other countries may view our antiproliferation condi-
tions as being overly restrictive and either tirn to
other nuclear suppliers with less tringc'nt export
conditions or develop their own enrichment and repro-
cessing technologies.

--A blanket commitment to provide enrichment services
reouires that the United States have ample enrichment
capacity which, in turn, requires decisions on when
additional plants will be built, by whom. and the
technology to be us-e.
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Actions such as reopening the order books and guarantee-
ing enrichment services may affect the need for additional
plants. To improve planning for those plants, we expect to
recommend (in a report to be issued later this year) that appro-
priate executive agencies review the advantages and disadvan-
tages of maintaining a large share of the foreign market and
consider specific foreign market goals for planning purposes.
Those agencis should include ERDA, NRC, and the Departments
of State and Commerce.

Once the desirable market share is established, the Con-
gress must decide how the additional enrichment will be
provided. In a 1975 report 1/ we concluded that ERDA
should continue encouraging private industry's development
of advanced enrichment technologies, such as gas centrifuge,
and we recognized that some equitable, risk-sharing
Government assistance may be required to create a private
uranium enrichment industry.

The last Congress did not pass a proposal for Federal
assistance to private enrichers and directed ERDA to build
additional enrichment facilities at Prtsmouth, Ohio.

ERDA decided to build an add-on to the existing Ports-
mouth facility using the proven gaseous diffusion enrichment
technology. This decision was based primarily on ERDA's de-
mand projections which showed a need for the additional capa-
city by the 1980s. Gaseous diffusion was selected because
it was a proven technology, and ERDA said that the more
advanced technologies (i.e., gas centrifuge and laser isotope
separation) were not ready for commercidl-size plants.

The current administration, however, has canceled the
gaseous diffusion add-on and plans to build at least one gas
centrifuge plant at Portsmouth. ERDA officials now say that
enrichment demand has slipped, allowing time to develop the
gas centrifuge technology. In addition, operating a gas
centrifuge plant takes less than 7 percent of the energy
required to operate a gaseous diffusion plant of equal capacity.
The plant is expected to be completed in fiscal year 1988.
If ERDA's revised demand estimates and its assessment of the
centrifuge technology are accurate, the Government could reap
significant economic and technological benefits from this
decision. However, if the estimates are wrong, the Government's

1/"Evaluation of the Administration's Proposal for Government
Assistance to Private Uranium Enrichment Groups," RED-
76-36, Oct. 31, 1975.
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ability as a reliable supplier and our nuclear nonprolifeza--
tion objectives may be hindered. We are currently reviewing

the entire centrifuge program and the basis for this decision.

Centrifuge plants can be built in small increments, so

a plant capacity equivalent to the previously proposed gaseous
diffusion plant could be built in four separate components.

ERDA will own all four units and operate the first one,

and is considering allowing private contractors to operate
the other three.

Improve uranium resources assessment

progra

In order to resolve uncertainties about domestic uranium

resources, the administration proposes to modify ERDA's Nation-

al Uranium Resources Evaluation program. The modification
includes assessing domestic thorium resources.

We agree with these objectives. In a report to the Con-

gress 1/. we noted that officials of the U.S. Geological

Survey said in 1974 that extensive exploratory drilling
would be necessary to thoroughly appraise domestic uranium

resources. The Geological Survey noted that this work prob-

ably would have to be done by the Federal Government. In

that report, we concluded that an aggressive, accelerated
effort was needed to etimate economically recoverable ura-

nium resources. We al3o recommended expediting the work iad
the final report of ERLA's National Uranium Resources Evalu-

ation program, and giving consideration to the Geological
Survey's alternative approach of extensive exploratory

drilling by the Federal Government.

In a more recent report 2/, we restated our concerns on

the lack of adequate data on uranium resources and reserves.
We recommended that ERDA and the Department of the Interior,

under the general direction of FEA, undertake a joint effort
to identify the costs and benefits of a uranium exploratory

drilling program, including suitable levels of private indus-

try and government financing. We further recommended that the

results of this joint effort be reported to the Congress.

1/See footnote 1/ on p. 6.4.

2/"Domestic Energy Resource and Reserve Estimates--Uses,
Limitations, and Needed Data," EMD-77-6, Mar. 17, 1977.
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According to an ERDA official, the National Uranium
Resources Evaluation program is being reoriented to place the
highest priority on increasing ERDA's estimates of uranium
"reserves" and "probable potential resources." This will prob-
ably involve ERDA-funded exploratory drilling and joint ven-
tures with uranium companies to "prove out" reserves. This
action seems to be in line with suggestions in both of our
previous reports.

In addition, ERDA and the Geologicel Survey are working
out an agreement whereby the latter agency will conduct a
1-year study under the National Uranium Resources Evaluation
program to update knowledge of the Nation's thorium resources.

Currently, we are assessing the issues affecting the
availability of uranium to meet the Nation's nuclear power
needs. Among other things, we are examining the reliability
of the estimated domestic uranium resource base, how this base
can be increased, and what present and future Government ac-
tions would be obneficial.

DOMESTIC NUCLEAR SAFETY AND STORAGE

The administration's plan for domestic commercial nuclear
powerplants contains five separate actions. Foucr of these
actions call for NC to:

-- Increase unannounced or "surprise" inspections of
nuclear facilities and assign a permanent inspector
to every nuclear site.

-- Change the current reporting system for minor mishaps
and component failures from voluntary co mandatory.

--Develop firm siting criteria to prevent siting in
densely populated areas or in potentially hazardous
areas.

--Review its licensing process--which is unsatisfactory
to the Government, anti-nuclear groups, and utilities--
with a view toward reducing the time required to
license a nuclear powerplant.

The fifth action requires a review of ERDA's nuclear
waste disposal program.

Unannounced inspections
and resident inspectors

NRC's current inspection program is carried out by inspec-
tors from one of five NRC regional offices, sometimes located
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hundreds of miles from many nuclear powerplant sites. These

inspectors are specialists--some inspect only to3e reactors

under construction, others look at powerplant security

systems, and still others review systems and procedures to

protect powerplant workers from radiation hazards.

Most of these inspections are supposed to be unannounced

or surprise inspections. The administration's plan would

increase the number of these unannounced inspections.

We agree with this proposal.. In a recent report 1/

dealing with nuclear powerplant security, we discussed some

shortcomings in the way that unannounced inspections were

conducted. During our review that led to that report, NRC

issued a directive to all inspecto:,--not just those that

specialize in security systems--to encourage and promote

unannounced inspections and to insure that these inspections

are indeed a surprise to the utilities.

We are currently reviewing NRC's inspection efforts for

nuclear powerplants under construction, particularly the

methods and techniques the inspectors use to assure sfe con-

struction practices. We expect to issue a report during 1977.

The administration's plan also calls for NRC to assign

a permanent (resident) inspector to every nuclear site. From

19/4 to 1976, NRC had a trial resident inspector program at

two operating powerplants. It has evaluated this trial pro-

gram and now believes that the resident inspector concept is

the preferred method of inspection. NRC is now studying

several different alternatives for implementing the resident

inspector concept. Regardless of the alternative chosen, the

program could not begin until late 1977 or early 1978 and

could not be fully implemented until 1980 or later.

We endorse NRC's efforts to implement a resident in-

spector program because our work has indicated that past and

current NRC inspections do not provide enough direct observation

of utility actions. We cannot comment further because NRC has

not yet selected an implementation alternative nor delineated

the program in such important areas as how to insure the

continued objectivity of resident inspectors.

1/"Security at Nuclear Powerplonts--At Best, Inadequate,"

EMD-77-32, Apr. 7, 1977.
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Mandator reporting of minor

mishaps and componentfailures

NRC uses an industry-sponsored data system that collects
and analyzes information on powerplant component reliability
and failures. Powerplant operators' participation in this
recently developed system is voluntary. Some nuclear power-
plant operators do not provide input to the system, and those
that do may not be reporting all mishaps or failures.

The administration's plan calls for NRC to make this
system mandatory. To do this, RC must take over the system
and start an inspection effort to assure that utilities comply
with the rporting requirements. NRC is now eveloping al-
ternatives for converting the system. These alternatives
differ in timing, cost, and in the type and amount of infor-
mation that the new system would require.

A system that can provide information on the reliability
and performance of components and component manufacturers
should be a valuable tool to help NRC meet its responsibili-
ties. Of course, the effectiveness of this or any system de-
pends on the information it produces and how that information
is used.

We are currently reviewing NRC's inspection and enforce-
ment program. We expect to issue a report later in 1977 in
which we will alse discuss existing and proposed reporting
systems.

Development of siting criteria

About 1 year ego, the NRC Commissioners directed the
NRC staff to reexamine the policies used in siting nuclear
powerplants. Of particular interest were powerplant locations
in relationship to population density, faults, and valuable
natural areas such as parklands. The staff study on these
topics is expected to be completed in the Summer of 1977.
Thus, action to meet this aspect of the administration's plan
is underway.

Obviously, any effort that better defines siting para-
meters for nuclear powerplants and assures greater safety
and environmental harmony should be commended. It should be
pointed out, however, that any decisions on nuclear powerplant
siting must take into account the siting regulations of the
individual States.
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In a recent report 1/, we pointed out that NRC had pro-
posed changes to its regulations whereby utilities could seek
NRC site reviews up to 5 years before applying to construct
powerplants at those sites. NRC has not adopted that change,
partly because State powerplant siting officials raised con-
cerns that

--NRC early site approvals may unduly influence sound
Sta-e and/or local government land use planning;

--States might disapprove sites already approved by
NRC; or, conversely,

--utilities might use the NRC early site approval
procedures to win State approvals of the selected
sites.

Review of licensing process

NRC is responsible for assuring that each nuclear power-
plant can be constructed at its proposed site without undue
risk to public health and safety or to the environment. A
major portion of NRC's effort goes into reviewing each power-
plant's preliminary design before issuing a construction
permit, and reviewing the final design before issuing an
operating license.

It currently takes a utility 10 years or more to plan,
obtain licenses for, and construct a nuclear powerplant. Al-
most 40 percent of a nuclear powerplant's cost--$700 million
to $1 billion--is interest and inflation incurred during this
10-year period. These high capital costs have caused many
utilities to defer or cancel construction of planned units.

The administration's plan recognizes the cost and schedul-
ing problems in constructing nuclear powerplants. The plan
directs NRC to thoroughly review its entire licensing process.
As part of this review, the administration has proposed that
reasonable and objective licensing criteria be established,
and that plants based on standard designs not undergo extensive
individual licensing review.

l/"Reducing Nuclear Powerplant Leadtises: Many Obstacles
Remain," EMD-77-15, Mar. 2, 1977.
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In our recent report 1/, we noted that NRC has taken
steps to reduce nuclear powerplant leadtimes, and to make

its powerplant design safety review process more stable and
predictable. These steps include

--authorizing some construction work prior to completing
the construction permit review;

--encouraging the development and use of standard nuclear
powerplant designs; and

--mo.e carefully controlling the way it applies new
safety requirements to powerplants in design, licensing,
and construction stages.

The report stresses that these attempts have had very

limited success to date. Safety reviews of construction
permit applications which refer to standard powerplant
design have taken longer than expected because of problems

in assuring thct all parts of the plant are compatible with
each other and with individual site characteristics. In

addition, other factors which have affected leadtimes
include

--growing public opposition to nuclear power,

--changing regulatory requirements resulting from tech-

nological solutions to outstanding safety issues, and

--changing regulatory requirements caused by recent
court cases.

The report concludes that the prospects are not good
for reducing leadtimes in the future due to increasing State

and local government requirements, evolving safety criteria,
and other factors--many of which are not under NRC's control.

We are currently reviewing NRC's licensing process to
determine if it assures public safety. We expect to issue a

report later in 1977.

Review of waste disposal program

The administration's plan calls for a task force, under

the direction of the Special Assistant to the President for

1/See footnote 1/ on p. 6.16.
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Energy, to review ERDA's entire nuclear waste management
program. We agree with this proposal.

Because the President has proposed to indefinitely
defer commercial fuel reprocessing, spent nuclear fuel may

ultimately have to be disposed of as waste rather than re-
processed as had been assumed. Consequently, ERDA is now

beginning to look at the feasibility of geologic disposal of
reactor spent fuel. In addition, ERDA is studying the surface

storage concept for spent fuel. According to ERDA, the
earliest possible date a su:face storage facility or a geo-

logical waste repository could be ready to receive spent fuel
is 1985.

NRC is developing performance criteria for the trans-

portation and disposal of processed high-level waste forms,

cannisters, and shipping casks. Because of the administra-
tion's position, NRC will revise its performance criteria

to include criteria for spent fuel transportation. torage,
and/or disposal.

In the last several years, we have isued three reports

1/ 2/ 3/ on radioactive waste. In addition. we are currently

doing a major study of the issues involved in managqing this
country's high level nuclear wastes. This study addresses

ERDA's program for geological waste disposal, management
of military waste, and management of commercial spent tiel.
This report should be issued to the Congress later in
1977.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Plutonium economy

We support the administration's goal of stopping the

international proliferation of nuclear weapons capability.

1/"Controlling the Radiation Hazards from Uranium Mill
Tailings," RED-75-365, May 21, 1975.

2/"Improvements needed in the Land Disposal of Radioactive
Wastes--A Problem of Centuries," RED-76-54, Jan. 12, 1976.

3/"Issues Related to the Closing of the Nuclear Fuel Ser-
vices, Incorporated, Reprocessing Plant at West Valley,
New York," EMD-77-27, Mar. b, 1977.
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We generally agree with the proposals to defer nuclear
fuel reprocessing and to expand America's uranium enrichment
capabilities. However, the success of these unilateral
actions in reducing international nuclear weapons prolifera-
tion will depend on the response by other countries. Such
response should be greatly influenced by U.S. diplomatic
initiatives and possibly by economic considerations.

We disagree with the administration's proposal to drast-
ically reduce funding for the LMFBR program and, in particular,
its decision to cancel construction of the proposed Clinch
River Breeder Reactor demonstration project. We do not see
these actions as reducing proliferation risks. In fact, we
see them as reducing this Nation's ability to influence breeder
safety and safeguards concerns worldwide.

We recommend that the LMFBR program be continued on a
schedule which recognizes that it is still a research and
development effort. Not until some point in the future,
perhaps 7 to 10 years from now, need a firm decision be made
as to whether the Nation will commit itself to te LMFBR
as a basic central station energy source. At that time,
many of todays uncertainties should be reduced or eliminated,
particularly if priority efforts are made to resolve as many
as possible between now and then.

Because it is a logical extension of the LMFBR research
and development program, we recommend that the Clinch River
Breeder Reactor demonstration project be continued. As in-
dicated by the information ERDA provided (see pp. 6.6 and
6.7), once the Clinch River project was terminated, any
future decision to reinstate it would be difficult in view
of the cost growth and schedule slippage involved.

We agree with the administration's proposal to increase
research on alternative nuclear technologies. However, we
recognize that most of the known alternatives are in very
early research stages and some have not been proven scientif-
ically feasible. In addition, all these alternatives have
some potential for diversion of weapons grade materials.

We also agree with the proposed improvements in the uran-
ium resources assessment programs and, in fact, have recom-
mended similar improvements ourseles.

Domestic nuclear safety and storage

The administration proposes five actions to promote ,-
creased numbers of present generation commercial nuclea.
powerplants.
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The administration's plan calls for NRC to conduct more
"surprise" inspections at the powerplants and to assign perma-
nent or "resident" inspectors at each rjwerplant installation.
We agree with both proposals.

The administration also proposes mandatory reporting by
utilities of minor mishaps and component failures at nuclear
powerplants. This ould replace the current voluntary report-
ing of such incidents. We agree with this proposal.

We also support the administration's proposals to improve
nuclear powerplant siting criteria and to improve the nuclear
waste disposal program. We endorse any efforts to make this
Nation's nuclear power program safer for the public and the
environment.

The administration also procoses a review of NRC's nuclear
powerplant licensing process, with the objective of reducing
the present 10-year leadtime in getting a plant designed,
constructed, and licensed. We doubt that the 10-year lead-
time can be significantly reduced. We recently reported that
NRC efforts to reduce the leadtime have had limited success
due to increasing State and local government requirements,
evolving safety criteria, and other factors---many of which are
not under NRC's control.

The last proposal calls for a review of the entire ERDA
nuclear waste management program by a task force under the
direction of the Assistant to the President for Energy. We
agree with this proposal and any other that will help resolve
this Nation's nuclear waste problems.
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CHAPTER 7

NONCONVENTIONAL SOURCES OF ENERGY AND
RESEARCH OF DECENTRALIZED ENERGY SYSTEMS

The administration proposes several actions aimed at
increasing the use of nonconventional or "renewable" energy
resources. These renewable resources include solar and geo-
thermal energy resources, and energy from municipal solid
wastes and from nuclear fusion. These resources could be
applied directly to heating and cooling homes and other
buildings or, in some cases, on a larger scale to generating
electricity.

The administration emphasizes increased use of solar and
geothermal energy applications that have been or are being
demonstrated commercially. It also proposes expanded
research and development on all these technologies.

Solar energy

More than other energy sources, the administration's plan
aggressively promotes solar energy use. Four separate items
in the plan aim at stimulating this emerging technology.
Those items are discussed in chapter 3 and include (1) solar
tax credits, (2) a business investment tax credit, (3) in-
stalling solar equipment on Federal buildings, and (4) urging
States to actively promote solar energy uses.

Most of our work has focused on ERDA's solar energy
research, development, and demonstration program rather than
the incentives that might be needed to commercialize solar
energy. Three of our reports 1/ 2/ 3/ on solar energy discuss
.:he program's status and the need to improve planning for
research and development. As a result, ERDA has taken action
to improve its planning process.

The administration also proposes expanded research and
development programs for solar energy technologies. These

1/ "Federal and State Solar Energy Research, Development, and
Demonstration Activities," RED-75-376, June 10, 1975.

2/ "Opportunities to Iniprove Planning for Solar Energy Research
and Development," EMD-77-8, Nov. 30, 1976.

3/ Letter report (EMD-77-33, March 29, 1977) to the Acting Ad-
ministrator, Energy Research and Development Administration.
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include photovoltaic conversion, wind energy, agricultural
and forestry residues, and ocean thermal energy (the heat
captured by the ocean surface).

inotovoltaic conversion is a process of directly convert-
ing sunlight into electricity by using a photo-sensitive
material (solar cells). In our June 1975 report, we stated
that this technology was scientifically feasible, but that it
vas far too expensive for commercial application. We agree
hat further research is needed to develop economic photo-
voltaic systems.

Wind systems can supply energy to small utilities, hydro-
electric systems, and dispersed power users such as farmers.
The dministration proposes to demonstrate small wind energy
conversion systems.

In March 1977, we reported 1/ on the Wind Energy Program
administered by ERDA and supported by the National Science
Foundation, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
and the Department of Agriculture.

We concluded that the Wind Energy Program had not been
supported by thorough planning studies. The program was
emphasizing large wind energy systems, but there had been no
comparative analysis performed on the advantages and disadvan-
tages of small, medium, and large size systems. We recommended
that ERDA perform market studies to determine the commercial
potential of the three sizes of wind energy systems, and
that the results of these studies be used in directing the
wind Energy Program.

Agricultural and forestry residues ("biomass") already are
used as fuel, and the administration plans to increase that use
through improved collection methods and energy farms, in which
crops are grown specifically for energy uses. The administra-
tion will also support a demonstration project to use wood-
derived biomass as a substitute for fuel oil.

We are currently reviewing Federal programs to develop
biomass energy, and we expect to issue a report to the Con-
gress in the fall of 1977. Our initial observations are that
biomass can contribute considerable amounts of energy to this
Nation; however, Federal biomass energy development efforts
generally have suffered from inadequate funding and low
priorities.

1/See footnote 3/ on p. 7.1.
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We agree with the administration's plan tu provide more
funding for biomass research, development, and demonstration.

Municipal solid waste

Municipal solid waste is a valuable energy resource.
Using the waste for energy purposes also solves the environ-
mental and economic problems associated with disposing of it.

The waste can be turned into energy through direct burning
and through conversion into liquid, gaseous, and solid fuels
("refuse-derived fuels").

We commented briefly on municipal solid waste in our
August 1976 report 1/ on emerging energy technologies. We con-
cluded that it was a cost-effective technology that was being
used successfully, but on a limited basis. Since this technol-
ogy could best be used by utilities, municipalities, and' local
governments--many of which have limited financial capability--
we further concluded that Federal loan guarantees appeared to
be a preferred mechanism for accelerating its use.

We also are addressing municipal solid waste in our current
review of biomass energy development.

Geothermal energy

The administration's plan proposes two actions to increase
geothermal energy use. The first, a tax deduction to stimulate
geothermal drilling, would involve intangible drilling costs
and would be comparable to the deduction given for oil and
natural gas drillings. The second action calls for the Depart-
ments of the Interior and Agriculture to streamline their
leasing and environmental review procedures to remove unneces-
sary barriers to geothermal resources development.

In its broadest sense, geothermal energy is the natural
heat of the earth. Geothermal "reservoirs" in the United States
have been found primarily in the went, and more than half are
on Federal lands. Geothermal resources are classified as
hydrothermal (dry steam and hot water), hot dry reck, normal

F gradients, magma, and geopressurized water.

1/"An Evaluation of Proposed Federal Assistance for Financing
Commercialization of Emerging Energy Technologies,
EMD-76-10, Aug. 24, 1976.
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We have issued two reports 1/ 2/ addressing various
aspects of geothermal energy development in this country.
In both reports, we stated that there was a lack of informa-
tion on exact location, magnitude, and longevity of geothermal
resources. The first report also discussed the need to better
define responsibilities for stratigraphic drilling and methods
for encouraging drilling on leased land.

We are also currently reviewing Federal efforts to encour-
age geothermal energy development and commercialization. We
are identifying problems relating to geothermal drilling and
assessing the pros and cons of alternate solutions.

Our March 1975 report recommended that Federal leasing
regulations be strengthened to encourage early drilling of
exploratory wells, develop geothermal energy, and discourage
speculation. We suggested that, since private industry should
be responsible for exploratory drilling, the level of lessees
expenditures required during the primary 10-year lease term
should be increased to approximately the cost of drilling one
deep well. At that time, the minimum expenditures required
of lessees would not cover the cost of drilling such a well.

In the August 1976 report, we said that ERDA recently
implemented a loan guarantee program to accelerate geothermal
energy development, including the dry steam hydrothermal
technology--the only currently economical type of geothermal
energy. We believed no fuzther Federal financial assistance
to accelerate commercialization of dry steam energy was
warranted at that time. For other geothermal technologies,
federally sponsored research, development, and demonstration
of the economic and technical viability of the concept seemed
to be the appropriate Government role.

Neither of these reports included a recommendation for
tax incentives such as the administration is proposing. How-
ever, since the loan guarantee program and geothermal energy
development have progressed very slowly, we may modify our
position after completing our current review. We will be in
a better position at that time to determine whether tax deduc-
tions are appropriate to stimulate geothermal drilling.

1/ "Problems in Identifying, Developing, and Using Geothermal
Resources," RED-75-330, Mar. 6, 1975.

2/ bee footnote /I on p. 7.3.
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Our August 1976 report contained three factors which we
believe should be carefully examined in determining the best
financing mechanism to stimulate a particular energy technology.

--The technology's state of development.

--The technology's economic feasibility.

--The target group whose actions will be influenced.

In determining appropriate incentives, we stated that
tax actions are some of the most effective and most frequently
used methods of influencing economic behavior and that they
could be used to accelerate commercialization of emerging
energy supply technologies. They can be tailored to reach
a specific target, are easy to administer, and provide
v sibility to the public. However, they reduce tax revenue
and can assume permanent status.

In our current review we are evaluating the pros and cons
of these tax and other incentives. It appears that the admin-
istration's proposal for tax deductions could stimulate geo-
thermal energy development, but the extent of that stimulation
is uncertain. Whether this is an appropriate action is being
addressed.

The administration's plan calls for the Departments of
the Interior and Agriculture to streamline their leasing and
environmental review procedures to remove unnecessary barriers
to geothermal resources development. It is difficult to tell
whether the administration's proposal is aimed at streamlining
only the review procedures or it is intended to overcome
major leasing and environmental problems.

Environmental and leasing problems have long been identi-
fied as major impediments to developing geothermal energy.
These problems existed when ERDA was established in January
1975 and still exist today. The Federal effort to develop
geothermal energy is fragmented among many agencies and
this contributes to the problems not being resolved.

In our 1975 report, we stated that delays in the leasing
program were due to leasing regulations and to required environ-
mental analyses. To overcome these problems, we recommended
that the Secretary of the Interior take the following actions:

--Improve the methods for designating a Known Geotherma]
Resource Area by obtaining subsurface data when
practicable and, for an area designated as a Known
Geothermal Resource Area because of overlapping
noncompetitive lease applications, analyze the
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geology before a value is assigned to it
and it is offered for lease.

--Strengthen leasing regulations by (1) increasing
the level of expenditures required of lessees
during the primary 10-year lease term to approximately
the cost of one deep exploratory well and (2) pro-
viding more specific requirements on minimum develop-
ment of leases during the initial 5 years.

--Where the ownership of geothermal resources is in
dispute, consider issuing leases with the understanding
that all rents, royalties, and onuses would be held
in escrow pending resolution of title questions.

--Propose legislation to classify geothermal resources
in a special class of their own if the lack of a
clear classification hampers their development.

--If offshore geothermal sites are considered worthy of
development, propose legislation clarifying the
Department's offshore leasing authority.

Our current work indicates that these problems have not been
corrected.

Overall lease processing times by the Departments of the
Interior and Agriculture have been a major deterrent to ceo-
thermal energy development. According to Interior and ERA
officials, however, Interior has reduced its backlog on leas--
ing land administered by the Bureau of Land Management. Cur-
rent leasing rates of Federal lands under Forest Service
jurisdiction have not improved and, if continued at the present
rate, could be a matter of concern for future geothermal de-
velopment. Lease processing times have also been delayed
because Federal and State environmental protection agencies
have failed to coordinate their respective actions.

From an administrative point of view, it is conceivable
that the administration's proposal for streamlining the leasing
and environmental review procedures can be accomplished. As
lead agency for encouraging and coordinating geothermal energy
development, ERDA established and chairs the Interagency
Geothermal Coordinating Council. This is .r' formal mechanism
tor such coordination. However, neither ERDA nor the Council
has authority to implement changes affecting other agencies
activities, and this could be an impediment to the administra-
tion's proposal.
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In order to properly manage energy resources on public
lands, we believe the Government must establish certain
policies and procedures, including:

--Basing leasing decisions on national energy needs,
and not primarily on private industry initiative.

--Preparing a reliable inventory of energy resources
on public lands before making leasing decisions.

-- Carefully considering economic and environmental
implications before making leasing decisions.

--Encouraging competition and providing a fair
return to the public through leasing programs.

-- Insuring that leaseholders actively attempt to
develvp the resources.

Nuclear 'usion

Thermonuclear fusion, or simply fusion, holds the promise
of an energy source with a virtually inexhaustible source of
fuel; however, the concept has not yet been proven scientif-
ically feasible.

The administration's plan briefly describes the fusion
program, noting that despite many years of active effort,
scientific feasibility has not been demonstrated. The plan
sets no goals for the program, mentioning only that the
revised fiscal year 1978 budget provides for continuing
fusion work on an orderly basis.

We are currently evaluating the progress and potential
problems in the fusion program, including problems that need
to be addressed in order to move towards eventual conmmerciali-
zation. We are also reviewing the program's management and
the effectiveness of international coordination and cooperation.

The administration's plan refers to the fiscal year 1978
budget reduction that has been made. To the extent that this
signals the beginning of a reduced program level in future
years, we believe that severe impact on fusion progrqam plans
should be expected. In our ongoing effort, we will attempt
to determine the seriousness of that impact. According to
program officials, the revised budget cutbacks will seriously
affect progress towards proving scientific feasibility because
the cutbacks are primarily being applied to the construction
of facilities needed to prove whether fusion will work. It
appears that the administration is willing to educe the
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level of basic research on fusion, presumably to provide
more resources to the more immediate potential energy
sources.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The administration proposes several actions aimed at
increasing the development and use of nonconventional or "re-
newable" energy resources. These renewable resources include
solar and geothermal energy resources, and energy from munici-
pal solid wastes and from nuclear fusion. The administration
emphasizes increased use of solar and geothermal energy
applications that have been or are being demonstrated commer-
cially. It also proposes expanded research and development
on all these technologies.

The administration's proposals to promote solar energy
use are discussed in chapter 3.

We agree with the proposal to expand olar energy re-
search and development programs. However, for the Wind Energy
Program, e want to restate the recommendations in our March
1977 report 1/. We recommend that FRDA perform market studies
of the three sizes of wind energy systems, and use the results
of those studies in directing the Wind Energy Program.

We also agree with the proposals to expand the biomass
and municipal solid waste energy research and development pro-
grams.

To stimulate geothermal energy development and use, the
administration proposes a tax deduction to stimulate geother-
mal drilling. We agree with this proposal. The administration
also proposes to streamline Federal geothermal leasing and
environmental review procedures. W also agree with this
proposal, and made a similar recommendation in a previous
report. 2/ We believe that in order to properly manage energy
resources on public lands, the government must establish
certain policies and procedures. We recommend that leasing
decisions be based on national energy needs, and not primarily
on private industry initiative. We also recommend that lease-
holders be required to actively attempt to develop the
resources.

l/See footnote 3/ on p. 7.1.

2/See footnote 1/ on p. 7.4.
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CHAPTER 8

RELATED MATTERS

This chapter contains information on selected parts of
the administration's plan which is related to the matters
discussed in the previous chapters.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The administration's plan proposes a three part energy-
information program, including a Petroleum Production and Re-
serve Information System, a Petroleum Company Financial Data
System, and an Emergency Management Information System. The
details of all three systems are still being formulated, and
the administration does not contemplate that any additional
legislation is necessary to put these systems into effect.

We have been concerned with the question of the adequacy
and reliability of energy data for number of years. In a
1976 report 1/, we pointed out that many problems continue
to exist in the eneray data area and that establishing a De-
partment of Energy and Natural Resources with an independent
data component offers the best long-term organizational solu-
tion to energy problems, including energy data problems.
In the interim, we conclided that FA could be strengthened
to make it a move credib e and objective focal point for
Federal energy data efforts.

Partly as a result of the 1976 eport and a similar
report 2/ issued in 1974. the Energy Conservation and Production
Act (Public Law 94-385, Aug. 14, 1976) included a number of mea-
sures providing for a more credible and objective focal point
for collecting energy data. It established within FEA an
Office of Energy Information and Analysis and a National Ener-
gy Information System. It also created a Professional Audit
Review Team to conduct a thorough annual performance audit
of the office's procedures and methodology. The team consists
of employees from the leading Federal statistical agencies
--the Council of Economic Advisors, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Bureau of the Census, Securities and Exchange Commission,

1/"Improvements Still Needed in Federal Energy Data Collection,
Analysis, and Reporting," OSP-76-21, June 15, 1976.

2/"Actions Needed to Improve Federal Efforts in Collecting,
Analyzing, and Reporting Energy Data," B-178205, Feb. 2,
1974.
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Federal Trade Commission, Federal Power Commission, and the
General Accounting Office. The Chairman of the team is ap-
pointed by the Comptroller General.

Title V of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (Public
Law 94-163, Dec. 22, 1975) was enacted in direct response to
congressional concern over the adequacy and accuracy of in-
formation, particularly oil and gas data. Under certain con-
ditions, title V authorizes us to inspect the books and re-
cords of energy companies. The act also gave us a role in
developing petroleum accounting practices. Section 503
requires the Securities and Exchange Commission, which
is charged with developing such practices, to consult with us
and others in developing accounting practices that will en-
able the compilation of a reliable energy data base. Under
section 505, FEA must collect the energy information and
submit quarterly reports to the Presilent and the Congress.

In essence, the legislative requirements reflect concern
that the diverse accounting practices used by the petroleum
industry result in financial information that is unreliable
for purposes of policymaking. Government regulation, and
decisions by the investment community. It is expected that
the Securities and Exchange Commission's accounting practices,
once developed, will enable FEA to collect comparable and
reliable petroleum exploration and production data.

Since the specifics of the proposed energy-information
program (Petroleum Production and Reserve, Petroleum Company
Financial Data, and the Emergency Management Information
Systems) are still being developed, there will be opportunities
to design the program so that the decisions the Government
makes concerning various supply options are based on a better
understanding of potential future supplies of domestic
energy sources, who owns and controls those sources, and
the costs associated with developing them.

We still believe that the best long-term approach to
solving energy problems, including energy data collection
problems, is establishing a Department of Energy. The
administration's proposed legislation (S. 826 and H.R. 6804)
to create a Department of Energy, including a statutoriallv
separate Energy Information Ac.ministration within the Depaft-

ment, is consistent with our past recommendations and will
be an essential first step in improving Federal energy data
activities.

One difficulty will be properly allocating information
collection and analysis activities between the Energy Infor-
mation Administration and the proposed Energy Regulatory
Administration. Certain information on regulatory proceedings
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such as a pipeline rate setting or a gas well abandonment,
may continue to be collected by the regulatory agency.
There may be borderline cases where a trade-off must be made
between possible duplication of collection efforts, and the
chance that information collected by the information agency
alone might be insufficient to meet the vigorous requirements
that the regulatory agency's proceedings may demand. We cur-
rently have a review underway which analyzes this problem as
it pertains to collecting and using natural gas reserves
estimates by the Covernment, and most notably by FPC and FEA.

In a recently issued report 1/ on domestic resources and
reserves, we indicated that certain information is needed to
strengthen the basis for decisions about the Nation's energy
future. Specifically, we found that

--data on the oil and gas potential of certain OCS areas
is severely limited,

--a complete appraisal of domestic uranium resources is
needed to better assess ongoing research and develop-
ment programs,

--information to better assess the availability of various
energy fuels under different economic conditions is
lacking for most energy fuels,

--information on quantities of coal currently considered
recoverable is lacking, and

-- information on ownership and/or control of domestic
energy resources and reserves i3 severely limited.

These matters should be carefully considered by the admin-
istration when it develops the specifics of the energy-informa-
tion program.

In our oversight role under title V, we have closely
monitored the efforts of all parties involved. We were con-
cerned--and still are somewhat--that the scope of the energy
data base has not been adequately defined and that the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission and FEA were not working in tandem
to get the job done properly, and on time. If the accounting
practices needed co compile a reliable energy data base are
not developed in coordination with financial accounting

l/"Domestic Energy Resource and Reserve Estimates--Uses,
Limitations, and Needed Data," EMD-77-6, Mar. 17, 1977.
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practices, industry may be faced with maintaining two diverse
and burdensome accounting systems.

The Securities and Exchange Commission and FEA recently
began working together to define data elements and related
accounting practices that they believe will be responsive
to the act. We urged the development of this coordinated
effort because we believe it is in the best interests of in-
dustry as well as Government. It seems to us that the responsi-
bilities of the two agencies under title V and in the new
energy-information progra are directly related and their
efforts will have to be closely coordinated if the Securities
and Exchange Commission's accounting practices have an effect
on the reliability of ne energy data collected and reported
by FEA.

We are contiruing our energy data work (1) as part of our
regular reviews of Federal programs, (2) through our verifica-
tion examinations of energy company information, (3) through
our consultant and oversight roles in the development of ac-
counting practices, (4) through participation in the Pro-
fessional Audit Review team, and (5) in the clearance of the
information-gathering requests of independent regulatory
agencies.

HYDROELECTRIC POWER

The administration's plan calls for the Corps of Engin-
eers and other responsible agencies to report on the poten-
tial for additional hydroelectric power at existing dams,
especially at small sites. Any resulting recommendations
would undergo thorough environmental and budget review. The
administration believes new or additional hydroelectric gen-
erating capacity at existing dams could be installed at less
than the cost of equivalent new coal or nuclear capacity.
Many of the sites are small, but are located near major de-
mand centers currently dependent on imported fuel oil. The
administration estimates that installing additional generating
capacity at existing sites could add up to 14,000 megawatts
(million watts) to the Nation's generating potential.

We have reviewed the potential for increased hydroelec-
tric power production at existing Federal dams, and the po-
tential for using secondary hydroelectric power from the
Federal power system to displace ol and gas usage at fossil-
fired powerplants. In a report to the Secretaries of the In-
terior and the Army and to the Chairman, Tennessee Valley
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Authority 1/. we pointed out that potential exists to increase
hydroelectric power production at some existing Federal power-
plants by (1) nodernizing turbines to increase their efficien-
cies and capacities and (2) modernizing generators to increase
their power producing capacity. We recommended that the agencies
evaluate opportunities to improve hydroelectric power produc-
tion and act on those that are economically justified. In
their evaluation we recommend that consideration be given to
the value of the fossil-fuel consumption displaced by increased
hydroelectric power production.

In another report 2/, we pointed out that oil and gas
consumption could be reduced by giving priority to selling
surplus Federal hydroelectric power to displace electricity
generated with these fuels.

We are currently reviewing the electrical energy options
for the Pacific Northwest, including the potential for small
hydroelectric units as one of the renewable energy options.
We anticipate issuing a report to the Congress in January
1978.

There are about 49,000 existing dams 25 feet or higher in
this country. FPC statistics show that only about 1,400
(4 percent) of the existing dams have been developed for
hydropower. Some of these dams could be operated as conven-
tional reservoir-type units while others could be run-of-the-
river type units. Run-of-the-river plants use ponds or the
streams' natural flow to generate power. Low-head dams using
run-of-the-river allow water to flow through the turbines
constantly with minimal fluctuation of water level in front
of the dam. Most run-of-the-river type operations are low-head
projects.

Estimates vary as to the total potential power avail-
able in existing hydroelectric plants. According to American
Public Power Association estimates, the potential of sr.all
hydroelectric developments is 14.000 megawatts; however, an
FPC staff member estimates a 24,500 megawatts potential.
According to FPC, technology has been available for years,
and manufacturers are willing to enter the market and are
expecting increased demand for such equipment. FPC is also

1/"Power Production Could be Increased by Modernizing Turbines
and Generators," EMD-77-22, Mar. 16. 1977.

2/Letter report (Dec. 15. 1976) to the Assistant Secretary,
Land and Water Resources, Department of the Interior.
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expecting increased license requests for hydroelectric
projects and is gear ing up for this.

Further, ERDA is jointly funding a project with

the City cf Idaho Falls, leading to the operation of small

nydroelectric power facilities along the Snake River. ERDA

points out that these systems produce a minim,-m impact upon

a river system and ae environmentally attac.ive and that

projected power costs appear to be competitive in today'E

market. If, in fact, these points are correct, we would agree

that developing additional or new hydroelectric-generating
cal. ty at existing dams would be more attractive than thermal

powe. -, ants.

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION

The administration's plan calls for a review of existing

energy impact assistance programs to make certain that there

are no gaps. If gaps are found to exist in coverage, legis-

lation to emedy those problems will be proposed.

We recently issued a report 1/, which addresses the

Federal, State, and industry roles in providing assistance to

Rocky MouAntain communities affected by energy development. We

believe that State and local governments in the Rocky Mountain

area should be primarily responsible for providing facilities

and services prior to, or concurrent with, population increases.

Industry has a strong and continuing responsibility to com-

municate its plans to State and local governments and to meet

reasonable State requirements which could include posting

performance bonds and industry guarantees of lo-al debt incurred

to build needed facilities, The Federal Government recently

increased its assistance to Rocky Mountain States and commun-

ities thiough, among other things, the Federal Coal Leasing

Amendments Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-377, Aug. 4, 1976) and

the Federal Land Policy Managemen. Act of 1976 (Public Law

94-579, Oct. 21, 1976). The Government will likely provide

over $2 billion in royalties, annual payments, grants, and

loans between now and 1985. The need for additional Federal

assistance at this time has not been demonstrated.

Further, increasing funding of present Federal programs

to assist State governments may not help energy-affected com-

munities unless the States use their discretion to distribute

the funds to them. No effective mechanism exists to guarantee

1/"Rocky Mountain Energy Resource Development: Status, Poten-

tial, and Socioeconomic issues," EMD-77-23, Jul. 13, 1977.
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the Federal Government that the funds will go to communities
where impacts occur. There is no evidence that the Federal
Government should interfere in the relations between State

i and local governments. However, we believe there should be
some assurances that impacted communities will receive funidsavailable to mitigat. the socioeconomic impacts of energy
%evelopment.

Based on our report, we see only a need to (1) open and
staff an office in the Rocky Mountain area where State and lo-
cal officials can obtain advice on the availability of Federal
assistance programs. (2) Monitor and periodically evaluate
the need for additional Federal assistance. and (3) report
annually the results of such evaluations.

Increased socioeconomic impact assistance was provided
to coastal State and local governments as a result of OCS
development. The Coastal Zone Management Act Amendments of
1976 (Public Law 94-370, Ju'y 26, 1976) established a 10-year,$1.2 billion Coastal Energy Impact Fund to help these govern-
ments deal with the impacts of offshore drilling operations
and other activities. W2 issued a report / on progress of
Coastal Zne Management Program development activities in
six States, and on activities of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration and other Federal agencies with
interests in he program. We did not, however, assess the
adequacy of the assistance fund.

1/"The Coastal Zone Management Program: An Uncertain Future,"
GGD-76-107, Dec. 10, 1976.
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CHAPTER 9

ADMINISTRATION COMMENTS

On July 8, 1977, we provided a draft of this report to
the Energy Policy and Planningj staff, Executive Office of the
President, for review and Jmment. In a meeting on July 15,
1977, informal detailed comments were made by the staff
and we considered these comments where appropriate in revising
the report. On July 21, 1977, we received formal comments
from the staff which are included as appendix II. The formal
comments concern possible misinterpretations by readers
of our report and one area where the administration feels
there is a crucial difference.

The administration believes that the areas of possible
misinterpretation are (1) our estimate that oil imports
could total 10.3 MMB/D in 1985; (2) 'our conclusion thaL
it is unlikely that coal production will reach 1 billior
tons in 1985, let alone 1.2 billion tons; and (3) our dis-
cussion of environmental impacts in 1985. We attempted to
be as explicit as possible concerning the basis for our
statements in the above three areas. However, we recognize
that misinterpretations can and do sometimes occur, over
which we have no control.

We think it is appropriate that the administration
wishes to avoid misinterpretation of our report. It was
not our intention to establish a GAO base case forecast or
a revised estimate of what the plan will achieve, Jilt to
comment on the plan from the perspective of our past and
ongoing work.

However, we disagree with the administration's state-
ments that (l) our discussion of environmental problems should
not be takei as evidence that environmental problems in 185
will be significantly greater if the plan is implemented and
(2) that the administration's analysis shows that the plan
will not generate significant nvironmental impacts beyond
those which would otherwise occur.

Our discussion of environmental impacts deals with
both the currently regulated pollutants from coal and those
which are not regulated and which cannot be controlled with
existing technology. We state on pages 5.21 and 5.35 that
we believe further environmental degradation will take
place despite the strong pollution control measures proposed
in the plan because many pollutants emitted from coal burning
are not regulated and cann)t be controlled even using the
best available control technology. Further, the admiriistra-
tion's analysis, which we summarize in our report, does not
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analyze unregulated pollutant such as trace metals and
sulfates in reaching its conclusion concerning environmental
impacts. Finally, if the administration's analysis demon-
strated that the plan would not generate significant environ-
mental impacts, we would question the need for the study of
the health and environmental effects of increased coal use
which is proposed in the plan.

The administration's main concern with our report relates
to the necessity of designing a national energy plan which
will meet its goals. The administration believes that a
national plan should not be just a Federal plan but should
call for a response from the States and citizens s well.
There may be some validity to this point, but is virtually
impossible to assess wL.at that response might be.

I
Accordingly, we believe that a national energy plan

should insure to the maximum extent possible that the response
I esired from all ectors will be achieved, and not rely so
heavily on unspecified voluntary and other actions. Further,
i since under the best of circumstances, plans designed to meet
goals often fall short, we continue to believe that the plan
should be redesigned to provide a reasonable opportunity of
achieving the stated oals. As such, we do not consider the
goals to be redundant or meaningless. Rather, they need to
be achieved if this Nation is to solve the energy problems
of the com'ag years.

Finally, we agree with the administration that the
measures contained in the plan must be viewed as a minimum
agenda for national action. Much more needs to be done.
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PREVIOUS GAO REPORTS REFERRED TO IN THIS REPORT

Number Title Peg

OSP-76-1 The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder 6.4, 6.8,

Reactor: Promises and 6.12

Uncertainties (7/31/75)

OSP-76-11 Implications of Deregulating the 2.6, 4.18

Price of Natural Gas (1/14/76)

OSP-7,-21 Improvements Still Needed in 8.1

Federal Energy Data Collection,

Analysis, and Reporting (6/15/76)

EMD-76-10 An Evaluation of Proposed Federal 2.11, 3.22,

Assistance for Financing Commer- 4.3, 4.23,

cialization of Emerging Energy 5.28, 7.3,

Technoloies (8/24/76) 7.4

(no number) Letter Report: Reducing Oil and 8.5

Gas Consumption by Selling Surplus

Federal Hyrdoelectric Power

(12/15/76)

EMD-77-3 Improvements Needed in the Federal 4.16, 4.26

Enhanced Oil and Gas aecovery

Research, Development, and Dem-

onstration Program (1/28/77)

EMD-77-5 Considerations for Commercial- 6.5

izing the Liquid Metal Fast

Breeder Reactor (11/29/76)

EMD-77--6 Domestic Energy Resources and 4.16, 6.12,

Reserves Estimates--Uses, Limi- 8.3

tations, and Needed Data

(3/17/77)

EMD--7-8 Opportunities to Improve Plan- 7.1

ning for Solar Energy Research

and Development

EMD--7711 Survey of Publications on 4.23

Exploration, Development, and

Delivery of Alaskan Oil to

Market
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Number Title Pa2e

EMD-77-13 Letter Report: Need for Balanced 3.b
Federal Automobile Standards
(1/13/77)

EMD-77-15 Reducing Nuclear Powerplant 2.13, 6.16,Leadtimes: Many Obstacles 6.17
Remain (3/02/77)

EMD-77-19 Outer Continental Shelf Sale 4.31035--Problems in Selecting and
Evaluating and to Lease
(3/07/77)

EMD-77-20 Issues Needing Attention in 4.24
Developing the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve (2/16/77)

EMD-77-22 Power Production at Federal 8.5Dams Could Be Increased by
Modernizing Turbines and
Generators (3/16/77)

EMD-77-23 Rocky Mountain Energy Resource 8.6Development: tatus, Potential,
and Sohioeconomic Issues
(7/13/77)

EMD-77-27 Issues Related to the Closing 6.18of the Nuclear Fuel Services,
Incorporated. Reprocessing
Plant at West Valley, New
York (3/06/77)

EMD-77-29 Department of Interior Should 4.31
Conduct a Cost Benefit Analysis
of a Systematic ExploIration
Program and a Study f its On-
Structure Exploratory Drilling
Policy (3/07/77)

EMD-77-31 Energy Policy ecisionmaking, 3.6, 4.3
Organization, and National
Energy Goals (3/24/77)

EMD-77-32 Security at Nuclear Powerplants 6.14
--At Best, Inadequate (4/07/77)
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Number Title Page

EMD-77-33 Letter Report: The Wind Energy 7.1, 7.2,
Program Administered by ERDA 7.8

(3/29/7)

EMD-77-37 Evaluation of the Analysis 5.23
Supporting President Ford's Veto
of H.R. 25, the Surface Mining
Control and Reclamation Act of 1975
(4/15/77)

EMD-77-45 Letter Report: Assessment oi the 2.1
National Energy Goals and the
Federal Vanpooling Proposal
(6/08/77)

EMD-77-50 Letter Report: GAO's Position 6.6
on the Liauid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor Program (6/14/77)

EMD-77-51 Outer Continental Shelf Sale 4.32
#40---Inadeqatc Data Used to
Select and EvalLate Lands to
Lease (6/28/'77

GGD-76-107 The Coastal Zone Management 8.7
Program: An Uncertain Future
(12/10/76)

RED--5-322 Federal Coal Research--Status 5.2d
and Problems to be Resolved
(2/18/75)

RED-75-330 Problems in Identifying, Develop- 7.4, 7.8
ing, and Using Geothermal Rsources
(3/U6/75)

RED-75-343 Outlook for Federal Goals to 4.30
Accelerate Leasing of Oil and
Gas Pesources on the Ouster Con-
tinental Shelf (3/19/7?)

RED-75-359 OCS Oil uid Gas Developmrent-- 4.30
Improvements Needcd in Determin-
ing Where to Lease and at What
Dollar Value (/30/75)

RED-75-365 Controlling the Radiation Hzard 6.lb
from Uranium Mill Tailirgs
(5/21/75)
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Page Title Page

RED-75-376 Federal and State Solar Energy 7.1
Research, Development, and
Demonstration Activities
(6/10/75)

RED-75-377 National Standards Needed for 3.16
Residential Energy Conservation
(6/20/75)

XRED-76-36 Evaluation of the Administration's 6.11
Proposal for Government Assistance
to Private Uranium Enrichment
Groups (10/31/75)

RED-76-54 Improvements Needed in the 6.18
Land Disposal of Radioactive
Wastes--A Problem of Centuries
(1/i2/76)

AED-76-81i Status and Obstacles to Com- 5.28
mercialization of Coal Lique-
faction and Gasification
(5/03/'76)

CED-77-27 Speed Limit 55--Is it Achievable 3.7
(2/14/77)

CED-77-34 Lower Airline Costs per 3.11
Passenger are Possible in the
U. S. and Could Result in
Lower Fares (2/18/77)

CED-77-49 Why Urban System Funds Were 3.10
Seldom Used for Mass Transit
(3/18/77)

CED-77-71 Total osts Resulting from Two 4.3b
Major Oil Spills (6/01/77)

CED-77-79 Energy Conservation Competes 3.6
with Regulatory Objectives for
Truckers (7/8/77)

LCD-75-321 Followup Review of the Naval 4.22
Petroleum Reserve (7/29/75)

ICD-76-229 Energy Conservation at Govern- 3.12
ment Field Installations
(8/19/76)
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LCD-76-313 Management of and Plans for 4.22

the Naval Petroleum Reserves
(5/14/76)

ID-76-14 Natural Gas Shortages: The 4.27

Role of Imported Liquefied
Natural Gas (10/17/75)

B-178205 Actions Needed to Improve 8.1
Federal Efforts in Collecting,
Analyzing, and Reportin9 Energy
Data (2/02/74)

B-115398 Letter Report: Legal Statement 6.6

on Cancellation of the Clinch
River Breeder Reactor Project
(6/23/77)
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
ENERGY POUCY AND PLANNING

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20500

JUL 21 1977

Iear M. Staats:

i We have strong belief that independent analysis of the
Administration's National Energy Plan can make a
significint contribution to Congressional consideration of
new enervy legislation. To fhia end, while we may disagree
with some of the findings, we are pleased that studies of
the Plan br the Congressional Budget Office and the Office
of Technology Assessment have helped to focus attention on
the severity of the nation's energy problems, the need for
timely and effective action to deal with those problems,
Land the issues that Congress must consider in its
deliberatogs on the Administration's proposal.

In the same spirit, we have also worked closely with the
E staff of the General Accounting Office to try to ensure

I that this report helps to clarify the issues before the
iCongress. Again, while we disagree on details, we are

i ipleased that the GAO, too, recognizes the need for action.

iHowever, we are concerned that this report may be a major
source of unintended confusion. Throughout the report--

I which builds heavily on GAO analyses completed or under way
'prior to publication of the Plan--the CGAO makes criticisms
ithat apply not to the beneficial impacts of t Plan but
instead (or at least equally) to the Administration's
projections of the situation in 1985 without the Plan. Such
a perspective tends to obscure the important benefits of the
Plan, most of which will be achieved whatever the base case
in 1985 may be.

There are three major examples that could cause misunder-
standing.
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The first of these is the GAO estimate that oil imports with
the Plan could total 10.4 million barrels per day in 1985.
The disagreement with the Administration's estimate of
6 million barrels per day is not due primarily to disagree-
ment with estimates of savings or of coal conversion impacts
of the Plan, but to GAO's disagreement with the supply
projections in the base case. If, in fact, GAO is right in
these assessments, then as a matter of arithmetic imports in
the absence of the Plan would also be higher than the GAO's
estimates of the imports with the Plan, and higher still
than the Admin'.stration's estimates of the imports in the
base case. GAO has not performed the calculations necessary
to estimate total imports in the absence of the Plan or the
savings attributable to the Plan.

The second example is the discussion of the consumption of
coal in 1985. GAO believes it is unlikely that either the
Administration's base case projection of 1 billion tons per
year, or the lan's projection of 1.2 billion tons per year,
will be achieved. However, GAO presents no evidence that the
Plan will not induce additional consumption of coal--over
whatever is the appropriate baseline.

The third example concerns health and environmental impacts
of the Plan. A healthy and growing economy between now and
1985 will mean a higher level of economic activity and a
higher level of pollutant emissions in that year, with or
without the National Energy Plan. GAO emphasizes the problems
of controlling pollutant in 1985. However, this discussion
should not be taken as evidence that environmental problems
in 1983 will be significantly greater if the Plan is
implemented. In fact, the Administration's analysis shows
that the Plan will not generate significant environmental
impacts beyond those which would otherwise occur.

Again, it is recognized that any confusion that may arise on
these points is unintended. However, we feel that it is
vital that any comparison of the effects of the National
Energy Plan be made with respect to a projection of the
situation in 1985 without the Plan. The reader is cautioned
to distinguish carefully when the GAO is referring to
estimated savings and when it is criticizing the projections
of the Administration's base case.
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rhere are other matters on which we differ with the GAOreport. However, we feel that one is crucial.

Unlike GAO, the Administration believes that a national planshould not be just a Federal plan but should call for aresponse from the States and citizens as well. With a nationalresponse the energy goals proposed in the National Energy Planzan be achieved. Besides stimulating State and private action,owever, the goals also provide a benchmark. Failure to achievethe goals would indicate the need for further legislative action.If, as GAO recommends, legislation now would insure achievement3f the goals, the goals would be redundant or meaningless.

Finally, we would also point out that, if the GAO's assessmentis, in fact, correct, the nation's energy situation in 19854ill be far worse, without the Plan, than the Administrationias projected. In that case, the arguments for the measuresContained in the Plan become even more urgent, and the Plannust be viewed as a minimum agenda for national action.

Sincerely,

Alvin L. Alm

p'he HonoraDle Elmer taats
omptroller General of
the United States

Washington, D. C.
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